
THE QUR’AN AND SUNNAH are the two primary sources of Muslim faith,
life, law and morality. The Qur’an is for Muslims the foundation of their faith
and the Sunnah is the framework of their morality. Together they constitute the
two sources of the law (Shari¢ah) of God, a guide to prosperity and happiness in
this life and to the bliss of the hereafter. Although the Qur’an and Sunnah are
materially and formally two independent sources, they are inextricably bound in
a dynamic relationship. The rulings and precepts (a^k¥m) of the Qur’an constitute
the law (shar¢) of God. They are supplemented by the precepts of the authentic
Sunnah, which possess authority second only to the precepts of the Qur’an. The
Qur’an commands Muslims, “Whatever the Messenger gives you, that you must
take, and whatever he forbids you, you must desist therefrom....” (59:7). 

In answer to this need, IIIT convened an annual Summer School for scholars 
to study the Qur’an and Sunnah. The eleven papers included in this volume 
constitute the proceedings of the first Summer Institute, 2008. The essays making
up the collection are focused discussions, and comprised of diverse writings on
significant subjects relating to the Qur’an and the Sunnah, of common and 
intellectual interest as well as relevancy.
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Contemporary Approaches to the Qur’an and Sunnah is a collection of
specially selected papers presented at the 2008 Summer Institute for
Scholars convened at the IIIT headquarters in Herndon, Virginia,
USA July 15 to August 15, 2008. The essays making up the collec-
tion are not random but focused discussions, divided into four parts,
and comprised of diverse writings on various significant subjects
relating to the Qur’an and Sunnah, of common and intellectual
interest as well as relevancy. 

Inaugurated in 2008 and now in its fourth year, the purpose of
the Summer Institute is to bring together and engage senior and
young scholars with a particular interest or expertise in Qur’anic
Studies or the Sunnah in focused, organized discussions of topics
related to a contemporary understanding and articulation of issues
involving the Qur’an and the Sunnah. The specific objectives of the
Summer Institute are to:

• Develop methods or approaches of understanding the Qur’an
and Sunnah that are both authentic and relevant to contem-
porary realities and sensibilities in the West and the Muslim
world.

• Suggest means and instruments of engaging the scholarly com-
munity, the religious community, the media and the public at
large in learning processes, debates or experiences that make
intelligible the wisdom of the Qur’an and the Sunnah and
their relevance to contemporary human affairs.

• Broaden the scope of conversations on issues pertaining to 
the Qur’an and Sunnah through the inclusion of social and 
physical scientists beside the scholars of the traditional Islamic
disciplines.

ix
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We hope that both general and specialist readers benefit from the
perspectives offered and the overall issues examined in the book.

Where dates are cited according to the Islamic calendar (hijrah)
they are labelled . Otherwise they follow the Gregorian calendar
and labelled  where necessary. Arabic words are italicized except for
those which have entered common usage. Diacritical marks have been
added only to those Arabic names not considered modern. English
translations taken from Arabic references are those of the author.

The IIIT, established in 1981, has served as a major center to 
facilitate serious scholarly efforts based on Islamic vision, values and
principles. The Institute’s programs of research, seminars and confer-
ences during the last thirty years have resulted in the publication of
more than four hundred titles in English and Arabic, many of which
have been translated into other major languages. 

We express our thanks and gratitude to the contributors for their
cooperation throughout the various stages of production. We would
also like to thank the editorial and production team at the IIIT London
Office and all those who were directly or indirectly involved in the
completion of this book including, Shiraz Khan, Dr. Maryam
Mahmood, Tahira Hadi, Sara Mirza and Salma Mirza. May God
reward them for all their efforts.

IIIT LONDON OFFICE

January 2012

Foreword

x
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THE QUR’AN AND SUNNAH are the two primary sources of
Muslim faith, life, law and morality. They are as well the framework of
the Islamic worldview and civilization. The Qur’an is believed by all
faithful Muslims to be literally the Book of God, and the Sunnah, or
life-example of the Prophet Muhammad (ßAAS),* is the key to the
understanding and interiorization of the Qur’an.

The Qur’an is for Muslims the foundation of their faith and the
Sunnah is the framework of their morality. Together they constitute
the two sources of the law (Shari¢ah) of God, which is humanity’s
guide to prosperity and happiness in this life and to the bliss of the 
hereafter. Both the Qur’an and Sunnah were revealed by God. The
Qur’an, being the divine communication or revelation (wa^y), was
sent down to the Prophet through Gabriel, the angel of revelation.
The Sunnah, being divine inspiration (ilh¥m), was taught and instituted
by the Prophet Muhammad. God says, “He it is who sent a messenger
to the unlettered people from among themselves to recite to them His
revelations, purify them and teach them the Book and Wisdom…”
(62:2). The Qur’an is the Book (Kit¥b) and the Sunnah is the wisdom
(^ikmah) with which Muhammad, the last prophet of God was sent to
guide humankind to the straight way (al-|ir¥~ al-mustaqÏm), which leads
to God.

After the Prophet’s death, ¢®’ishah, the “mother of the faithful”
was asked to describe the Prophet’s character, or moral conduct
(khulq). She replied, “His character was the Qur’an.” During his life,
the Prophet Muhammad was the living embodiment of the Qur’an.
After his death, his Sunnah continued and will continue to live in the
life of the Muslim Ummah till the day of Resurrection. 

xi

EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

*ßAAS – ßall¥ All¥hu ¢alayhi wa sallam: May the peace and blessings of God be upon him.
Said whenever the name of the Prophet Muhammed is mentioned.
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Although the Qur’an and Sunnah are materially and formally two
independent sources, they are inextricably bound in a dynamic 
relationship. The rulings and precepts (a^k¥m) of the Qur’an constitute
the law (shar¢) of God. They were supplemented by the precepts of the
Sunnah, which possess equal authority with the precepts of the
Qur’an. The authority of the Prophet’s Sunnah is legislated in the
Qur’an, as God says: “He who obeys the Messenger would in fact obey
God...” (4:80). Even more emphatically God commands all Muslims,
“Whatever the Messenger gives you, that you must take, and whatever
he forbids you, you must desist therefrom....” (59:7).

In answer to this divine command, and realizing the need to remind
others of it, the IIIT resolved to convene an annual Summer Institute
for scholars and students to study the Book of God and Sunnah of His
Prophet. To date, the Summer Institute has met twice: in July and
August of 2008 and 2009. The eleven papers included in this volume
constitute some of the proceedings of the first Summer Institute,
2008. Proceedings of future colloquiums will also be published. We
hope that these annual volumes will serve as a reminder to Muslims and
non-Muslims of the place of the Qur’an and Sunnah in the life of
Muslim societies around the world, despite their cultural, racial and
linguistic diversity.

The eleven papers comprising this volume deal with a variety of
subjects. While most of them treat in one way or another the Qur’an
and Sunnah, one as we shall see, in reality is not related to the main sub-
ject of this book. Yet included for reasons that will be explained below. 

Since there is no clear continuity among the articles under discus-
sion, I arranged them in terms of their specific approach or subject. I
therefore placed the first two papers which concentrate on a Qur’anic
science or concept together. The next five papers deal with the Qur’an
in relation to non-Qur’anic disciplines. These are followed by three
papers specifically dealing with the Sunnah and its juridical application,
and one unrelated final paper which closes this volume. 

Therefore, this book comprises four parts. The first part consists of
two papers: Israr Ahmad Khan’s essay examining the important issue of
abrogation (naskh) in the Qur’an, and Aisha Musa’s dealing with issues
of just war, jihad, and fighting (qit¥l) in the Qur’an. 

Editor’s Introduction

xii
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The next five papers forming part two deal with the Qur’an in 
relation to other disciplines, such as theology, broadly speaking, inter-
scriptural relations and natural and social sciences: “Religious Pluralism
and the Qur’an” by the editor of this work; Dr. Khaled Troudi’s exam-
ination of the relationship of the Qur’an with the earlier Abrahamic
Scriptures; Professor Mohammed Abu-Nimer’s, “Exegesis, Social
Science and the Place of the Jews in the Qur’an” in which he relies on
both classical Qur’an commentaries and contemporary non-exegetical
sources; Imad-ad-Dean Ahmad’s “Qur’an and Science,” in he which
studies in some depth the relationship of the Qur’an to science; and
finally Daoud Nassimi’s study of the English translations of certain
Qur’anic verses containing particular rulings and injunctions. The
themes he analyzes are the Friday prayer and the veil or ̂ ij¥b. 

The next two papers forming part three constitute a somewhat
coherent unit. Sami Catovic examines the significance of the actual
text (matn) analysis of the Prophetic Hadith traditions, and Mohamad
Adam El Sheikh discusses the social and juridical status of divorced
women and their right to “Post-Divorce Financial Support.” 

The last paper of this volume by Khaleel Mohammed forming part
four is simply an independent study of an important subject. It is an
appeal to Muslim scholars to evolve a coherent Muslim approach to
western studies of Islam. Our reason for including it is not dependent
on its subjects or themes, but on the fact that in its own right, it is a
good contribution to Islamic studies. Moreover, it touches on the
Qur’an from the perspectives of western Orientalist and modern
scholars. Finally, in its own way, it also touches on interfaith dialogue,
whose significance to the life of Muslims in the West is undeniable.

The Qur’an is an inexhaustible source of study and it is clear that
our relationship with the Book, meaning its message, should always be
one of depth and wise discernment, carefully observed and constantly
maintained. The Sunnah of our Prophet Muhammad, is not in essence
a body of religious literature, but a living and dynamic force which all
Muslims ought to use as the model for their own lives. Prophet
Muhammad was a loving father, a just and loving husband, a political
leader, but above all “the Messenger of God to all of humankind...”
(7:158). He is the Imam and role model for all Muslims. Following his

Editor’s Introduction

xiii
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noble example, or Sunnah, is the Islamic quest for achieving prophetic
existence. We offer this humble effort as a little candle to illuminate
our way to this noble quest.

MAHMOUD AYOUB

December 20th, 2009

Editor’s Introduction

xiv
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3

INTRODUCTION

THE Qur’an is perhaps the most widely consulted scripture in the
world, and also perhaps the most manipulated with regards to source of
law. Fuqah¥’ and mufassir‰n have provocatively subjected the Qur’an
to progressively more complex interpretative and legislative contem-
plation. One group of scholars uses the Qur’an to substantiate its own
set of views and rebut others whilst another uses the Qur’an to authen-
ticate its particular thoughts and condemn the approach of rivals.
Theological and legislative debates revolving around the Qur’an have
caused the once united Muslim Ummah to divide into various camps
which most of the time have been at odds with each other over most
issues. 

One such issue related to the Qur’an is that of abrogation. Muslim
scholars in general, and fuqah¥’ and mufassir‰n in particular, have been
fairly aggressive and hostile towards one another over the question of
abrogation in the Qur’an. The opinion of the ¢ulam¥’ can be predomi-
nantly divided into two camps, those favoring abrogation and those
negating it, with both insisting upon the validity of their own respec-
tive opinion on the subject. Fifteen hundred years later (that is since
the revelation of the Qur’an) the dispute over the issue of abrogation is
as fresh as it might have been during its early stage. 

Logically speaking, only two probabilities can exist concerning the
claim of the two groups: either both groups of scholars have mistaken
the issue of abrogation or only one of them stands for the truth. In no

Arguments for Abrogation in 
the Qur’an: A Critique

ISRAR AHMAD KHAN

1
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4

way can both be right. Innumerable books have been written on this
subject. Yet, the matter remains unsettled. The basic factor for this lies
in the traditional approach of scholars who almost abhor a rational and
critical approach on anything pertaining to the Qur’an. This study
takes a rational and critical look at the arguments for or against the 
doctrine of abrogation in the Qur’an.

ABROGATION IN THE QUR’AN: DEFINITION

The original Arabic term for abrogation is al-naskh. In defining this
term, Muslim scholars have stated so many things, leaving the term
undefined in a categorical manner. Anyone who reads the works of
Ab‰ ¢Ubayd (d. 224 ), al-Na^^¥s (d. 377 ), MakkÏ (d. 437 ),
Ibn al-¢ArabÏ (d. 543 ), Ibn al-JawzÏ (d. 597 ), al-ZarkashÏ (d.
794 ), al-Suy‰~Ï (d. 911 ), and al-DehlawÏ (d. 1176 ) on the
issue of abrogation issue will be left confused regarding its definition.

Ibn al-JawzÏ, to some extent, may be considered the first to offer a
clear definition of abrogation in the Qur’an:

Al-naskh literally signifies two things: (1) removal and lifting up; for
example, the sun removes (carries naskh) the shadow because with the
light of the sunrise the shadow recedes; one such example is also in the
Qur’an – ‘Allah removes (applies naskh) what Satan casts in’ and (2) copying
a document in another place, for example, they say that the book was
copied; a Qur’anic example of this import is ‘We had been documenting
what you had been doing.’ As for the application of al-naskh in Shari‘ah
(Islamic law), it signifies in the first sense because the lifting up of a com-
mand which was initially obligatory for the people denotes its removal
with or without its replacement.1

Al-Zurq¥nÏ was uncomfortable with the complicated approach of
scholars in defining al-naskh. He found discussions on its meaning in
sources of various nature (i.e. tafsÏr, works on al-naskh etc.), and hence
saw no wisdom in referring to them. He coined a definition of abroga-
tion that he claimed more reasonable and closer to reality: “Removal
of an Islamic command by a legally valid argument” (raf¢ al-^ukm al-
shar¢Ï bi dalÏl shar¢Ï).2 Subhi Salih deemed this definition the most

ISRAR AHMAD KHAN
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5

precise, and was not content with the controversies of Muslim scholars
over the definition of abrogation.3

Ibn al-JawzÏ has suggested five conditions for the occurrence of
abrogation. First, the ruling in the abrogating verse and the abrogated
verse should contradict each other. Second, the abrogated ruling should
chronologically precede its abrogating ruling. This could be known
either through divine statement or through historical information.
Third, the abrogated ruling should have been initially part of Islamic
law. Fourth, the abrogating ruling should also be a confirmed part of
Islamic law. Fifth, the justification for an abrogating ruling should be
either as strong as that of its abrogated ruling or stronger than that of the
abrogated one. Where the strength of the abrogating in comparison to
the abrogated one is tenuous, the abrogation will not occur.4

ARGUMENTS FOR ABROGATION IN THE QUR’AN

The proponents of abrogation do not seem to be very clear as to the
arguments confirming the theory of abrogation in the Qur’an. The
reason is very simple. A controversial approach to abrogation makes
the proposed arguments controversial hence not altogether valid.
Arguments advanced for abrogation are numerous due to the classifi-
cation of abrogation into various categories. All these arguments are of
two kinds, those strengthening the concept of abrogation in general,
and those reinforcing the occurrence of abrogation in the Qur’an
itself.

Regarding the validity of abrogation in normal life and in Islamic
law, there is actually no controversy among Muslim scholars.
Ironically, the advocates of abrogation focus more and more on this
dimension of the issue, stressing the message that the Qur’an is not
excepted from this general rule. This category of arguments is not
within the purview of this study. The scope of this study is confined to
the arguments for abrogation in the Qur’an. Ibn al-JawzÏ and al-
Zurq¥nÏ have both categorically mentioned all the probable arguments
for abrogation in the Qur’an based on the Qur’anic verses, the 
opinions of the ßa^¥bah, the views of the T¥bi¢‰n, and the claim of 
consensus.5
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ISRAR AHMAD KHAN

ARGUMENTS BASED ON QUR’ANIC VERSES

The verses quoted to corroborate the occurrence of abrogation in the
Qur’an are (2:106), (2:269), (3:7), (4:160), (5:48), (13:39),
(16:101), (17: 86), and (22:53). (2:106) reads: “We do not abrogate
any verse or cause it to be forgotten but We bring another verse either
similar to it or better than that....” This verse clearly states the occur-
rence or possibility of abrogation effected by God Himself. Undoubt-
edly, this verse forms a substantial evidence for abrogation. However,
the question is whether this statement talks about abrogation within
the Qur’an. 

Does the word “¥yah” invariably connote a verse of the Qur’an? To
the defenders of abrogation, “¥yah” does signify a verse of the Qur’an.
The answer to this question is found in the Qur’an. In Qur’anic usage
the word “¥yah,” its dual variant, and its plural form “¥y¥t” have been
used 86 times, only once, and 296 times respectively. These usages do
not signify just the simple meaning of “verse” of the Qur’an. The
Qur’an uses “ayah” in the following shades of meaning: message of
Allah (SWT),* (2:129), (2:252); mark (3:97); symptom (19:10);
masterpiece (30:21), (36:33); lesson (10:92); miracle (20:22),
(23:50); Qur’anic statement (3:7); revelation in the previous Scrip-
tures (3:113); and irrefutable proof (30:22). 

Verse 2:115 states, “And God’s is the east and the west: and wher-
ever you turn, there is God’s Countenance....” Maintaining that the
Prophet’s facing toward Jerusalem in his prayers was in the light of this
revelation seems a far-fetched idea. Ibn ¢Abb¥s (RAA)** believed the
verse came in response to the Jewish objection to the change of direc-
tion in prayer from Jerusalem to Makkah.6 The Prophet faced
Jerusalem not only for around two years in Madinah but also in
Makkah, right from the beginning of his mission, whereas (2:115) is a
MadanÏ revelation.

*SWT – Sub^¥nahu wa Ta¢¥l¥: May He be praised and may His transcendence be affirmed.
Said when referring to God.

**RAA – Ra\iy¥ All¥hu ¢anhu (May God be pleased with him).
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(2:269) reads, “He who was granted wisdom was granted indeed
an overflowing good....” This verse is used as argument for abrogation
in the Qur’an based on Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s interpretation of it as follows:
“Wisdom (^ikmah) here signifies the understanding of the Qur’an’s
abrogating and abrogated rulings, that of its clear (mu^kam) and unclear
(mutash¥bih) verses, that of its beginning and its ends, that of its lawful
and unlawful, and its parables.”7 The report through which this state-
ment is attributed to Ibn ¢Abb¥s contains a defective chain of reporters.
The narrator who reports from Ibn ¢Abb¥s is ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >al^ah who
never met Ibn ¢Abb¥s. A weak report cannot be used as an argument. It
should be checked whether ̂ ikmah denotes knowledge of abrogation
in the Qur’an. ¤ikmah literally connotes practical and methodological
understanding of knowledge. 

The Qur’an articulates the duties of the Last Prophet. One of his
various tasks was to teach the Book and wisdom. If, as Ibn ¢Abb¥s
interprets, ̂ ikmah refers to, among other things, knowledge of abroga-
tion in the Qur’an, the Prophet must have taught his followers which
verses of the Qur’an were abrogating and which ones were abrogated.
However, all the sources lack any such information on the Prophet’s
teaching his Companions about abrogated and abrogating verses in the
Qur’an.

To attain the import of the word ^ikmah in the verse just cited
(2:269), one has to read the entire context spread across verses (2:267-
283). In these seventeen verses, three main messages are apparent:
charity work is of great benefit for believers; usury-based monetary
transaction is baneful for man; and monetary loans are to be properly
documented and reliably testified. All these matters are financial.
(2:269) is a part of that context. This particular verse communicates
that understanding the objectives and advantages of these wealth-
related acts is wisdom; one who understands it is ever prepared to be
generous for the sake of Allah. 

If those scholars who claim to have knowledge of abrogated verses
in the Qur’an are indeed blessed with wisdom, they should have
irrefutable arguments at their disposal. Conversely, proponents of
abrogation in the Qur’an stand confused over how to surely identify
and then justify abrogation in the Qur’an. 
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(3:7) reads, “He it is who bestowed upon you from on high this
divine writ, containing ¥y¥t mu^kam¥t that are the essence of the divine
writ, and others that are mutashÏbih¥t....” This verse refers to the two
categories of the Qur’anic verses, mu^kam¥t and mutash¥bih¥t. Aside
from the original and allegorical imports of these two terms, Ibn
¢Abb¥s, al-™a^^¥k Ibn Muz¥^im, and others insist that the word
mutash¥bih¥t signifies abrogated ¥y¥t in the Qur’an.8

This suggestion is difficult to accept and results in several problems.
Allah makes clear that these two categories of ¥y¥t are of a permanent
nature; the mu^kam¥t will forever remain mu^kam¥t and the mutash-
¥bih¥t will not change at any stage of time into non-mutash¥bih¥t. Yet
here in the abrogation system, the scholars keep changing their stand
on the abrogated verses of the Qur’an. Does it, then, mean that mutash-
¥bih¥twill keep changing its position to mu^kam¥t? Is it fair to supersede
the statement of Allah? An example may suffice to illustrate the point. 

According to Ibn ¢Abb¥s, the following command in (2:180) is
abrogated: “It is ordained for you, when death approaches any of you
and he is leaving behind much wealth, to make bequests in favor of his
parents and near of kin in accordance with what is fair: this is binding
on all who are conscious of God.” Hence, this statement of the Qur’an
must be considered as mutash¥bih. Yet to ¢AlÏ, ‘®’ishah, al-Sha¢bÏ, and
al-Nakha¢Ï, the same command (2:180) is not abrogated and hence is
mu^kam.9 One should not refer to the same verse as mu^kam as well as
mutash¥bih. 

What is attributed to Ibn ¢Abb¥s concerning the meaning of
mutash¥bih¥t as abrogated verses of the Qur’an is doubtful. Al->abarÏ
has recorded Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s view through four chains of narrators
(sanad). Two of these chains contain anonymous reporters and hence,
these reports are weak. The two other chains are also defective due to
the availability of weak reporters therein. In one chain the reporter
reporting the view of Ibn ¢Abb¥s is ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >al^ah, who did not
learn anything from Ibn ¢Abb¥s. Therefore, his report from Ibn ¢Abb¥s
may not be considered reliable. The other chain has two unreliable
reporters, Asb¥~ ibn Na|r and Ism¥¢Ïl al-SuddÏ. The view ascribed to al-
™a^^¥k ibn Muz¥^im is also not based on reliable chains. Al->abarÏ
has used five chains. All of them are weak due to the names of
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Juwaybir, Salmah ibn Nubayt, Juwaybir, al-¤u|ayn ibn al-Farj, and
Salmah ibn Nubayt respectively.

The word mutash¥bih¥t means illustrative. In the Qur’an one finds
mention of the life hereafter and many other things unseen to man. To
describe such unseen elements God has used metaphoric language to
bring the picture of the unseen close to human perception. All places
in the Qur’an where unseen items, creations, and phenomena have
been mentioned constitute mutash¥bih¥t.10

(4:160) reads: “For the iniquity of [the Israelites] We made unlawful
for them certain good things which had been lawful for them....”
None but al-Zurq¥nÏ claims this verse speaks about the existence of
abrogation in the Qur’an. He takes this position based on the phrase
“which had been made lawful for them.” For al-Zurq¥nÏ, the making
of lawful into unlawful signifies abrogation.11 It is certainly an occur-
rence of abrogation. But where did it occur, in the Qur’an or the
Torah? There should not be any confusion over the meaning of verse
(4:160). It indicates how the Israelites were punished due to their 
belligerent approach to their religion. In one such punishment, they
were barred from utilizing certain things already lawful. Ibn ¢Abb¥s
states this verse (4:160) reminds us of the fact that the Israelites carried
out some changes in the Torah, making certain things unlawful on
their own.

The part in question of verse (5:48) reads: “...For every one of you
We made a law and a way....” Does this verse in any way indicate the
occurrence of abrogation in the Qur’an? For a vivid picture of this
divine statement it is desirable to read not only the whole verse but also
its preceding and succeeding verses. The translation of the whole verse
is as follows: 

And We revealed to you the Book with truth which confirms the Book
before it and serves as its guardian: so judge between them by what Allah
has revealed, and follow not their vain desires diverging from the truth
that has come to you. For every one of you We made a law and a way. If
Allah had so willed, He would have made you a single people but [His
plan is] to test you in what He has given you: so strive as in a race in all
virtues. The goal of you all is to Allah; it is He who will show you the truth
of the matters in which you dispute.

Arguments for Abrogation in the Qur’an: A Critique
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This verse relays three main messages: the Qur’an represents the
truth; the Qur’an is the only source of law for the people; and decision
of any dispute is to be made in the light of the Qur’an, and not based on
what exists in the previous scriptures. The occurrence of the word
“truth” as the attribute of the Qur’an in the verse sends a message
beyond any doubt that the Qur’an contains truth from every angle and
in every single verse. To say that certain verses of the Qur’an are 
abrogated as to their practicability is tantamount to not accepting the
Qur’an as the truth. This verse (5:48) and its preceding and succeeding
verses give a repeated call to reject the stand of the Jews on the 
scriptures of God and to follow the last revealed scripture of Allah. The
above clause of the verse, “For every one of you We made a law and a
way” rather confirms that the previous laws revealed in the previous
scriptures are no longer valid; and that the laws revealed in the Qur’an
are the only valid provisions of law. MakkÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib stressed that
this verse refers to the abrogation of the previous prophets’ laws and
not to the laws in the Qur’an.12

(13:39) reads, “Allah annuls or confirms whatever He wills, for
with Him is the source of all revelation,” and is used as an argument for
abrogation on the basis of a statement attributed to Ibn ¢Abb¥s: “Allah
replaces in the Qur’an whatever He wills to abrogate and retains what-
ever He wills not to abrogate. Both the abrogated and the abrogating
are in the mother of the Book. All that are replaced as well as retained
are in the Book.”13Qat¥dah ibn Di¢¥mah claims this verse conveys the
same idea as (2:106) and talks about abrogation in the Qur’an, and that
(13:39) also substantiates the theory of abrogation in the Qur’an.14

The chain through which Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s view has been reported seems
to be defective due to the inclusion of ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >al^ah, who never
benefited from Ibn ¢Abb¥s. Qat¥dah probably based his opinion on Ibn
¢Abb¥s’s statement. This verse uses the word ma^‰, which means
effacement and total removal; wherever the ma^‰ takes place, nothing
remains in place. Abrogation theory emphasizes that both the abrogat-
ing and the abrogated verse remain in the Qur’an. In that case, (13:39)
should not speak about abrogation in the Qur’an.

If we read the whole of S‰rah al-Ra¢d (13), we can see that the 
surah consoles the Prophet and his followers, and also rebuts various 
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suppositions developed by the opponents; i.e., the Quraysh. The
above verse (13:39) forms an answer to the objection raised by the
Quraysh that due to the presence of previous divine scriptures revealed
to previous prophets, there did not arise any need for the new scrip-
ture. In answer it was stressed that God willed to efface the previous
scriptures as the sources of law and send a new scripture, that is the
Qur’an.15

“...Every fixed term (ajal) has had its Kit¥b,” is the last statement of
the preceding verse (13:38). The statement in (13:39) connects to the
previous one. In this way, (13:39) is not advocating the theory of
abrogation but rather the prerogative of God to annul previous scrip-
ture and replace it with the Qur’an. Apart from this, the verse is a
MakkÏ revelation; it is, then, wonderfully strange to suggest that this
verse alludes to abrogation theory. The concept of abrogation surfaced
only in Madinah where a new society based on Islamic laws was being
developed.

(16:101) reads: “And when We substitute one revelation for
another – and Allah knows best what He reveals (in stages) – they say:
‘You are but a forger’: Nay, but most of them do not understand it!”
This verse is taken as an argument for the progression in the commands
of Allah through revelation in the Qur’an. This stand is untenable.
This verse is a MakkÏ revelation. In MakkÏ revelations one may not find
such progression in the laws. (16:101) itself refers to the observation of
the Quraysh that Muhammad himself fabricated the messages in 
different ways and presented them in stages in the name of God. The
Quraysh could not have raised the question of abrogation of laws in
Makkah. This verse reminded the Quraysh that it was not Muhammad
who revealed the Qur’an in stages but God Who knew very well what
to reveal where and when in the Qur’an. Seyyed Mawdudi, while
interpreting (16:101), observed that in MakkÏ revelations one could
see the same message in different styles and arguments scattered at 
various places in the Qur’an. It was this revelation in stages which
made the Quraysh assume that the Qur’an was Muhammad’s own
work; had it been from God, it would have been revealed all at once.
He maintained that the MakkÏ revelations do not have the progression
in Islamic laws.16

Arguments for Abrogation in the Qur’an: A Critique
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(17:86) reads: “If it were Our will, We could take away that which
We have revealed to you: then would you find none to plead your case
against Us.” Undoubtedly, this verse refers to the power of God to
remove His own command, but it does not prove that God sent a reve-
lation in the Qur’an and then lifted it away. The verse after it, “Except
for mercy from your Lord; for His bounty on you is great” (17:87),
reasserts that Allah out of His bounty on the Last Prophet would never
take away what He had revealed to him. This verse speaks only of the
possibility of abrogation and not the occurrence of abrogation in the
Qur’an. In fact (17:86) forms part of an answer to a question raised by
the Quraysh on behalf of the Jews in Madinah concerning the meaning
of the “spirit.” The answer begins from verse (17:85): “They ask you
concerning the Spirit. Say: ‘The Spirit is of the command of my Lord.
And you were not granted of this knowledge but very little,’” and ends
with (17:87). The Spirit is actually revelation entirely at the discretion
of Allah as to where, when, what, and to whom to send it down to.
MakkÏ used (17:86) as the basis to claim that God had erased certain
revelations of the Qur’an from the hearts and documents,17 which is
gross speculation, and speculation or “conjecture can never be a 
substitute for truth” (10:36).

(22:52) reads: “Never did We send a messenger or a prophet
before you, but, when he framed a desire, Satan cast something into his
desire: but Allah cancels what Satan casts in, and He confirms His 
messages. Allah is full of knowledge and wisdom.” It is obvious, even
to a layman, that this verse refers to abrogation of something cast in the
hearts of prophets by Satan, and not the abrogation of Qur’anic verses.
Nevertheless, certain mufassir‰n, while interpreting this verse, decided
to do so in light of a story widely considered a forgery concerning the
infamous satanic verses (which mentions Satan having put into the
mouth of the Prophet some of his own verses admiring the Makkan
gods of the Quraysh) as proof of how God had deleted these satanic
insertions into revelation. These Mufassir‰n it would seem forgot the
assurance of God in verse 15:9 that, “We [without doubt] sent the
Message to you step by step and We are responsible to safeguard it.”
God’s promise to protect the Qur’an does not merely signify after it
had been revealed but also before and during its revelation. In other
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words to claim that Satan had somehow managed to interfere in the
process of the revelation of S‰rah al-Najm (53) is to falsify the divine
guarantee made in (15:9) that the revelation would be safe from any
corruption whatsoever.

ARGUMENTS BASED ON THE VIEWS OF

THE ßAH®BAH AND T®BI¢ƒN SCHOLARS

While discussing the significance of abrogation in the Qur’an, advocates
of abrogation quote the following three statements attributed to three
ßa^¥bah: ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~ ab, ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib, and ¢Abd All¥h ibn
¢Abb¥s. 

Statement 1: ¢Umar said, “Ubay ibn Ka¢b is the most knowledge-
able among us on abrogation.”18 Ibn al-JawzÏ did not give the chain of
narrators of this report, so its reliability cannot be ascertained. Apart
from the problem of its authenticity, one need not construe into
¢Umar’s statement a reference to abrogation in the Qur’an. He simply
praises Ubay’s knowledge on the issue of abrogation but crucially 
does not state that Ubay was the most knowledgeable concerning
abrogation in the Qur’an. Ubay ibn Ka¢b in fact had knowledge of 
previous scriptures, and hence knew very well which commands of
the Torah had been annulled by the Qur’an.

Statement 2: ¢AlÏ’s view is advanced in the form of a dialogue
between him and a storyteller. ¢AlÏ asks the latter whether he was aware
of the abrogating (al-n¥sikh) and the abrogated (al-mans‰kh). When he
answers in the negative, ¢AlÏ warns him: “You destroyed yourself as
well as others.”19 In what way does this report constitute an argument
in favor of abrogation in the Qur’an? Was the storyteller a teacher of
the Qur’an whom ¢AlÏ warned of the serious consequences of his 
ignorance of abrogation in the Qur’an? Was there any reference in
¢AlÏ’s question to abrogation in the Qur’an? Indeed, the storyteller was
not a teacher of the Qur’an but, as his title ‘storyteller’ conveys, very
clearly just that, a storyteller. Had he been a teacher of the Qur’an, he
would never have been mentioned as a storyteller. It seems from the
report that the storyteller would narrate stories of all sorts, including
stories of previous people and prophets based on his understanding of
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previous scriptures. When ¢AlÏ asks him with regards to his knowledge
of the abrogating and the abrogated, he might have have been asking
him about the abrogating revelations in the Qur’an and the abrogated
verses in previous scriptures.

Statement 3: Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s view has been discussed above. His inter-
pretation of verses such as (2:106), (3:7), etc. confirms his view on
abrogation in the Qur’an. These verses have been discussed thoroughly
as to their import. They do not speak about abrogation in the Qur’an
but about abrogation by the Qur’an of the previous scriptures. The
name of Ibn ¢Abb¥s has been misused and abused by those with vested
interests. If all the reports attributed to Ibn ¢Abb¥s are critically
checked, they might prove either their weakness or unreliability. For
instance, the tafsÏr work TanwÏr al-Miqb¥s is attributed to Ibn ¢Abb¥s.
Yet, scholars have proven beyond any doubt that the two reporters
who report the tafsÏrÏ views of Ibn ¢Abb¥s are liars and hence unreliable.
Ibn ¢Abb¥s should not be blamed, but rather the reporters who attribute
the statements to him are to be condemned as unreliable.

Among t¥bi¢‰n scholars, the most prominent supporters of abroga-
tion are Sa¢Ïd ibn al-Musayyab, Muj¥hid ibn Jabr, Qat¥dah ibn
Di¢¥mah, and al-™a^^¥k ibn Muz¥^im. One can find their declaration
of this or that verse as abrogated in the sources. Since they consider 
certain verses of the Qur’an abrogated, the theory of abrogation in the
Qur’an is taken as justified. There is no doubt that they declared certain
verses as abrogated, but we have to investigate what they meant by
declaring a verse abrogated. Some examples may suffice to crystallize
the matter. 

First, when Anas ibn M¥lik grew old and unable to fast in the month
of Ramadan, he would feed the poor instead, everyday as compensa-
tion for the missed fasts. This he used to do in light of the concession
granted in the Qur’an: “…and [in such cases] it is incumbent upon
those who can afford it to make sacrifice by feeding a needy person....”
(2:184).20 Anas ibn M¥lik, like others, also considered that facility as
abrogated. Why did he then practice it? To him, abrogation of a ruling
in the Qur’an never signified permanent invalidity of the Qur’anic
command. Second, Ibn ¢Abb¥s decreed that after a woman gave birth
she was allowed to pay ransom in place of fasting.21 Ibn ¢Abb¥s said
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time and again that the permission to pay ransom for fasting (2:184)
was abrogated. If he meant permanent abrogation of the verse, why
did he, then, allow women to do this? Certainly, to him, abrogation in
the Qur’an meant impracticability of certain rulings of the Qur’an in
certain given situations. Third, ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar was once asked
about the position of a pregnant woman who fasted in Ramadan but
suffered from dehydration. He advised the woman to break the fasting
and pay the ransom every day.22 He did consider that concession 
abrogated for healthy, normal women and men, but for the pregnant
and the sick, he did not find the ruling abrogated. Fourth, Ab‰ al-
¢®liyah did not fast in the month of Ramadan in his old age, and paid
the ransom instead.23

ARGUMENT BASED ON THE EXISTENCE OF 

ABROGATED RULINGS IN THE QUR’AN

Al-Zurq¥nÏ advanced an argument in favor of abrogation in the
Qur’an, stating there existed certain verses in the Qur’an that can
never be practiced.24 Are we to take this as an argument? Where is the
evidence? Who decided this or that verse was abrogated? Did God
clearly indicate the abrogated revelation in the Qur’an? Certainly,
there is no statement in the Qur’an referring to the abrogated rulings.
Did, then, the Prophet identify the practically invalid commands in the
Qur’an? There is no such tradition in the hadith literature. Al-Zurq¥nÏ’s
statement is simply supposition, meaning that he and others from the
community of Muslim scholars invented suppositions on their own
that some verses of the Qur’an were practically invalid forever.
Ironically, the identification of abrogated rulings in the Qur’an was in
the past and still is an act of personally motivated manipulation of the
Qur’an.

Scholars of abrogation, fuqah¥’ and mufassir‰n, have miserably failed
to refine the principles of abrogation so as to give them universal shape.
Different scholars developed their own standards of abrogation in the
Qur’an, which is why they could not unanimously agree as to which
verses are abrogated.

Arguments for Abrogation in the Qur’an: A Critique
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Behind this declaration there is a hypothesis that the number of
abrogated verses might be reduced further. Probably, Sh¥h WalÏ All¥h
al-DehlawÏ took up this challenge and decreased the number of abro-
gated verses from twenty-one to only five. This narrowing down of
the abrogated verses took place based on interpretation of the verses
concerned. According to al-DehlawÏ, the only abrogated verses in the
Qur’an are (2:180), (2:240), (8:65), (33:52), and (58:12).25

Interestingly, these five verses have been declared by others from the
proponents of abrogation as non-abrogated.26 Therefore, no verse of
the Qur’an stands abrogated. In this case, the stance of al-Zurq¥nÏ
regarding the existence of abrogated verses in the Qur’an turns out to
be untenable.

ARGUMENT BASED ON THE CLAIM OF CONSENSUS

Some commentators of the Qur’an and scholars of Qur’anic studies
claim there is a consensus amongst the Muslim Ummah over abroga-
tion in the Qur’an. Ibn al-JawzÏ states that ¢ulam¥’ have consensus over
the occurrence of abrogation in the Qur’an but some did not agree to
it.27 Al-Na^^¥s states that some people rejected the existence of 
abrogating and abrogated verses in the Qur’an; their approach is not
reasonable because they oppose the consensus of the Muslim Ummah
and also the Qur’anic stipulation on the matter.28 Al-Suy‰~Ï claims
that there exists consensus amongst Muslims concerning abrogation in
the Qur’an.29 Al-Zurq¥nÏ slightly changes his statement: “Early 
generations of Muslim scholars (salaf al-ummah) had consensus of 
opinion over the fact that there occurred abrogation in the Islamic
law.”30

In the statements of al-Na^^¥s and Ibn al-JawzÏ there is a very clear
recognition of controversy among scholars over abrogation in the
Qur’an. Both accept the existence of some who rejected the abrogation
theory. Does this situation refer to consensus? They have themselves
disputed their own stance. Consensus occurs only when all the scholars,
without any exception, agree to the issue concerned; even the dissent
of one single scholar makes the matter controversial. Al-Suy‰~Ï avoided
mention of the difference of opinion on abrogation, although he knew
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very well the nature of the situation. He frequently borrowed ideas and
information from al-ZarkashÏ’s work, ¢Ul‰m al-Qur’¥n. This being the
case why did he not, then, also take from al-ZarkashÏ the statement
concerning Muslim scholars’ controversy over the issue of abrogation? 

Al-ZarkashÏ referred to the views of some other scholars who 
considered the Qur’an as abrogator of the previous scriptures, and not
of its own revelations. Al-ZarkashÏ seems to have supported the idea 
of the Qur’an being protected from all kinds of contradictions. To 
substantiate his understanding, he quotes (15:9): “Verily, We sent the
Message (Qur’an) down step by step and We shall safeguard it.”31

Al-Zurq¥nÏ suggests Muslim scholars’ consensus over abrogation in
Islamic law and describes disagreement of other scholars from early to
modern times.32

There is actually no consensus on abrogation in the Qur’an among
Muslim scholars; scholars are divided into groups, one supporting it
and the other negating it. In addition, the claim of consensus controverts
the reality in history today. Al-R¥zÏ stated that a consensus amongst
Muslim scholars is not a sufficient basis to cancel the practical validity
of Qur’anic rulings.33

®YAT AL-SAYF AND ®YAT AL-QIT®L VERSUS GENEROSITY

AND JUSTICE TOWARDS NON-MUSLIMS

A number of verses in the Qur’an exhort believers to uphold justice
and treat non-believers generously. For example, (4:90): “So if they
[non-Muslim fighters] withdraw from you, and fight not against you,
and offer peace to you, then Allah has opened no way for you (to war
against them).” Part of (5:2) reads: “And let not the hatred of some
people in shutting you out of the Sacred Mosque lead you to trans-
gression. Help you one another in righteousness and piety, but help
you not one another in sin and rancor.” The starting phrase of
(20:130) reads: “So be patient with what they (non-believers) say,”
while (33:48) reads: “And obey not the unbelievers and hypocrites,
and disregard their insolence; but put your trust in Allah, for enough is
Allah as a Disposer of affairs.”
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These verses and many others advise the Prophet and his followers
to be patient with the insolent approach of the enemies, to be generous
towards non-believers, and to be just towards non-Muslims. Yet the
staunch supporters of abrogation have dared to declare all such 
commands of the Most Merciful to be null and void, based on two
statements: (9:5) “Kill the polytheists wherever you find them, capture
them and besiege them, and lie in wait for them in each and every
ambush;...” and (9:29) “Fight against those who believe not in Allah,
nor in the Last Day, nor forbid that which has been forbidden by Allah
and His Messenger, and those who acknowledge not the religion of
truth among the people of scripture, until they pay the jizyah with
willing submission and feel themselves subdued.” These two verses are
known in legal terminology as ¥yat al-sayf and ¥yat al-qit¥l.

Qat¥dah ibn Di¢¥mah observed: “Everything in the Qur’an advising
avoidance of conflict with the disbelievers stands abrogated by the ¥yat
al-sayf and ¥yat al-qit¥l.”34 As per the calculation of Ibn al-JawzÏ,
around one hundred and ten verses that promote leniency, kindness,
patience, and generosity towards non-believers are considered abro-
gated by ¥yat al-sayf and ¥yat al-qit¥l. He did not agree with this number
but supported the abrogation of only twelve of them. ®yat al-sayf and
¥yat al-qit¥l were revealed in connection with the situation of war.
When the situation is normal (that is, not one of war), these two verses
remain unexecuted. The Prophet’s agreements with the Jews and
Arabs, particularly the Quraysh, and other warring parties for peace
serve as enough evidence for the peaceful coexistence policy of 
Islam. It seems that the image of Muslims in the West as terrorists is
consequent upon the abrogation of generosity towards non-Muslims.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST ABROGATION IN THE QUR’AN

At the forefront of the movement against abrogation theory was Ab‰
Muslim al-A|fah¥nÏ. His arguments to rebut the claim of abrogation in
the Qur’an are of two kinds: the statement of the Qur’an; and the
interpretation of the Qur’an.

According to al-A|fah¥nÏ, the statement of the Qur’an that negates
the existence of abrogation in the Qur’an is, “No falsehood can
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approach it from before or behind it: it is sent down by One Full of
Wisdom, Worthy of all Praise” (41:42). He declared abrogation theory
a falsehood (b¥~il).35 Is his stance correct? Al-Zurq¥nÏ rebuts al-
A|fah¥nÏ’s observation with his conviction that abrogation in the
Qur’an is the truth (al-^aqq), and not falsehood (b¥~il). Yet, al-Zurq¥nÏ
provides no evidence to substantiate his claim other than verse
(2:106), which as we have seen earlier states that God carries out 
abrogation, not in the Qur’an but in previous scriptures by the Qur’an.
It is difficult to accept the theory of abrogation in the Qur’an as being
the truth (al-^aqq) because abrogation insists on the existence of conflict
(ta¢¥ru\ and tan¥qud). The notion of conflict between one revelation of
the Qur’an and another is false. Al-Zurq¥nÏ maintained that abrogation
denotes permanent suspension of the practical validity of a verse but
retains the position of the verse concerned as being a Qur’anic 
revelation.36

Al-Zurq¥nÏ forgets that to recite a Qur’anic verse and to believe in
its authenticity as part of the Qur’an necessitates its imperativeness.
Every command of the Qur’an represents the truth from every possible
angle: it is a revelation from on high; it is a part of the Qur’an; it is to be
believed as the most sacred; it is to be recited as a command of God; and
it is to be acted upon wherever it is relevant. Yet abrogation theory
throws aside the verse’s validity in terms of practical purpose. This is
certainly tantamount to considering it invalid. Invalidity of a Qur’anic
command renders it false. The argument of al-A|fah¥nÏ therefore
seems to be logical.

Al-A|fah¥nÏ proposed that the Qur’anic verses should be interpreted
rather than abrogated. Supporters of abrogation, for instance, declare
(2:180) to be abrogated: “It is prescribed for you, when death
approaches any of you, if he leaves wealth, that he makes bequest to
parents and next of kin according to reasonable usage. This is a duty
upon the pious.” Al-A|fah¥nÏ interpreted it to remain practically valid,
saying that the bequest, as the verse suggests, should be as per a reason-
able manner (bi al-ma¢r‰f). He explained that al-ma¢r‰f here meant in
accordance with the command of God as stated in the inheritance 
verses (¥yat al-mÏr¥th) (4:7-14). Al-ma¢r‰f certainly does not mean
according to the prevalent custom in the society, but means “what is
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good.” Furthermore, the good is only what God declares as good.
There is nothing wrong in this interpretative approach of al-A|fah¥nÏ,
his suggestion seems quite rational. With this method of interpreting
the Qur’an, the practical validity of the so-called abrogated verses can
be traced. The stance of Ab‰ Muslim is sufficiently substantiated by the
Qur’an. Verses such as (2:185), (4:82), (5:3), (11:1), (17:82), (36:2),
and (39:28) unequivocally spell out that the Qur’an in its entirety is
ever relevant in human life.

(2:185) reads: “Ramadan is the month in which was sent down the
Qur’an as a guide to mankind, and as clear proofs for guidance, and as
the criterion (for right and wrong)....” This verse speaks about three
attributes of the Qur’an: a source of guidance, proofs of guidance, and
a standard for right and wrong. These three qualities apply to the entire
Qur’an. If abrogation in the Qur’an is taken for granted, then this
means that a certain part of the scripture is deprived of these attributes.
Abrogation has created confusion and irreconcilable controversy
among ¢ulam¥’ and the Muslim masses. This is not a situation of 
guidance. Thus, anything curtailing the position of the Qur’an as 
guidance is not sustainable.

(4:82) reads: “Do they not ponder on the Qur’an? Had it been
from any other than Allah, they would surely have found therein many
discrepancies.” According to this statement, the Qur’an is free from
any kind of discrepancy, yet the supporters of abrogation theory insist
that there are legal rulings that are contradictory to each other. Now,
we have a matter of choice between the two statements, one from
Allah and the other from man. Of course the right choice is that of
Allah’s declaration because belief in abrogation theory amounts to the
existence of contradiction among verses of the Qur’an. If there exists
no conflict between the commands of Allah, as (4:82) informs us, then
we can conclude there is no abrogation in the Qur’an at all.

(5:3) highlights the lawful and unlawful for the believers: “...This
day have I perfected your religion, completed My favor upon you, and
have chosen for you Islam as your way of life....” With the revelation
of this message, the Prophet and his followers were assured of the 
perfection of the Qur’an. Abrogation theory negates this and thrusts by
force an idea that the Qur’an is still imperfect. 
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(11:1) reads: “Alif L¥m R¥’. This is a Book the verses whereof were
perfected (u^kimat) and then explained in detail from One Who is All-
Wise, Well-Aware.” The message of this verse is very clear. Both the
categories of verses in the Qur’an – mu^kam¥t and mutash¥bih¥t – are
full of wisdom. No lacuna remains in either of the two kinds of verses
whereby imperfection of any nature can penetrate into the Qur’an.
This verse refers to two qualities of Qur’anic verses: perfected and
explained in detail. Do these two attributes of Qur’anic revelations
give way to abrogation? Abrogation lies in stark contrast to these two
features of the Qur’an.

(17:82) reads: “We send down of the Qur’an that which is a cure
and mercy for the believers....” Whatever has been revealed in the
Qur’an serves as a cure for the suffering of man in this life. By regarding
some Qur’anic revelations as poison for practical life abrogation in
effect prevents believers from benefiting from some of this Qur’anic
panacea. In other words, the Qur’an is remedy in its entirety but 
abrogation theory renders some part thereof as malady. Every piece of
the Qur’an is indisputably a cure, as opposed to what the champions of
abrogation would proclaim.

(36:2) reads: “By the Qur’an, full of wisdom.” This verse refers to
the Qur’an as ^akÏm (wise). This is also one of the attributes of Allah.
The Qur’an is wise because it originates from the Wise. This attribute
of the Qur’an speaks volumes of its great position: each and every 
single command of Allah is relevant. If any verse of the Qur’an is rele-
gated as irrelevant for man, the Qur’an, then, cannot remain as wise.
Abrogation theory serves as the antithesis of this Qur’anic position.

(39:28) reads: “This is a Qur’an in Arabic without any crookedness
therein....” Yet, abrogation theorists indirectly and in effect utter the
opposite: “Beware, there is crookedness in some places in the
Qur’an.” Is abrogation theory anything other than crookedness itself?
Abrogation theory and the declaration in (39:28) stand in direct 
contradiction to each other. Which one is, then, to be accepted and
which one to be rejected? Naturally, the information conveyed in
(39:28) represents the truth.
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ABROGATION IN THE QUR’AN AND THE PROPHET

The Qur’an was revealed to the Prophet. He was also granted by Allah
the bay¥n (explanation) of the Qur’an. Since he taught the Qur’an to
his followers, he must have given them all that which was necessary for
them. One does not find any direct statement of the Prophet indicating
any verse of the Qur’an to be practically invalid. If he remained silent
over this matter, this means no verse has been abrogated. Abrogation
theory adversely affects the integrity of the Qur’an. Anything causing
the Qur’an to lose its original position stands logically rejected.

CONCLUSION

The arguments for abrogation in the Qur’an are based on some
Qur’anic verses, views of early generations of scholars, claims about
the existence of abrogated verses in the Qur’an, and claims of consensus.
In most cases, the Qur’anic verses used as arguments in favor of 
abrogation theory are misquoted. They are read either outside of their
context or are advanced only in part. When reading those verses in full
and also in context, a totally different message emerges. Reading the
Qur’an halfheartedly is manipulation and not interpretation. The 
concept of abrogation in the eyes of early generations of scholars was
not what was construed later. To them, abrogation never denoted 
permanent suspension of the Qur’anic commands. Claims of consensus
are a misrepresentation of the situation. There has always been contro-
versy over this matter. To claim that some verses of the Qur’an are
abrogated is to cast doubt on the authenticity of the Qur’an.

Neither God nor His Prophet ever guided man in a categorical
manner stating this verse or that verse to be practically invalid. There
are many verses in the Qur’an that spell out various attributes of the
Qur’an (e.g., a guide, wise, a cure, etc), which necessitate the practical
relevance of the Qur’an in its entirety. There is no authentic statement
of the Prophet referring to the abrogated verses of the Qur’an. The
only viable way to resolve the abrogation-related controversy is to
endeavor to interpret the verses concerned. Sincere effort to under-
stand the practical relevance of the verses in dispute will certainly bring
results.

ISRAR AHMAD KHAN
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Fight in the way of God those who fight you, but 
do not commit aggression (QUR’AN2:190)

INTRODUCTION

TODAY, the word jihad has become a very conspicuous part of the
English lexicon. A search of the word “jihad” on Amazon.com in the
category of “Islam” finds more than 1,000 books listed, ranging from
scholarly and academic works to vitriolic anti-Muslim propaganda. In
the process of entering popular English usage, however, there are 
connotations being imposed on the word that Qur’anic usage does not
support. The most insidious of these is the common rendition of the
word jihad as “holy war.” Both Muslims and non-Muslims now often
translate the word jihad as “holy war.” Often people take verses or parts
of verses from the Qur’an, ignoring context and related verses, to make
Islam appear warlike and violent, or to justify hostility and aggression. 

Among non-Muslims, this stems both from widespread, general
ignorance about Islam and a tendency to view the violent behavior of
groups and individuals who identify themselves as Muslims and claim
an Islamic agenda as generally representative of Islam. The popular
conception of jihad as “holy war” is also fostered by a rising tide of 
anti-Islam propaganda from a variety of pseudo-scholars.1

Unfortunately, misunderstanding of this issue is not found only
among non-Muslims. Some who identify themselves as Muslims 
help perpetuate this misunderstanding by actively encouraging acts of 

Towards a Qur’anically-Based Articulation 
of the Concept of “Just War”

AISHA Y. MUSA

2
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terrorism and violence in the name of Islam. The former and the latter
stimulate and benefit from each other’s propaganda, and each provides
the other with arguments and justifications for their beliefs and 
behavior. The propagandists portray Islam as inherently violent, and
the militants react with violence to what they see as attacks against
Islam. What gets lost between the deeds of militants and the words of
propagandists is any sense of the Qur’anic usage of the word jihad and
how it may or may not relate to armed conflict. The challenge facing
us today is to derive an authentic Qur’an-based understanding of jihad
and determine how that understanding governs its relationship to
armed conflict, in order to articulate Qur’an-based principles of what
may be called ‘just war.’ The principles fall into two categories: justifi-
cation forwar (jus ad bellum), and just conduct inwar (jus in bello). 

This paper proposes a literal and holistic analysis of the text from a
contemporary perspective and applying the exegetical principle of
tafsÏr al-qur’¥n bi al-qur’¥n (explaining the Qur’an with the Qur’an)2

and the jurisprudential principle al-a|l fÏ al-kal¥m al-^aqÏqah (the funda-
mental rule of speech is literalness),3 without refracting that Qur’anic
usage through the lens of history and tradition. This paper will analyze
the Qur’an’s usage of the word jihad together with related words of the
same root (j-h-d) and other words that bear on an understanding of that
usage, such as qit¥l (fighting) and ^arb (war), in order to discover an
understanding of the Qur’an’s articulation of principles of “just war”
that is both contemporary and authentic. A holistic reading is a reading
in which the text is read as an integral whole whose verses are under-
stood in light of each other. A literal and holistic reading is one that
proceeds from the literal meaning of the Arabic text and considers the
semantic field of the root and the various morphological and syntactic
aspects that contribute to meaning, together with the ways in which
words of the root are used throughout the Qur’an and the context in
which specific words are used. The proposed approach begins from the
assumption that there is, as Fazlur Rahman has shown, an underlying
unity in the Qur’an and that its words and verses should not be under-
stood in isolation.4

The examination will begin by identifying each of the instances
where these words and related terms from the same Arabic root are
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used in the Qur’an. Once all the relevant terms have been identified,
the context in which they are used will be scrutinized. 

Why is it important to seek a Qur’anic perspective on the question
of jihad? First, because Muslims believe that the Qur’an is the Book of
God and the ultimate authority that defines the beliefs and practices of
Islam. All other sources are informed by it and are subordinate to it.
Whether or not something is “Islamic” or “un-Islamic” is first asked of
the Qur’an. Generally after consulting the text, Muslims turn to other
sources of authority for clarification and elaboration. Interpretation
and explanation of the Qur’an, therefore, begins with the Qur’an
itself, proceeding from the idea that some parts of the Qur’an explain
others (yufassiru al-Qur’¥n ba¢\uhu ba¢\an), or of explaining the Qur’an
with the Qur’an (tafsÏr al-Qur’¥n bi al-Qur’¥n). Principles elaborated
through such a holistic analysis can be used in conjunction with infor-
mation from other sources such as the prophetic traditions (hadith) and
biographical literature (sÏrah) to formulate viable Islamic responses to
contemporary situations.

TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO WAR IN THE QUR’AN

Perhaps no subject is as misunderstood and misconstrued as the
Qur’an’s position on fighting and warfare. In order to examine the text
to determine its position on this, or any issue, one must begin by exam-
ining terminology. Exactly what does the text say, and how does it say
it? When the Qur’an addresses fighting, it does not use the word 
jihad. It uses the word qit¥l. There is no concept of holy war (al-^arb al-
muqaddasah) in the Qur’an. Although the term jihad is often
understood to refer to war, the Qur’an always uses it in a much broader
context. When the Qur’an refers directly to war, the term it uses most
often is qit¥l. Let us now examine the Qur’an’s use of each of these
terms, applying the principle of yufassiru al-Qur’¥n ba¢\uhu ba¢\an.

JIHAD

The noun jihad occurs only four times in the Qur’an. The verb j¥hada
(to struggle, strive) in various forms appears 31 times.5 None of these
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refer directly to fighting, let alone specifically to military action. In 14
of the 31 occurrences the verb j¥hada appears in the Qur’an, striving in
the cause of God is used in a very general context as a quality of those
who believe. Many of these verses have nearly identical wording:
alladhÏna ¥man‰ wa alladhÏna h¥jar‰ wa j¥had‰ fÏ sabÏli All¥h (those who
believe and emigrate and strive in the cause of God with their wealth
and their selves).6 Two instances tell how hypocrites hate to strive in
God’s cause and try to avoid it.7 Where the Qur’an specifically 
commands striving, there is no reference to warfare.8 Verses (29:8)
and (31:15) give believers permission to disobey parents who strive
(j¥hada) to make them associate partners with God. Even under such
circumstances, the believer is ordered to be considerate and just
toward the parents. Taken together, these verses show us that believers
must be willing to exert great efforts in the cause of God, using our
wealth and ourselves. These efforts (jihad) may or may not include
fighting. 

The broad, general usage of j¥hada in the Qur’an led classical
Muslim jurists to recognize four kinds of jihad: jihad of the heart, jihad
of the tongue, jihad of the hand, and jihad of the sword. The first of
these, the effort to purify one’s heart from the influences of the devil, is
considered the greater jihad. Jihad of the tongue and hand are under-
stood to refer to persuasive missionary efforts and doing good deeds,
and jihad of the sword refers specifically to the use of just and necessary
violence.9

Like the classical scholars before them, modern Muslim scholars
also recognize the generality and breadth of the term jihad. The late
Egyptian scholar, Shaykh Muhammad al-Ghazali, writes in his
Thematic Commentary on the Qur’an:

Jihad in our time encompasses a whole range of activities including inven-
tiveness, development, and construction on land, in the sea, and in outer
space. It implies research in all fields to gain wider and deeper understand-
ing of the world and all of the phenomena associated with it.10

Thus, while the use of just and necessary violence is one particular
form of jihad, the term jihad is not synonymous with fighting. Fighting
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that is carried out according to Islamic values and ideals is only one of
the ways in which individuals and the community can struggle with
their properties and persons in the cause of God. Such fighting is one of
the recognized types of jihad. However, when the Qur’an addresses
fighting, the word qit¥l, rather than jihad, is used. 

QIT®L IN THE QUR’AN

Like the word jihad, the word qit¥l, is a form III verbal noun. Its root is
q-t-l, which carries the basic meaning of “to cause death/kill.”11 Form
III adds the meaning of “to attempt.” Hence, “to attempt to cause
death/kill” is “to fight” (q¥tala/yuq¥tilu).12 While the Qur’an’s usage
of jihad and its affiliated terms is quite general, its usage of qit¥l is far
more specific. The amount of attention the Qur’an gives to the topic is
an indication of just how serious the taking, or potential taking, of life
is in Islam.

The root q-t-l appears 170 times in 122 verses of the Qur’an.13 Of
these occurrences, the word qit¥l (fighting), itself, appears 13 times in
10 verses, while its corresponding noun q¥tala/yuq¥tilu appears 52
times. The word q¥tala (kill) in its various conjugations and together
with its verbal noun (qatl) appears 98 times in 77 verses. In some verses
both words occur. The frequency with which the root occurs in the
Qur’an is a measure of the seriousness of taking or attempting to take
human life. The general Qur’anic ruling about killing is articulated in
(17:33): “And do not take any human being’s life - [the life] which
God has willed to be, sacred - otherwise than in [the pursuit of] justice.
Hence, if anyone has been slain wrongfully, We have empowered the
defender of his rights [guardian] [to exact a just retribution]; but even
so, let him not exceed the bounds of equity in [retributive] killing.
[And as for him who has been slain wrongfully -] behold, he is indeed
succoured [by God]!”

The extreme seriousness of taking human life is further emphasized
in (5:32), which describes God’s response to the first murder commit-
ted by a human being, Cain’s killing of Abel:

Because of this did We ordain unto the children of Israel that if anyone

AISHA Y. MUSA
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slays a human being-unless it be [in punishment] for murder or for spread-
ing corruption on earth-it shall be as though he had slain all mankind;
whereas, if anyone saves a life, it shall be as though he had saved the lives of
all mankind. And, indeed, there came unto them Our apostles with all
evidence of the truth: yet, behold, notwithstanding all this, many of them
go on committing all manner of excesses on earth.

By equating the unjust taking of a single human life with killing all
of humanity and the saving of a single life with saving all of humanity,
this verse leaves no uncertainty about the value of human life. It also
indicates the conditions that justify taking of a human life: murder or
the commission of heinous crimes in the land. Taking a single life, in
the absence of one of these conditions, is morally equal to killing the
human race in its entirety, according to the Qur’an. This idea has
extremely serious implications for warfare and fighting.

Let us now turn to the Qur’anic discussion of fighting. The Qur’an
indicates that fighting is called for under certain circumstances:
“Fighting is prescribed for you while it is hateful to you. It is possible
that you hate a thing that is good for you, and that you love a thing that
is bad for you. God knows and you do not know”(2:216).

The Qur’an also specifies when, where, why, how, and with
whom fighting is allowed:

Fight in the way of God those who fight you. But do not commit aggres-
sion. Certainly, God does not love the aggressors. And kill them wherever
you encounter them. And expel them from where they expelled you; for
sedition (fitnah) is more grievous than killing. Do not fight them at the
sacred mosque, unless they fight you therein. But if they fight you, kill
them. Such is the reward of the disbelievers. (2:190-191)

(8:30) offers more specific information about the behaviors that justify
fighting an enemy: “the unbelievers plot to disable you, or kill you or,
expel you....” Verse 56 of the same chapter adds breaking treaties to
the list of behaviors “they are those with whom you made a treaty, 
but they break their treaty every time”: 22:39-40 offers further 
elucidation:
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Permission [to fight] is given to those who are being fought, because they
have been oppressed. Certainly, God is able to help them. Those who
have been expelled from their homes without justice only because they
say: “Our Lord is God.” If God did not repel some people with others,
monasteries, churches, synagogues and mosques in which God’s name is
commemorated frequently would be destroyed, and God will surely help
those who help Him; surely, God is Powerful, Mighty. (22:39-40)

Together, these verses establish an overall principle of fighting in
response to aggression, together with a clear prohibition of aggression
on the part of Muslims: yuq¥til‰nakum wa l¥ ta¢tad‰ inna All¥ha l¥
yu^ibbu al-mu¢tadÏna (But do not commit aggression. Certainly, God
does not love the aggressors). This is supported by the verses immedi-
ately following: “But if they desist, God is Forgiving, Merciful; and
fight them until there is no more unrest and oppression and religion is
for God. But if they desist, let there be no hostility except against
oppressors” (2:192-193).

Fighting is not limited to self-defense, however, but also includes
defense of others, as indicated in (4:75): “Why would you not fight in
the way of God and the weak and oppressed among men, women, and
children, who say, “Our Lord save us from this place whose people are
oppressors, and give us from You, a protector, and give us from You, a
helper?”

Thus, the Qur’an indicates whom to fight and details specific
behaviors in which they engage that justify fighting them. These same
conditions are reiterated throughout the Qur’an in all its discussions of
qit¥l. These verses clearly demonstrate that the purpose of fighting,
from a Qur’anic perspective, is not to conquer and convert people, but
to defend the Muslim community against aggression on the part of
others who attack first and, when they enter treaties, violate them and
attack Muslims because of their religion. This understanding is further
supported by (60:9), which states: “ God only forbids you from allying
with those who fight you on account of religion and expel you or 
support expelling you. Whoever allies with them, these are the unjust.”

Taken together, the verses discussed so far lay the foundation for a
principled view of war in which violence is only used in response to
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aggression or oppression, and hostilities are ended as soon as the
aggression or oppression ends: “fight them until there is no more
unrest and oppression, and religion is for God...” “But if they lean
toward peace, you lean toward peace and trust in God. He is the
Hearer, the Knower.”14 A popular argument against such a reading of
the text is based on the claim that verses such as (22:39-40) and
(2:190) have been abrogated by the so-called “verse of the sword,”
(9:5). Proponents of this argument generally cite the portion of the
verse, which says, “then kill the polytheists wherever you find them,”
claiming that this abrogates any previous verses that seem to restrict
fighting and killing non-Muslims. However, this argument is prob-
lematic for two very important reasons. 

First, as John Burton has clearly demonstrated, there is no agree-
ment among Muslim scholars, past or present, on the nature of
abrogation, or on the specifics of the abrogating and the abrogated.15

More important to the present discussion, however, is the fact that a
literal reading of (9:5) in the surrounding context demonstrates that its
message is the same as that found throughout the Qur’an. 

Chapter 9 opens with an extended discussion of fighting and
treaties. The first verse gives notice to the polytheists of dissolution of
their treaties with the Muslims: “a notice of dissolution from God and
His messenger to those among the polytheists with whom you made a
covenant” (9:1). Verse 4, however, clarifies that the dissolution does
not apply to all those polytheists who had treaties with the Muslims:
“Except those among the polytheists with whom you have made a
treaty and who have not failed you in anything or aided anyone against
you, fulfill their treaty to their fullest extent. Certainly, God loves the
God-fearing” (9:4).

The above is the verse that immediately precedes the so-called
“verse of the sword,” which some claim has abrogated other verses and
calls on Muslims to kill all disbelievers wherever they may be. The 
dissolution of treaties mentioned in the first verse of chapter 9 may
seem to support such a claim. However, verse 4 makes a clear excep-
tion. Treaties are not dissolved with the polytheists who have not
failed to uphold their treaties. Verse 6 also throws doubt on the claims
made about the import of the so-called “verse of the sword.” 
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Verse 6 commands: “If one of the polytheists seeks asylum with
you, give him asylum until he has heard the word of God, and after that
escort him to his place of safety” (9:6). Thus, both the verse immedi-
ately preceding and the verse immediately following the verse that
allegedly abrogates any moderation of fighting and killing disbelievers
suggest something entirely different. Moreover, these are not the end
of the discussion. Verse 7 returns to the topic of keeping treaties: “as
long as they stand true to you, you stand true to them; certainly God
loves the God-fearing” (9:7). The real issue is made clear in (9:12-13):
If they violate their treaties after making them, fight the leaders of 
disbelief; certainly they have no treaties. Perhaps they will desist
(9:12). Will you not fight people who violated their treaties, plotted to
expel the messenger, and started the war in the first place? (9:13)

These verses reiterate and elaborate on the sentiments expressed in
(2:190): “Fight in the way of God those who fight you, but do not
commit aggression. Certainly, God does not love the aggressors.”
Therefore, rather than being abrogated, this concept is confirmed and
elaborated in chapter 9, as well as elsewhere throughout the text.

Using some parts of the Qur’an to explain others on the question of
struggle (jihad) and fighting (qit¥l), four general principles become
clear. The first is that fighting is sometimes necessary, even though
human beings may dislike it (2:216). While fighting is necessary, it is
also strictly regulated. This leads to the second principle: that aggres-
sion is intolerable. The command to fight those who fight you in
(2:190) is followed immediately by the command not to aggress; the
importance of non-aggression is further emphasized by the declaration
that God does not love the aggressors.

In addition to the unambiguous prohibition of aggression on the
part of Muslims, the Qur’an also stipulates specific actions that justify
the use of violence by Muslims. These are elaborated and reiterated
throughout the text, from the earliest verses believed to have been
revealed on the issue of fighting in chapter 22 to the last believed to
have been revealed in chapter 9, and they form the basis of the third
principle: that violence is justified as a response to specific acts of 

injustice such as people being attacked and persecuted because of
their faith, the breaking of treaties, and the eviction of people from
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their homes without just cause. Verses 4:74-75 also indicates that
Muslims may fight not only on their own behalf, but also on behalf of
others who seek assistance against injustice and persecution. A fourth
key principle is that when those who have committed acts of aggres-
sion and injustice stop doing so and seek peace, fighting against them is
to cease.16

The four key principles outlined that:

i) fighting is sometimes necessary,
ii) aggression is forbidden, 
iii) fighting is a response to specific types of aggression and 

injustice, 
iv) fighting ceases when the causes cease and the aggressors 

seek peace. 

These principles would form a Qur’an-based framework in which
Muslim scholars can elaborate a detailed theory of justifications for war
and just conduct of war in the contemporary period, which takes into
account details from the prophetic Sunnah as well as contemporary
political and social realities.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

RELIGIOUS diversity is as old as human history. From ancient cave
dwellers to the societies of the great empires of China, India, Iran,
Egypt and Babylon, religion as the human quest for the divine mani-
fested itself in a variety of languages, devotional practices, myths and
rituals. In reality, in these and myriad other cultures, religion has been
the fountainhead of civilization.2

Religion may also be regarded, at least in its literary, artistic and
philosophical manifestations, as the product of culture. Thus the 
plurality and diversity of religions is a reflection of the plurality and
diversity of cultures and civilizations. In this paper, I will first define
pluralism religiously and philosophically. I will then attempt to con-
textualize it within the history of the civilizations of the Middle East. I
will finally discuss religious pluralism in the Qur’an. I am convinced
that the Qur’anic worldview, with its emphasis on the diversity of
human racial and cultural identities and man’s innate capacity to know
and have faith in God, recognizes the diverse religions of humankind
as divinely preordained ways to this ultimate goal.3

WHAT IS PLURALISM? 

In its lexical usage, pluralism signifies plurality, as opposed to singularity.
Plurality, moreover, implies difference, and hence diversity. Theolog-
ically, the expression religious pluralism must be distinguished from

Religious Pluralism and 
the Qur’an

MAHMOUD AYOUB1
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religious exclusivism on the one hand, and religious inclusivism on the
other. While the proponents of these two rival ideologies to religious
pluralism affirm it as a religious phenomenon, they in fact negate, or at
least, seek to render it theologically meaningless. 

Exclusivism denotes the view that the truth, and consequently the
way to salvation, is only one. It is furthermore limited to only one true
religion, and is the prerogative of one, and only one, faith-community.
Exclusivism has moral, theological and philosophical implications.
Philosophically, it confines the truth to one belief and value system;
while morally and theologically, it ultimately condemns all other faith-
communities to manifest error in this world and to perdition in the
world to come.

In the three Middle Eastern, or so-called Abrahamic religious tradi-
tions, exclusivism, in one form or another, remains a fundamental
tenet. In the Jewish tradition it is expressed in the doctrine of the 
chosen people, with its moral, political and theological implications.
To be sure, ancient prophets spoke against an exclusivist nationalism
that abhorred other nations and condemned them to a state of total
insignificance in the sight of God. Jewish exclusivism has remained
largely an exclusivism of indifference to what may be termed gentile
religions and belief-systems. 

The well-known exclusivist Christian doctrine formulated by the
North African theologian Cyprian in the third century, “salus extra
ecclesiam non est” (outside the Church there is no salvation)4 charac-
terized the theology of the Catholic Church at least until the Second
Vatican Council. However, the Vatican Council adopted an inclusivist
theology which denied real validity to religions other than Christianity,
as we shall presently see.

The Qur’anic assertion, “Anyone who desires a faith other than
Islam, it shall not be accepted of him; and in the hereafter he shall be
among the losers,” (3:85)5 expresses an exclusivist view of religion,
but only if the term Islam is taken narrowly to refer to Islam as an 
institutionalized religion. If, however, it is taken to signify a human
attitude of total submission (Islam) to God, then we are talking not
about religious institutions, but about an ideal relationship between
God and human beings that transcends all religions, including Islam.6
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The opposite of exclusivism is inclusivism. Inclusivism is a modern
and mainly western humanistic Christian theological concept which
takes many forms. One of these forms is the belief that even though my
religion is the only way to salvation, moral women and men of good
conscience, even if they be atheists, will attain salvation by being
anonymous members of my faith-community.

The well-known German theologian Karl Rahner (1904-1984)
coined the term “anonymous Christians” to formulate a theology of
Christian inclusivist salvation.7 He echoed in this the Second Vatican
Council declarations Nostra aetate and the Dogmatic Constitution on
the Church (lumen gentium). The Constitution states:

Those also can attain to everlasting salvation who, through no fault of
their own, do not know the gospel of Christ or his Church, yet sincerely
seek God and, moved by grace, strive by their deeds to do his will as it is
known to them through the dictate of conscience.8

Rahner argued for the validity of his theology of universal salvation
through the atoning death of Christ on the ground that it is in virtual
agreement with the theology of Vatican II. But while Vatican II 
presupposes faith in God, however erroneous such faith may be,
Rahner made everlasting salvation available to all decent men and
women of good conscience, even if they are atheists. It must be
observed that his theology of salvation ultimately goes against the
Christian doctrine of original sin and the need for redemption and
atonement through faith in the cross of Christ.

Religious pluralism, as has already been observed, is the recognition
of the multiplicity and diversity of religions as a natural or divinely
willed phenomenon. Yet if religious pluralism is to serve as a mean-
ingful framework of constructive dialogue among the followers of the
various religions, all religions, or at least all theistic religions, must be
recognized as legitimate ways to the truth or ultimate reality. It must be
further agreed that the followers of every religion have the right to
regard their own faith as the true one for them. Since, moreover, the
need for everlasting salvation in some form is common to at least all 
the major religions, no one way should be privileged as the only way to
salvation.
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It may be argued that acceptance of the equal validity of all the
major religions would ultimately lead to religious relativism, or the 
relativity of the truth. Some have therefore posited a super-religion as 
a unifying spiritual vision of all religions. This view is, in the final
analysis, another form of inclusivism, which reduces all religions to
one imaginary ideal faith.9 That God spoke to every community or
nation in its own language, through a long list of prophets and sages, is
frequently asserted in the Qur’an and the New Testament.10 All the
major religions hold that the truth is one, and it transcends human
understanding. Yet since the goal of all religions is to seek the truth,
they must all be ways to that goal, for “...to God do we belong, and to
Him we shall return.” (2:156). 

RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN ANCIENT IRAN AND

THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN

The period from the eighth to the third century  can be regarded as
the axial age in religious and philosophical creativity in greatly separated
areas around the then known world.11 It witnessed the rise of Chinese
philosophy in its Taoist, Confucianist and other forms. In India, during
this period of spiritual growth, the great sages of the Upanishads for-
mulated an enduring mystical monistic philosophy which supplanted
the somewhat crude Vedic religion. In India too the Buddha “set the
wheel of dharma turning” with his moral philosophy of suffering and
salvation, and challenged the vast Hindu pantheon with its authoritarian
priesthood. 

Ancient Israel saw the rise of the prophetic movement with its 
messianic hopes and ideas of universal salvation. Voices like those of
Amos, Mica, Jeremiah and others called for social justice and the 
worship of YHWH as the sovereign Lord of all nations. 

The first man of authority to recognize and promote religious plu-
ralism was Cyrus the great, founder of the Persian empire in the fifth
century BC. Cyrus founded an empire that stretched from Iran to
Central Asia to Egypt, Iraq, Syria-Palestine, and even into Europe.
This great imperial domain was unrivaled until the rise of the Muslim
empire following the death of the Prophet Muhammad, and especially
after the phenomenal expansion of 711.

MAHMOUD AYOUB
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Cyrus sought to honor all the deities of his realm. He allowed his
foreign subjects to return to their lands, worship their gods and pray for
his success and prosperity. He thus gave permission to the Judean exiles
to return to Judea and rebuild the Jerusalem Temple of YHWH their
God. This earned him the honor of being called YHWH’s servant or
messiah by the author of Isaiah II.12

The next empire builder was Alexander the Great (356-323 BC).
Alexander was not only a great conqueror, but also a philosopher.
According to classical Islamic hagiography, he was even a prophet.13*

Alexander may be regarded as the father of the classical civilizations
of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. With Alexander we witness a 
conscious attempt to impose a single civilization framework on at least
the Mediterranean basin, including western Europe, the Middle East
and North Africa. This was the Hellenistic civilization, with its rich
religious and philosophical heritage, in particular its Platonic and
Aristotelian philosophical and scientific worldview. 

Within this Hellenistic framework, the Mithraic mystery cult, as
well as the inherently dualistic worldview of the religions of ancient
Iran, which was expressed in the eternal struggle between good and
evil, light and darkness, became a powerful gnostic movement which
threatened and deeply influenced early Christianity. The influence of
these gnostic philosophies on all three monotheistic religions of the
Middle East is undeniable. Less significant in the long run were the
mysteries of Isis and Osiris in Egypt, and the Delphic and other 
Greek mysteries which flourished during this culturally and religiously
formative period of western civilization. 

It may be argued that the axial age, mentioned above, culminated
with Alexander the Great. With Alexander we see the beginning of a

*publisher’s  note:The issue of the identity of dh‰ al-qarnayn remains
shrouded in mystery. Islamic exegesis has also severely criticized attempts to hypothe-
size dh‰ al-qarnayn’s equivalence to Alexander. It is clear that Alexander the Great was
not a monotheist. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, as well as other sources,
towards the end of his life Alexander “seems to have become convinced of the reality
of his own divinity and to have required its acceptance by others… a symptom of
growing megalomania,” The New Encyclopedia Britannica (USA: 1989), 15th
edn.,vol. 13, p.247.
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civilizational synthesis which began with the rise of Christianity and
Manichaeism and culminated with Islam. Therefore, the period from
Alexander to Muhammad may be viewed as another seminal epoch in
the formative history of the civilizations of Judaism, Christianity and
Islam. 

Jesus and Paul rejected the particularistic Jewish faith to which they
both belonged. The new universalistic faith which they founded 
constituted a sharp contrast with the traditional narrow Jewish view of
religion and culture. From the beginning, moreover, Christianity
challenged, and soon supplanted, Greek wisdom and Egyptian 
religiosity. 

Christianity did not eliminate Greek philosophy, but absorbed it as
the framework of its own theology. As for Hellenized Egyptian and
other mystery cults, they survived in Christian hagiography and popular
piety. Both Egypt and the East, most likely Iran, are represented in the
account of the nativity of Jesus. For instance, the wise men of the East
who came seeking the divine child, the new king, are believed to have
been Magian or Zoroastrian priests. This account was meant to affirm
that the humble child, placed in a lowly manger, was Christ the
King.14

Religion has always been associated with power and humility. In
Christ the King who was laid in a humble manger, the reconciliation
was finally achieved between the two warring Egyptian gods Horus
and Seth, represented by the ox and the donkey respectively. Through
this Hellenistic synthesis, moreover, Christianity rendered the univer-
salistic vision of the ancient Hebrew prophets a message of salvation for
all humankind.

It is noteworthy that the first post-Christian religious authority to
recognize the plurality and unity of religions was another Iranian,
Mani the Babylonian prophet. Mani, who presented yet another
vision of the unity of all religions in the third century , failed to 
actualize this vision in a new religious system. He failed because
Manichaeism, which was yet another Iranian dualistic faith, denied the
unity of the creation under one sovereign, all-powerful and wise God.
This unity of creation under a supreme divine being was essentially the
message of Zarathustra, the prophet of ancient Zoroastrianism, of
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which Manichaeism was a later corruption. This message was also
propagated by many Greek sages, particularly Plotinus. It may in fact
be argued from an Islamic point of view that Plotinus, with his mystical
faith in the one divine source of being, was the prophet between Jesus
and Muhammad. This is not to say, however, that Mani’s explanation
of good and evil was quickly forgotten. On the contrary, Manichaeism
exerted a deep and lasting influence on the religious thought and piety
of Europe and the Middle East.

Mani proclaimed a universal religion of light and salvation. He
sought to present himself as the final messenger of God and his religion
as a synthesis of Zoroastrianism, Buddhism and Christianity. Yet ironi-
cally this great religious genius had a tragic end, and his religion came
to be regarded as a great heresy by both Christian and Muslim theolo-
gians and heresiographers.15

RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN THE QUR’AN 

Among all the scriptures of the theistic religions the Qur’an is unique
in that it sets its worldview within the context of divine oneness and
human diversity, including the plurality of religions. Furthermore, it
regards religious diversity as one of the signs (¥y¥t) of God, second in
importance to the “creation of the heavens and earth.”16 The Qur’an
does not directly and categorically deny the validity and truth of any
religion. Rather it is concerned with individuals and nations and their
faith (im¥n), or rejection of faith (kufr) in God, witnessing (shah¥dah) to
His oneness (taw^Ïd) and acceptance of humankind’s accountability
before Him on the Day of Judgment.

The Qur’an presents its view of religious pluralism in a somewhat
progressive manner. In a preliminary statement it simply enumerates
the religions known to the Prophet’s listeners and leaves the question
of their truth for God to judge on the Day of Resurrection. It states:
“Surely those who have accepted faith [that is the Muslims], those who
are Jews, the Sabaeans, the Christians, the Magians and those who have
associated other gods with God, verily God will judge among them on
the Day of Resurrection. God is witness over all things” (22:17). It
should be observed that the verse under consideration first lists the
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legitimate religions and then mentions those who associate other
beings or things with the worship of God alone as people without a
legitimate religion.

The Qur’an lays down four basic principles, which are necessary for
the truth-claim of any religion. The first is that a true religion must be
enshrined in a divinely revealed scripture or sacred law (Shari¢ah).
Secondly, it must affirm God’s absolute Oneness (taw^Ïd). Thirdly, it
must profess active faith in God and the last day. Finally, it should foster
righteous living (i^s¥n). On the basis of these four principles, the
Qur’an affirms the truth of the faith of Muslims, Jews, Christians and
Sabaeans.17

It is to be observed that although a scripture or divinely revealed
book is of the utmost importance for the truth of a religion, it is not the
sole criterion by which a religious community is to be judged. While
the Jews, Christians and Muslims are people of the Book, the Sabaeans
may not have had a scripture. Nor is it clear that they were true
monotheists, as they are reported to have venerated the stars. They did
acknowledge a divine creator, on the basis of which the Qur’an
includes them among the people of faith in God. Hence, it may 
phenomenologically be concluded that the Sabaean faith may spiritually
prefigure the truth in the non-prophetic wisdom religions, such as
Hinduism, Buddhism and the religions of China and Japan. 

It may be further argued that the Qur’an affirms faith in any book
that God has or may have revealed.18This means that, like the plurality
of religions, the plurality of scriptures is open ended. The Zoroastrians,
for instance, under Muslim rule collected an impressive canon of
sacred books, which they claimed goes back to their ancient prophetic
sages.19

It is noteworthy that the Prophet himself bestowed on them the
status of the people of the Book in his command, “Follow in dealing
with them the Sunnah (practice) of the people of the Book.”20

Likewise, the famous young Umayyad general Mu^ammad ibn al-
Q¥sim extended this status to the Hindus, following his conquest of
the Indus Valley in 711. 

The Qur’an claims to have been revealed as a book confirming all
previous scriptures, but particularly the Torah, the Psalms and the
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Gospel. Thus the scriptural requirement is understood, and therefore
omitted in the following crucial verse for our discussion. The three
remaining principles are affirmed, where the Qur’an transcends all
religious affiliations: 

Surely those who have faith [that is the Muslims], the Jews, the Christians
and the Sabaeans; whoever accepts faith in God and the last day and 
performs good deeds, those shall have their reward with their Lord; no
fear shall come upon them, nor will they grieve. (2:62), and (5:69)

This verse is of decisive importance for several reasons. First, it occurs
twice in the Qur’an at the beginning and near the end of the Prophet’s
career in Madinah, as surah 2was the first major surah to be revealed in
Madinah and surah 5 was revealed before surah 9, which was the last
major surah sent down to the Prophet. It must therefore be conclu-
sively argued that this verse could not be abrogated, as many classical
and modern jurists and Qur’an commentators have held. This is
because abrogation applies only to legislative verses and this is a 
narrative verse.*

The verse under discussion is important also because it does not
limit faith and its rewards to the people of the Book. It has already been
observed that the Sabaeans may not have had a sacred scripture.21 Yet
they are included among those who shall have the reward of their faith
with God. The identity of the Sabaeans has been under debate.
Shahrast¥nÏ, in his book al-Milal wa al-Ni^al (The Book of Sects and
Creeds) presents two sects of the Sabaeans.22 These are the religious
Sabaeans of Iraq and the philosophical Sabaeans of Harran in northern
Syria. While the religious Sabaeans, with whom we are here con-
cerned, acknowledged one divine creator, they probably did not have
a sacred book and they venerated the stars, as did the Babylonians
before them. Yet they are included among the people of faith in God. 

*publisher’s  note:Abrogation in the Qur’an is a controversial issue. For a
detailed and comprehensive understanding of abrogation in the Qur’an, please see:
Khan, Israr Ahmad, Theory of Abrogation: A Critical Evaluation (Research
Management Centre, International Islamic University Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,
2006.) Also see, Dr. Taha J. Alalwani, Na^wa Mawqif Qur’¥nÏ min al-Naskh [Towards
a Qur’anic Position on Abrogation] (Egypt: Maktabah al-Shorouk al-Dawliyyah,
2007), in which he rejects the concept of abrogation entirely.
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A close hermeneutical analysis of this verse would reveal two further
points. The first is that both the plurality of religions and scriptures are
open ended, and closely related. Even though the Qur’an limits the
designation “people of the Book” to the Jews and Christians, it speaks
of an unspecified number of prophets and messengers who were sent
by God as guides and warners to every nation or community. On the
basis of this Qur’anic assertion, Muslims, as we have already observed,
extended this designation to Zoroastrians and even Hindus. Any other
community that could lay credible claim to a sacred scripture would
have been included. The second point is that the assertion, “whoever
has faith in God and the last day and performs good deeds” provides 
a universal criterion of divine favor, independent of any religious 
identity. 

According to the principles outlined above, religious affiliation in
itself is no guarantee for the attainment of Paradise. The scriptural 
religions are important frameworks of legal and social identities, but
they must be lived within a higher sphere of sincere faith and righteous
works. God addresses Muslims and the people of the Book with the
warning: 

It is not in accordance with your [Muslims] wishes, nor the wishes of the
people of the Book; rather, whoever does evil, he will be recompensed for
it, nor will he find for himself any friend or helper besides God. And, any-
one who performs righteous deeds – be he male or female – and is a person
of faith, those will enter the Garden [of Paradise] and they will not be
wronged in the least.23 (4:123-24)

Thus we see that the criterion for acceptance with God is neither 
religious identity, nor class or gender but faith and good deeds.

The plurality of religions and scriptures arises ultimately from the
great number of prophets and messengers who followed one another,
from Adam to Muhammad, in a great universal procession. Relying on
the Qur’anic assertion, “...There is no community (Ummah) but that a
warner was sent to it” (35:24)24 later Islamic tradition puts the number
of prophets at one hundred and twenty-four thousand. The Qur’an
further asserts that God did not send a messenger to a community
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except in its own language, in order that he may elucidate for them
God’s commands and prohibitions.25

Human history, according to this Qur’anic worldview, is prophetic
history. Prophetic history is in reality the history of God’s guidance of
humankind through the mission of His prophets and messengers.
Divine guidance, moreover, is promised to a heedless humanity that
must be reminded again and again of its primordial covenant with God.

God tells us in the Qur’an that in primordial time, when
humankind were still in the realm of potentiality, called by tradition
“the world of atoms” (¢¥lam al-dharrah), God brought forth from the
loins of the children of Adam their progeny and made them witness
over themselves. He said, “...Am I not your Lord?” they said, “Yes,
indeed, we do bear witness thereto.” God then warned humanity,
“lest you say on the Day of Resurrection we were heedless of this…”
(7:172). The human part of this primordial divine covenant is to
affirm in word and deed the sovereign Lordship of the one God. God’s
part is to guide humankind out of the darkness of heedlessness (ghaflah)
into the light of faith in Him. 

God first renewed this covenant with Adam and his spouse, after
they lost the bliss of Paradise through man’s first act of heedlessness,
first in His saying, “...Their shall come from Me to you guidance; and
whoever follows My guidance, no fear shall come upon them nor will
they grieve”(2:38).26 God then renewed this covenant with every
prophet until the coming of the last Prophet, Muhammad. 

The Qur’an presents religion as such under two distinct, but also
interrelated, dimensions. The first is institutionalized religions, such as
Islam, Christianity and Judaism. These are the framework of the laws
and rituals of worship which give their followers their legal and social
identity as Jews, Christians and Muslims. All three traditions should
ideally constitute what the Qur’an calls, “millat abÏkum ibr¥hÏm (the
religion of your father Abraham),” who called all his children Muslims.
Institutionalized human religions are the necessary vehicle and frame-
work of the inner dimension which they represent.

The Qur’an calls this inner dimension the fi~rah, or original creation
of God of all His human creatures. The Qur’an identifies this divine
original creation with the straight (qayyim) religion: “Set [O
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Muhammad] your face straight towards God, a man of pure faith (^anÏfan), for
this is God’s original creation (fi~rah) upon which He created humankind;
there is no altering of God’s creation....” (30:30).27

This divine pure creation is the innate capacity to know God and
have faith in Him, with which every human being is born. This means
that every child is born pure, and is thus ready to affirm anew the divine
primordial covenant of “Am I not your Lord?” This innate capacity to
know God is realized through human unaided reason, as was the case
with Abraham who took first the luminous star to be his Lord, then
when it set, he said, “I love not those that set.” He then turned to the
moon, and when it set, he exclaimed, “if my Lord guides me not, I
shall surely be one of those who had gone astray.” He finally took the
sun to be his God, but when it set he realized that the sun is not God.
Then, in an outburst of adoration, he cried out, “I turn my face
towards Him who created the heavens and the earth, a man of pure
faith, nor will I be one of the associators (mushrikÏn)” (6:76-79).28

This Qur’anic two-dimensional view of religion in no way implies
dichotomy or duality. Rather, institutionalized religion is itself 
legislated by God as the instrument for the realization of the inner
dimension of faith and righteous living. God says in the Qur’an: 

To everyone of you we have appointed a [sacred] law and a course to 
follow. For, had God so wished, He would have made you all one 
community. Rather He wished to try you by means of what He had given
you; who among you is of the best action. Compete therefore with one
another as if in a race in the performance of good deeds. To God shall be
your return, and He will inform you concerning the things in which you
had differed (5:48).29

This verse first stipulates that the exoteric dimension of religion should
mirror its inner dimension through the performance of good deeds.
Secondly, differences among God’s laws which He appointed for 
different peoples should be respected, and should not lead to conflicts.
Finally, the truth concerning these different divine dispensations will
be known only on the Day of Judgment when God will inform all
faith-communities of all their religious differences. To paraphrase St.
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Paul, here we see things through a glass darkly, but then we shall see
things as they are.30 Here we must avoid turning our religious differ-
ences into religious conflicts through dialogue in humility and the
desire for better understanding. But then God, the absolute Truth (al-
^aqq) will manifest the truth, all the truth.

The Qur’an not only acknowledges religious diversity and plurality,
it also lays down the principles that should govern inter-religious 
relations. It first calls for respect and protection of all places of worship.
God says: “...Had God not repelled some people by means of others,
synagogues and churches, mosques and monasteries in which God’s
name is mentioned, would have been demolished....” (22:40)31 The
Prophet himself applied this principle by allowing the delegation of the
Christians of Najr¥n to pray in his mosque. He went even further by
calling them and the Muslims to a “just word of common ascent”
between the two communities.32 It took the Muslims fourteen 
centuries to renew this call, and for some Christians and Jews to listen.

The Qur’an enjoins Muslims to dialogue with Jews and Christians
in the fairest manner. It sets forth both the etiquette and theology of
dialogue: 

Do not debate with the people of the Book save in the fairest manner,
except those among them who do wrong; and say to them ‘we accept faith
in that which was sent down to us [that is the Qur’an] and that which was
sent down to you [that is the Torah and the Gospel]. Our God and your
God is one, and to Him we are submitters (Muslims) (29:46).33

What then is the ultimate goal of interfaith dialogue from the point
of view of the Qur’an? The following few conclusions will, it is hoped,
suggest some tentative answers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It may first be concluded from the preceding discussion that neither
the Qur’an nor the Prophetic tradition demands of Jews and Christians
that they give up their religious identity and become Muslims unless
they freely choose to do so. The basis of this religious freedom in Islam
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is the categorical Qur’anic assertion (2:256), “there is no compulsion
in religion...” This is a categorical command, not a statement of fact. 

Secondly, the Qur’an and Prophetic tradition only enjoined
Muslims as well as the followers of other faiths to engage in meaningful
dialogue, cooperation and agreement on basic principles. This is what
the Qur’an calls “a just word of common ascent,” between the
Muslims and the people of the Book to worship no one except God
and not take one another as lords beside God (3:64).34 This important
call to a unity of faith across the diversity of religions is far more 
relevant to our time than it was to the time of the Prophet and his 
people. It goes far beyond the issue of whether Christians actually 
worship their monks or not. One of the Companions of the Prophet,
¢AdÏ ibn ¤¥tim who was formerly a Christian, said to the Prophet:
“But the Jews and the Christians do not worship their Rabbis and their
monks.” The Prophet said, “Do not they legislate for them and they
accept their legislation?” This is tantamount to worshipping them.35

This is because worship in Islam is obedience and if one obeys anyone
other than God it is as though one worships him instead of God. 

It is important in this regard to observe that Karaism, a movement
within Judaism which arose after Islam, may be regarded as an answer
to this call. The Karaite movement continues to this day to call other
Jews to return to the law of God as revealed in the Torah, and rejects
Rabbinic Judaism. It is with this Rabbinic Judaism that the Qur’an was
concerned and with which the Muslim community has been struggling
ever since.

Judaism, as it has been observed for nearly 2,000 years, is Rabbinic
Judaism. Although Rabbinic Judaism is continuous with biblical 
religion, the latter has been completely superseded by the former. This
is perhaps the reason behind the Qur’anic call for the people of the
Torah to judge by what God has revealed in it. For the same reason, the
Qur’an calls upon the people of the Gospel to judge by what God has
revealed in it (5:44, 47). 

To the extent that eastern Christians, more than other peoples, at
least at the time of the revelation of the Qur’an, tried to harmonize
their faith in God with moral living and humility before Him, they are
considered to be the “nearest in amity” to Muslims.36 This special
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relation with the Christians does not close the door to dialogue with
other religious communities. In fact, the legal designation of ahl al-
Kit¥b (people of the Book) has been quite fluid. It came to include
more and more communities as Muslims came to know more and
more religious traditions. 

To conclude: what then is the challenge that the Qur’an presents 
to us today? The challenge is this, that we all have faith in God and
compete with one another in righteous works. It follows from this
challenge that all people of faith respect one another and that they
believe in all of God’s revelations.

The Qur’an presents the followers of Islam, Christianity and
Judaism not only with a great challenge, but with a great promise as
well. The promise is this: 

Were the people of the Book to abide by the Torah, the Gospel and that
which was sent down to them from their Lord [i.e. the Qur’an], they
would be nourished with provisions from above them and from beneath
their feet (5:66).37
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INTRODUCTION

MUSLIMS believe that the Qur’an and the previous Judeo-Christian
scriptures represent the very word of God (kal¥m Allah). They claim
that these scriptures have been sent throughout human history, before
Muhammad, “with universal as well as particular guidance to direct
human life in order to achieve the divine goal on earth.”1The universal
guidance is designated to provide a direct discourse that speaks to all
human beings, while the particular one has, according to the Islamic
tradition, specific spiritual and temporal affairs designated to a specific
nation under the leadership of God’s prophet.2 This paper examines
why Muslims believe the Qur’an to be the predominant (muhaymin)
revealed scripture (the “universal”) while the Judeo-Christian scrip-
tures represent the “particular.” An analysis of various Qur�’anic verses
will provide the methodology that is used to undertake the different
approaches of this study. 

The first approach will examine the idea of the unity of all revealed
scriptures according to Muslim theology. It will study verses (42:13),
(3:95), (2:130-33), and (22:78) to show how Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam share the same source of divine revelation, while their original
forms can be considered to be one religion, not just part of a religious
tradition. These verses help explain how each Abrahamic religion
shares a common core of religious and ethical teachings, even though
they differ in time and space, especially regarding their doctrines and
dogma. 

Qur’anic Revealed Scripture vs. 
Judeo-Christian Scripture: 

A Muslim Perspective of the Universal & Particular in the Scriptures

KHALED TROUDI

4
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The second approach will study the notion of the true religion in
Muslim thought. To further explain this idea, different hermeneutical
works on verses (3:19) and (3:85), as upheld by Muslim exegetes since
the early days of Islam until the present will be examined. In this case,
the validity of Judaism and Christianity according to the Islamic vision
will be highlighted, and the theological disputations among the classical
and modern Muslim scholars on Qur�’anic verses (2:62) and (5:69)
will be investigated.

The third approach will study the concept of “Predominant
Revealed Scripture” which is mentioned in Qur�’anic verses (4:163)
and (5:48) and its relationship with the claim which indicates that 
the Prophet’s revelation was a continuation of the inspiration sent 
previously to earlier prophets of the Abrahamic faith groups. Also, I
will examine how such Qur�’anic revelation, which is perceived as a
“universal” phenomenon, has influenced Muslim visions to classify
Judeo-Christian religions as “particular.” To further explain this con-
cept, I will analyze how such a Qur�’anic verse as (5:48) claims that the
“finality” of the prophetic tradition is encoded within the Old and
New Testaments. An analysis of verse (6:92) shows that earlier 
scriptures were actually sent to the people of the Book (Ahl al-Kit¥b)
confirming the concept of “finality.” It studies the Qur�’anic concept
of the end of revelation cycles after universal prophecy had run its
course, and demonstrates the universality of Muhammad’s prophet-
hood according to verses (5:3) and (33:40). It also highlights the view
that although all nations have received prophets with specific scriptural
messages that differ in their “details” and/or rituals, they are deeply
rooted in the Islamic worldview of the absolute surrender (Islam) of all
creation to the will of the creator.

[1]
THE ESSENTIAL UNITY OF ALL REVEALED SCRIPTURES

The idea of the unity of revealed scriptures is deeply rooted in the early
days of the history of religions. In Islam, according to Qur’an (42:15),
the idea of believing in all revealed books becomes an article of faith.
Many Qur�’anic passages, such as (43:4), (13:39), and (56:78), indicate
that “all scriptures stem from and are parts of a single source, the 
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heavenly archetype called ‘the Mother of the Book’ (Umm al-Kit¥b)
and also ‘The Hidden Book’ (al-Kit¥b al-Makn‰n).”3 Since these scrip-
tures “are universal and identical, it is incumbent on all people to
believe in all divine messages.”4 Indeed, the Qur’an itself indicates
that, “The same religion has He established for you as that which He enjoined
on Noah – that which We have sent by inspiration to thee – and that which We
enjoined on Abraham, Moses, and Jesus... (42:13).5

Thus for Muslims, the Qur’an, especially the narrative passages of
the previous prophets, represents the major theological source of the
unity of the revealed scriptures in which the prophets are the dominant
figures. For this reason, Prophet Muhammad and all Muslims are obli-
gated to be the first believers in the prophethood of Noah, Abraham,
Moses, and Jesus and in the truth of the scriptures brought by them,
without making any distinction among them. Also, Qur’anic verses
(2:136), (2:285), and (3:84) insist that Muslims must not differentiate
among the prophets and that each one was given guidance. Jomier
states that “the Qur’an speaks very highly of the earlier scriptures that
were transmitted by the messengers of God. It is the duty for the
Muslim to believe in those scriptures and those messengers of God.”6

However, a critical study of hermeneutical works on the Qur�’anic
verses reveals that different disputations were provided by Muslim
exegetes on this theological issue and its level of understanding in
medieval Islam. In fact, most of the exegetes stressed the unity of the
three Abrahamic faiths’ revealed scriptures to prove the claim that each
of them contained a core essentially similar to the others. In addition,
exegetes devoted a great deal of time and space to explain that each 
tradition’s prophetic narratives had received the same revelation from
one identical source. Through their works, exegetes wanted to
demonstrate that this unity of revealed scriptures indicated the fact that
the spiritual dimension in which each of those prophets lived was iden-
tical. In other words, they sought to demonstrate that each Abrahamic
religion shared a common core of religious and ethical teaching, even
though the religions differed in time and space, especially with regards
to their basic doctrines. 

From a Muslim point of view, Qur�’anic verses such as (42:13),
(3:95), (2:130-33), and (22:78) affirmed Judaism, Christianity, and
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Islam to “share a common trunk of divine revelation, and their original
forms can be considered to be not just one religious tradition, but one
religion.”7 For instance, the Qur’an mentions the Torah (the scripture
given by God to the Israelites through Moses), and the Gospel (InjÏl),
given by Jesus to those Jews and others who later became known as
Christians. In addition, verses (87:18-19) mention earlier scrolls of
Abraham and Moses, which “from the times when the earlier prophets
begin to be referred to in the Qur’an, the Prophet is convinced of 
the identity of his message with theirs.”8 However, Rahman has
emphasized that “where the term scrolls has been used for revealed
documents; elsewhere it is applied to the heavenly archetype of all 
revelations.”9

Historically, most Muslim exegetes have affirmed that throughout
the Makkan period, “the word Book is used and applied almost 
exclusively to the Book of Moses.”10 In interpreting verse (2:213), al-
>abarsÏ and other Muslim commentators have stated that Kit¥b “refers
either to the Torah and the Gospel in which the Qur’an is explained or
to them both, meaning that the Qur’an included both the Torah and
the Gospel.”11 Others, among them Ibn KathÏr, have opined that it
“refers to the preserved Tablet.”12 For instance, according to al-
Qur~ubÏ, “God had promised the people of the Book that he would
send down to Muhammad a book.”13 Later, contemporary studies of
the scriptures demonstrate that the term al-Kit¥b (the Book) “is often
used in the Qur’an not denoting any specific scripture but as a generic
term denoting the totality of revealed scriptures.”14 Semantically,
Madigan states, the fundamental pattern of Kit¥b is symbolically: 

to address the current situation and the prevailing issue. This
divine/prophetic address bears the name Kit¥b not because of its form
(which remains oral, fluid, and responsive) but because of its origin and
because of its nature as a communication (n-z-l, w-^-y) of God’s knowl-
edge (‘-lm) and clear statement (b-y-n) of God’s commends (^-k-m).15

Muslims however understood these terms according to the sense
given by the exegetes, who provided a variety of interpretations.
Nevertheless, Muslims regard all of these scriptures as the word of God
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that came from one revealed source and believe that each of them con-
firms the truth of its predecessors. McAuliffe states: “Theoretically, at
least, there can be no discrepancy in the content of these revelations
because they all proceed from the same source.”16 According to
(29:46), all Muslims and people of the book believe in the same deity
and worship the same God, even though they may differ over how to
conceptualize the unique God. 

Western scholars, on the other hand, resorted to another method-
ological analysis to explain the unity of revealed scriptures. By unity is
not meant unity in the Qur’anic sense of the term, that is a continuation
of original Revelation, but unity in the sense that Islamic references to
Judaic and Christian elements were seen as a result of interaction with
members of these faiths leading to affinity between them. By focusing
on the history and chronological order of the Qur�’anic verses, most
western scholars limited themselves to studying this phenomenon at its
theological level only, during the years of Prophet Muhammad’s
preaching in Makkah and Madinah. They have claimed that during the
early days of the Prophet’s preaching (in terms of Qur’anic passages) he
makes mention of some earlier prophets, some Arab prophets (e.g.,
those sent to the tribes of ¢®d and Tham‰d), and biblical figures such as
Jesus and other New Testament personalities (i.e. Mary). These figures
“do not seem to be referred to in the first Makkan period but appear
from the second period onward, while the gospel is mentioned only
once in Mecca.”17 Western scholars, then claim that this would 
indicate that Prophet Muhammad had no connection with earlier
scriptures during the first four years of his prophetic career. On the
other hand, they also assert that he saw Islam “within the perspective of
the earlier Biblical religions.”18

They furthermore contend that the Qur�’anic passages’ position
toward the older scriptures was rather general, beginning “to become
more definite only when Muhammad came into contact with the Jews
of Medina.”19 In explaining verses (87:18-19), western scholars 
indicate that the Qur’an speaks further of the scrolls of Abraham and
Moses. They affirm that in the Makkan period, the Qur’an does “not
try to distinguish between the Jews and Christians. It does not use
those words, though it refers to Moses and Jesus; but speaks of the 
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children of Israel. There is, then, no question as yet of Torah or
Gospel, but only of the scripture or the book (Kit¥b).”20 For instance,
Rahman refers to the general statement of several western scholars,
such as Snouck Hurgronje, Theodor Noldeke, and Friedrich
Schwally, who claim that at the beginning of his preaching in Makkah:

the Prophet Muhammad was convinced of bringing to the Arabs the same
message which the Christians had received from Jesus and the Jews from
Moses, etc., and against the Arab pagans, he confidently appealed to ‘the
people of knowledge’...whom one has simply to ask in order to obtain a
confirmation of the truth of his teaching.21

In other words, Prophet Muhammad is regarded as being con-
vinced that he was bringing to the Arabs the same teaching that earlier
prophets had brought to their respective communities. 

Historically, Western scholars have also maintained that the 
content and lessons of these Qur�’anic passages had been transformed
through revelation during the first Makkan period. From a theological
standpoint, Rahman refers to this phenomenon to criticize the idea by
saying that these Qur�’anic passages connected with the narratives of
the earlier prophets, which “become numerous, more detailed and are
repeated in the Qur’an. There can be little doubt that the Prophet
heard these stories during discussions with certain unidentified people,
and the Meccans themselves were not slow to point this out.”22

Nevertheless, Western scholars insisted that these passages were
revealed to Prophet Muhammad under the impact of his direct 
religious experience with the Jews and Christians of the Arabian
peninsula. 

Western scholars further claim that during the Madinan period,
because “the Jews and the Christians had refused to accept him
[Muhammad] as Prophet; he began appealing to the image of Abraham
whom he disassociated from Judaism and Christianity, claiming him
exclusively for Islam and linking his community directly with him.”23

Pointing to a passage (3:67) that describes the emergence of Madinah’s
Muslim community as a separate entity from the Jewish and Christian
communities,Western scholars make the case that:
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the people of the book will not recognize him. He must, therefore, seek
an authority for himself beyond their control, which at the same time does
not contradict his own earlier revelations. He, therefore, seizes upon the
ancient prophets whose communities cannot offer him opposition [i.e.,
whose communities were no longer there: like Abraham, Noah, etc.].24

However, the basic problem with these arguments lies in the sepa-
ration of the chronological study of Prophet Muhammad’s career and
the Qur’an into two separate periods, the Makkan and the Madinan, a
practice that most modern scholars fully endorse. A critical study of the
Qur�’anic passages, according to Rahman, “reveals rather a gradual
development, a definite transition where the late Meccan phase has
basic affinities with the early Madinan phase; indeed, one can see the
latter in the former.”25 One important development in Madinah,
then, is that:

earlier Revelations, the Torah and the Gospel, are mentioned by name,
whereas in Mecca the Gospel is hardly referred to (although, of course,
Jesus and other New Testament personalities are certainly there), while
the Mosaic Revelation is always called “the Book of Moses,” which
repeatedly appears as the forerunner of the Qur�’¥nic Revelation.26

In sum, and as this discussion has clearly shown, Islamic theology
emphasizes the idea of the essential unity of all revealed scriptures, and
this opens the door to examination of an important theological argu-
ment with regards to the essential unity of all revealed scriptures that 
is strongly connected to the notion of the true religion.

[2]
THE NOTION OF THE TRUE RELIGION

The Islamic concept of progressive revelation has led to the idea of the
existence of a ‘one true religion’. In addition, Muslims claim that the
historical legacies within the prophetic traditions are the same, in spite
of some specific events that may be explained differently. These 
concepts have provided specific visions regarding Judeo-Christian
scriptures. The most important vision, which becomes the central
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theme of the Muslim creed, is the notion of the true religion (al-dÏn 
al-^aqq). Muslims believe that Islam is the DÏn of God “which is the
commitment to taw^Ïd and the moral life.”27 However, while Izutsu
explains the semantic range of the word dÏn stating “the word DÏn 
contains among others a remarkable semantic element of obedience
(~¥¢ah) and (¢ub‰diyyah),”28 he concludes that, “the word DÏn has two
important meanings distinguishable in the Qur’an: religion and judg-
ment.”29 Other scholars such as Wilfred Smith assume that the word
religion (dÏn) has two different senses: one is religion as a deep personal
matter, and the other is religion in a reified sense as something 
common to a community.30

However, Muslim exegetes belonging to different schools of
thought have provided extensive hermeneutical works on (3:19) and
(3:85), to understand the meaning of the term Islam and dÏn and show
how the Qur’an has conceptualized the notion of true religion in the
light of these two verses. For instance, al->abarÏ and al->abarsÏ have
both explained the verse “Surely the true religion with Allah is Islam”
(3:19) as a second object of Allah’s testimony. Accordingly, both have
assumed that the previous verse and this verse would then read, “Allah
bears witness that there is no God but Allah, and the true religion with
Allah is Islam.”31 In this context, al->abarÏ and al->abarsÏ aim to 
contend that “Islam as a religion has an eternal and exalted status.”32

Moreover, al->abarÏ understood the terms dÏn and Islam to both have
the same meaning, and assumed that dÏn in this verse “means obedi-
ence and humility, which applied to the term Islam.”33 Conversely,
Ibn KathÏr claimed the meaning given to the term Islam to be the 
religion of Islam stating that, “this is a declaration by God that there is
no other religion with Him which he would accept from anyone
except Islam.”34 Furthermore, Ibn KathÏr explained the meaning of
the term Islam as mentioned in these verses as follows: “Islam means
following the messengers of God in that with which he sent them at all
times until the coming of the Prophet Muhammad, the seal of the 
messengers.”35 Therefore, Ibn KathÏr specified this meaning of the
term Islam by claiming that “God closed all other ways leading to Him
except the way through Muhammad. Thus, anyone meeting God after
the apostleship of Muhammad, having in this life followed a law
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[SharÏ¢ah] other than Muhammad, it will not be accepted from
him.”36 Ibn KathÏr used the general meaning of the term Islam to
explain the statement in (3:85), stating, “This is in accordance with
God’s saying, whosoever desires a faith other that Islam it will not be
accepted from him.”37

Ibn KathÏr supported his ideas by claiming that the Prophet
Muhammad had throughout his life “sent messages calling to God all
people such as kings, Arabs and non-Arabs, people of the book and
unlettered peoples. This he did in obedience to God’s command for
him to do so.”38 For example, he cites on the authority of Ab‰
Hurayrah that the Prophet said: 

“By Him in whose Hands is my soul, no one of this community, be he Jew
or Christian, who hears of me, and he dies without accepting faith in that
with which I was sent by God, but that he would be of the people of the
fire.” The Prophet said, “I am sent to the red and the black,” that is, to
everyone. He also said, “Every prophet was sent only to his own people,
but I was sent to all mankind.”39

In addition, al-ZamakhsharÏ who represents the Mu¢tazilite school,
projects his own doctrinal interpretation of verses (3:19) and (3:85)
explaining that theologically the Qur�’anic phrase ‘Surely the true 
religion with Allah is Islam’ “is further emphasis of the statement of
divine Oness in the previous verse. God saying ‘there is no God but
He,’ is the declaration of oneness (taw^Ïd).”40 He maintains that, “His
saying upholding justice [see 3:18: “...there is no deity save Him, the
Upholder of Equity...”] is a proclamation of justice, since he added
surely the true faith with God is Islam. He no doubt meant this as a 
declaration that Islam is the faith of all justice and oneness, which is the
true faith with God.”41He concludes that:

Any other faith is, therefore, no faith at all with Him. This also means that
anyone who holds anthropomorphic views of God, or any views implying
anthropomorphism, such as the possibility of the vision (ru’y¥) of God, or
holds jabr (divine determinism) which is pure injustice, would not be a
follower of God’s true faith, which is isl¥m.42
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According to this interpretation, it is quite clear that al-Zamakh-
sharÏ’s exegesis reflects his Mu¢tazilite view of God and Islam.

Al-R¥zÏ, literally, defines the term dÏn according to these verses, “as
a divine recompense (jaz¥’) and human obedience because it is the
cause of recompense.”43 He interprets the term Islam as having three
meanings:

The first signifies entering into Islam is accepting obedience and submis-
sion. The second denotes a person who enters into peace or security
(Islam). Third, Ibn al-Anb¥rÏ said, a Muslim is one who is sincere in his
worship of God. Islam, therefore, means security of faith (dÏn) and belief
(¢aqÏdah) in God.44

However, al-R¥zÏ explained verses (3:19) and (3:85) from a differ-
ent point of view. Literally, he claimed that the term Islam could not be
the synonym of the term dÏn according to verse (49:14): 

The desert Arabs say, “We believe.” Say, “Ye have no faith; but ye (only)
say, ‘We have submitted our wills to Allah,’ For not yet has Faith entered
your hearts. But if ye obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not belittle
aught of your deeds: for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

He understood that the Arab bedouins, “the nomadic people, said:
‘we have accepted faith,’ and God said, ‘you have not accepted faith,
rather say, “we have become Muslims,”’ which indicates that the term
Islam here has a meaning other than im¥n.”45 Even though, al-R¥zÏ
interpreted this verse to show what he felt to be the difference between
Islam and dÏn, he then concludes that verses (3:19) and (3:85) were
explained by Muslim exegetes from a legal custom standpoint or ¢Urf,
and verse (49:14) from a linguistic principle point of view only.46

Al-Qur~ubÏ, representing the Sunni Ash¢arite school of thought,
summarized the general view of scholastic theologians with regards to
the meanings of the terms Islam and dÏn. He tried to provide different
explanations of these terms to indicate the correct definition that could
be applied to both from the point of view of the general usage of the
Shari¢ah and other theological and linguistic elaborations. Referring to
verse 49:14 he defines the term dÏn and Islam as follows: “The word
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dÏn in this verse means obedience and religion (millah). And the term
Islam is used to mean faith (im¥n) and acts of obedience (~¥¢¥t).” Al-
Qur~ubÏ supported his claim by saying that, “In their first implication,
the terms im¥n and Islam are different when they are clarified by verse
(49:14) and the hadith of the angel Gabriel with the Prophet
Muhammad asking about Islam and im¥n.”47 Also, in their second
connotation, “the two terms have been used synonymously according
to ¢Abd al-Qays’s narrative,”48 and the prophetic hadith that states 
that “faith consists of seventy-two aspects…”49 Further, as a third
implication, al-Qur~ubÏ asserts the possibility that “one is implied by
the other, as indicated in the verse, where both assent or faith (im¥n)
and actions (i.e., Islam) are included.”50

Mystically interpreting these verses (49:14), Ibn al-¢ArabÏ considers
true faith as follows: “Surely the true faith with God is this divine 
oneness (taw^Ïd) which God has determined for Himself. His faith is,
therefore, the faith of the surrender of the persons or faces (wuj‰h).”51

He assumes that “this is in accordance with Abraham’s saying, ‘I 
surrender my face to God,’ that is, my self and my all.”52 At this level,
Ibn al-¢ArabÏ mystically, interprets verse (49:14) by stating, “I have
severed my self from my egotism, and thus achieved annihilation
(fan¥’) in Him. God then commanded His beloved [Mu^ammad],
peace and blessings be upon him, saying, ‘If, therefore, they dispute
with you say, I surrendered my person to God, I and those who follow
me.’”53

Classical Shiite tafsÏrs also comment on verses (3:19) and (3:85).
According to al-QummÏ, “the term Islam is submission (taslÏm) to God
and his friends (the imams, awliy¥). It is also assent or acceptance
(ta|dÏq). God has likewise called im¥n ta|dÏq.”54 It is quite clear that al-
QummÏ differentiates between the meanings of the two terms. He
supports his tafsÏr by reference to a tradition narrated on the authority
of the fifth imam, Mu^ammad al-B¥qir, who himself clearly advocated
the difference between im¥n and Islam, stating, “God has exalted faith
over Islam in station.”55 In addition and according to a description of
the term Islam provided by ¢AlÏ, commander of the faithful (AmÏr al-
mu’minÏn), it was al-QummÏ’s belief that “Islam is taslÏm (submission).
TaslÏm is yaqÏn (absolute certainty), and yaqÏn is ta|dÏq. Ta|dÏq is iqr¥r
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(confession). Iqr¥r, that is uttering the shah¥dah, is id¥’ (fulfilling one’s
duty towards God), and id¥’ is action.”56 He concludes that “the man
of faith is he who takes his religion directly from his lord. For the faith,
of [the faithful], can be recognized in his actions, while the rejection of
faith (kufr) by a rejecter of faith can be recognized in his rejection
(ink¥r).”57

This theological explanation of the term Islam led the modern
Shiite Muslim exegete, Muhammad Husain Tabataba’i, to claim that
the majority of this surah had been revealed concerning the People of
the Book, and to connect reading of this verse (3:19) to the context of
the entire Qur�’anic passage which includes the verses before and after
it. In defining Islam he states that “the true faith with God is one in
which there is no contradiction. Nor did God enjoin His servants to
follow any other faith except it, or elucidate in the scriptures He sent
down to His prophets any other faith except it.”58 He also agreed with
al-QummÏ’s definition of Islam, “which is absolute submission (taslÏm)
to the truth, the truth of belief and the truth of action.”59 Therefore,
Tabataba’i stresses Islam to be “one single faith, even though the how
and why of it might be diverse in the different dispensations (shar¥’i¢) of
His prophets.”60Tabataba’i concludes, “It is clear ... that the true faith,
which is with God and in His presence, is one sacred law that differs
only in the degrees [of comprehensiveness and perfection] in accord-
ance with the different capacities of the different communities.”61

The well-known modern Sunni Egyptian commentator Sayyid
Qutb claimed that Islam, according to (3:19), was “the totality of faith,
belief, and conduct within the context of total submission to the One
and only God.”62 Qutb concluded that “true Islam would have no
effect on the lives of human beings unless they manifest it [Islam] in a
social system in whose pure and bright framework humanity would
live.”63

In interpreting (2:62) and (5:69) much of the exegetical considera-
tion provoked by these verses is designed to construct a theological
essence. These passages clearly teach that “the faithful people they are
describing will be rewarded by God, and it shows that this is meant in
the eschatological sense: they will have nothing to fear at the final
judgment.”64 Therefore, these verses seem to provide a “firm basis
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within Islamic theology for a generous attitude towards at least some
people of different faith, affirming that they will share with Muslims in
the divine promise.”65However, it is true that the validity of such uni-
versalizing interpretations has been called into question by those who
adopt a narrower reading. Accordingly, some scholars claim that the:

strategy is to identify the groups of the people referred to in these verses as
Muslim converts from a Jewish or Christian background or as believers
who have kept to uncorrupted versions of Judaism or Christianity – in
which case, the religion which wins acceptance from God would be Islam
rather that their original faiths.66

While arguments between these different views have been con-
ducted on a textual level by appeals to differing parts of the hadith
literature, “they also reflect the varying tenor of the relationships
Muslims have had with the people of the book, and with other non-
Muslims, in various times and contexts.”67 With some sense of
restraint, however, Ipgrave states that:

it has seemed plausible to some commentators to identify in this verse
[2:62] a common core of three principles – belief in one true God,
acknowledgement of final moral accountability towards Him, and 
commitment to righteous action in obedience to Him in the present –
which an inclusive reading would constitute an authentic divine religion
open to all and securing God’s favor for all.68

However, McAuliffe mentions that “al-T‰sÏ’s analysis of this verse
(2:62) begins with the position that finds in these narratives a reference
to the Hypocrites, be they Jews, Christians, or Sabians, who finally pay
reluctant lip service to belief.”69 She concludes that “this was a critical
factor in determining the reception of Muhammad’s message.”70Rida�
argues that “they would all have seen the truth of this message and
accepted it. It was their concern with partisan identification to the
exclusion of the truth that blinded them.”71

As has been demonstrated, most classical Muslim commentators
interpreted verses (3:19) and (3:85) literally, understanding the term
Islam, in both verses, as referring to “ritualistic or juristic observance
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and identity.”72Later on, modern Muslim thinkers and commentators
approached the two verses to “argue for the finality and superiority of
Islam over all other religions.”73Therefore, neither classical commen-
tators nor modern thinkers recognized the scriptures of previous
religions, including Judaism and Christianity, to have been sent to all
humanity underscored by a concept of universal rather than particular
discourse. In their tafsÏrs, a literary approach to the term Islam as 
synonymous with the term dÏn has led both classical and modern 
commentators to assert that the religion of Islam came to abrogate 
previous religions. In this context, it is clear that the commentators did
not distinguish between a universal and a legal Islam to interpret the
term Islam. Even Qur�’anic scripture itself “does not deny the specificity
of various religions,”74 in many passages it indicates the universal 
discourse of the previous scriptures.

In addition, Muslim exegetes who have studied verses (2:62) and
(5:69), have presented them as showing that Judaism and Christianity
were valid only up to a point, with Judaism valid “during the period
following God’s revelation to Moses until his revelation to Jesus. After
this new divine revelation, the Jews [were] under the obligation to 
follow the Gospel and the laws of Jesus,”75 and Christianity only valid
until the coming of Muhammad. For instance, al->abarÏ states that
“whoever does not follow Muhammad and renounce his adherence to
the tradition of Jesus and the Gospel is damned.”76 In the same vein,
Ibn KathÏr claimed that “the Jews acted rightly in their adherence to
the Torah and the tradition of Moses, but only until the advent of
Jesus. Once Jesus had come, those Jews who did not leave the Mosaic
law and adhere to the Gospel and laws of Jesus were liable to eternal
damnation”77 and that “while Christianity was an acceptable belief
before the time of Muhammad, those who do not then renounce it in
favor of Islam will be damned.”78 This was the commonly held posi-
tion of the medieval Muslim community’s Qur’an commentators and
remains in force today. It is a position which modern exegete Rida 
discusses in his TafsÏr al-Man¥r. Ri�da writes that “the substance of their
[Judaic and Christian] religion has remained recognizable, not distorted
to the extent that guidance from its precepts is completely obscured”79

Concerning the issue of Judaic-Christian legislation, all Muslims
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exegetes are of the opinion that these have been abrogated or cancelled
by the advent of the Qur’an which is regarded as having done away
with these earlier legislations. They believe that “Islam allows only
Jews and Christians to obey their legislations within their respective
communities until both groups embrace Islam and join the community
of the last period of history; that is to say, the Islamic dispensation.”80

They claim that Jews and Christians will find in the Qur’an what is
essential and best in the Torah and the Gospel. Mahmoud Ayoub
claims that:

the Truth is greater than the expression of any one religious tradition or
the understanding of any single individual or community. In order to
realize this ideal, Muslims must likewise rethink their own understanding
of the true meaning of Islam as the living up to the primordial covenant
between God and all human beings and the reaffirmation of this covenant
in a variety of expressions in a religiously pluralistic world.81

Likewise, Sachedina sees that the “Islamic revelation presents a 
theology that resonates with the modern pluralistic belief that other
faiths are not merely inferior manifestations of religiosity, but variant
forms of individual and communal responses to the presence of the
transcendent in human life.”82This means that the universal discourses
of the three Abrahamic religions could help establish a new pluralistic
discourse, which is seen by many Qur’a�nic passages especially with
regards to the Biblical prophets, to fulfill the divine purpose for
humanity. 

[3] 
THE IDEA OF THE GUARDIAN OR PREDOMINANT

(MUHAYMIN) REVEALED SCRIPTURE

Deeply rooted in Islamic theology is the idea that all nations have been
sent prophets with specific scriptural messages that differ somewhat in
their details. This is reflected in the titles “that are customarily given to
the great messengers in Islamic texts. Each title designates the 
special quality of the messenger that distinguishes him from other 
messengers.”83 According to verse (5:3) of the Qur’an this cycle of
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Revelation and prophethood runs its course with the advent of Islam.
According to Islamic tradition, “the book with the truth is a summary
of God’s repeated interference in history, which thereby gains the
coherence of a pattern made decisively clear.”84 More precisely,
Muslim exegetes have claimed that since the early days of Islam, “reve-
lation continues to figure and the Qur’an upholds itself both as its
confirmer and preserver.”85 Qur’anic verse (5:48) and similar verses
clearly confirm the idea of a predominant revealed scripture. All
Muslims must accept that God sent down the Qur’an in truth as a 
confirmer of the Books or of all revelations that have come before it
and as a protector over them. In addition, the notion of the finality of
prophethood is clear in Qur’anic verse (33:40), and similar verses,
which mention that all Muslims must believe that Prophet
Muhammad is the final prophet sent by God to humanity. 

This and verse (14:4), which indicates that every nation has been
sent a messenger, led to the idea that the Qur�’anic revelation was a 
universal phenomenon.86 Thus, Muslims hold that Islam is the 
religion of all prophets and all righteous people since the beginning of
creation. This belief, which has never changed, emphasizes that Islam
is to replace all older forms of religion and connects the idea of one true
religion with the concept of human nature. For instance, according to
the Islamic tradition, this creed represents the identical form of the
faith of Adam, Noah, and Abraham and is the core of the message of
Moses and Jesus.

However, the Qur�’anic message emphasizes that Prophet
Muhammad is the only legitimate person who has connected the
“new” religion of Islam with the Biblical tradition, especially with the
prophets of the Ahl al-Kit¥b, through which Abraham is a descendant
of both Noah and Adam. This creed was confirmed and became the
focal point of Muslim religious belief, and is a fact that many Qur�’anic
verses acknowledge. For example, (42:13) indicates that “God 
communicates to Muhammad and to all the believers that what is 
prescribed to them is not something new, but a reproduction of that
which previously the earlier prophets revealed to the Israelites.”87

Thus, Muslims believe in the prophetic inspiration, which has guided
the great personalities of the Biblical tradition and claim legitimacy as
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belonging to the religion of Abraham, and consider themselves the
ideal continuators and re-newers of it through the message brought by
the Prophet Muhammad. Accordingly, Muslims state that all “the
Jews, and naturally the Christians, are thus invited to believe the Arab
prophet and to consider him as the continuator of their tradition.”88

Therefore, the similarity and the connection of prophethood between
these prophets and Prophet Muhammad, as found in the Qur�’anic 
narratives, constitute the fundamental theological element of the
Islamic creed and affirm the fundamental continuity between the
Biblical revelations and Prophet Muhammad’s mission. 

In this context and based upon the information provided in the
Qur�’anic passages, Muslim exegetes connected the idea of predomi-
nant revealed scripture with the history of the prophets, and the Jews
and Christians. They regarded Judaism and Christianity as true 
religions that were forms of the one true religion, and which were
valid for a certain period of history. According to the Islamic tradition,
God sent prophets Moses and Jesus only to the children of Israel, while
Prophet Muhammad came with a mission to the whole world. This
type of understanding has led Muslim exegetes to state that the 
missions of Moses and Jesus were limited in time and space. In addition
as many Qur�’anic verses maintain that “Jews and Christians have not
lived up to God’s message to them”89 “many Muslims would like to
make this a universal judgment against other religions, claiming that
Islam is the only valid religion left on the face of the earth.”90This issue
has been historically debated by classical Muslim exegetes. The majority
of them, however, have provided plenty of room to explain it in a 
theological sense. 

CONCLUSION

In sum, it is quite clear that the question of whether a predominant
(Muhaymin) revealed scripture exists has occupied many pages in tafsÏr
books. However, some western scholars criticize this belief by claim-
ing that “many Muslims prefer to stress the passages that are critical of
other religions and ignore or explain away the verses that praise other
religions.”91 They claim that “Muslims see other religions in terms of
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Islam, which in their eyes is the perfect religion.”92 What they fail to
understand is that the majority of Muslim exegetes were in actual fact
placing emphasis on Judaism and Christianity whose adherents having
been favored with both prophets and a Book (whether the InjÏl or the
Torah) therefore had to be judged by more stringent standards than
people of other faiths. In addition, Rida states that the “messenger
comes only to confirm what the intellect comprehends, clarifying and
elucidating matters of vital significance, such as what the hereafter will
be like and the ways of worship not pleasing to God.”93 Ri�da also
wants to clarify the exact limit of human responsibility in relation to
God’s purpose: the basics are belief in God and the Last Day. Anyone
who has been exposed to this message is bound to believe it, whether
or not he/she has had the benefit of a prophetic revelation. 

Furthermore, while the divine initiative behind revelation and the
stages of the revelatory process were important theological issues for
the commentators, people’s response to revelation was of equal 
concern. Muslim commentators moreover claim that these (Judeo-
Christian) scriptures are different with regards to the scope of the
prophetic mission. Most of these missions they contend were limited,
largely addressed either to a specific group of people with a few
addressed to a wider collective group. This understanding has led
Muslims to believe the mission attributed to the Prophet Muhammad
to be a universal on, not limited by geographical or ethnological ethnic
boundaries. 

Reading Qur’anic passages Muslims consider its revelation as a
message to all mankind. A Revelation which came to ensure the victory
of God’s oneness (taw^Ïd) over paganism and to correct Judeo-
Christian misunderstanding of the Bible as well as Christian errors
concerning the personality of Jesus. With regards to the existence of a
one ‘true religion’ and the validity of its legislations, Muslim exegetes
maintain and always have maintained, that there is a primordial 
original pure faith, and that Islam is its manifestation to humanity. As
such its legislations, although containing different laws and command-
ments to those of earlier scripture, are fundamentally the same,
replacing those no longer suitable for modern times.
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Exegesis, Social Science and the Place of 
the Jews in the Qur’an

MOHAMMED ABU-NIMER

5

THROUGHOUT Islamic history, religious scholars have been
viewed as public intellectuals whose opinions have been valued on all
matters. Indeed, in some periods, these scholars excelled in other 
disciplines, including physics, algebra, chemistry, astronomy, and
medicine. Still, views expressed in Qur’anic commentaries received
little critical examination, which is a necessary endeavor for contem-
porary Islamic reform. This paper addresses the views of sixteen
exegetes and Qur’an scholars concerning Jews in the Qur’an, and
applies both traditional and contemporary approaches to scriptural
understanding. 

Mu^ammad ibn Bah¥der ibn �¢Abd All¥h al-ZarkashÏ (d. 1391)
explained that exegesis is needed for three reasons: people differ in
their intellectual abilities, so some readers may need assistance to com-
prehend; parts of the Qur’an are built on certain assumptions that are
not apparent to the common person; and some words may carry 
multiple meanings and can be deciphered only by learned specialists.
These factors have become more complex as the usage of the Arabic
language and the human condition in general continue to evolve. That
the number of highly educated people has reached levels never known
before illustrates how change can affect contemporary people’s expec-
tations from scholars. Those who specialize in Qur’an studies are no
exception. 

The process of reform must engage with the established tradition of
exegesis and its methods. Al-ZarkashÏ presented key knowledge
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requirements for prospective scholars in the field, including classical
Arabic diction and phonetics and asb¥b al-nuz‰l (occasions of revela-
tion). He explained that some parts of the Qur’an could be difficult to
comprehend because of ¢um‰m al-|Ïghah (general form) and khu|‰| al-
sabab (particular reason).1 Some verses may appear general in their
wording but may address a specific circumstance. 

Jal¥l al-DÏn al-Suy‰~Ï (d. 1505) classified the Qur’anic revelation
into two main categories. The first is that which took place after an
incident or a question to the Prophet, and the other had no pretext. 
Al-Suy‰~Ï added another layer of context that can affect the meaning of
Qur’anic verses: the specific place and time of revelation and whether
it carried new substance or overlapped with previous revelation.2

A careful scholar should pay attention to the intricacies of these 
considerations. 

One major approach to exegesis is known as tafsÏr al-Qur’¥n bi 
al-Qur’¥n (interpreting the Qur’an by means of the Qur’an), which is
built on the assumption that parts of the Qur’an complement each
other. Another approach is called al-tafsÏr bi al-ma’th‰r (exegesis using
tradition). Some of these traditions are attributed to the Prophet
Muhammad and thus are part of hadith, which comprises his words,
deeds, and approvals. Other traditions are only attributed to the
Companions of the Prophet or members of his household, while 
others are narratives that appeared in early writings of SÏrah (the 
biography of the Prophet and the history of the first generation of
Muslims). Scholars of hadith developed methodologies to authenti-
cate attributions to the Prophet, but the rest of ma’th‰r has not been
subject to serious scrutiny. 

Early scholars of the Qur’an frowned upon al-tafsÏr bi al-ra’y (exegesis
through personal opinion). Mu¢tazilite rationalists saw this as an
attempt to block ijtihad (independent reasoning). Yet the classical
scholars only wanted to protect the status of the scripture as a source of
truth telling whose understanding should not be marred by whims or
non-scholarly purposes. Despite this theoretical stance, exegetes have
often conflated their views on social and political affairs with their
attempt to explain the meaning of Qur’anic verses. 

MOHAMMED ABU-NIMER
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The next section briefly reviews the ideas of Seyyed Hossein Nasr
and Ism¥¢Ïl al-F¥r‰qÏ, who approach the Qur’an as a whole to construct
a taw^ÏdÏ (monotheistic) worldview. Each generated a unique formula
for understanding based on the grand Qur’anic ideas about the 
relationship between God and his creation. Within this framework,
the section constructs the Qur’anic narrative of Jews and Judaism
before turning to the critical review of classical exegesis. 

THE PLACE OF JEWS IN THE QUR’AN:

A HOLISTIC APPROACH

Al-F¥r‰qÏ and Nasr offer an understanding of God’s relation to man
based on the concept of khil¥fah (vicegerency).3 God made men and
women His deputies on earth, and sent them messengers to teach them
how to lead a “God-like” life.4 Nasr emphasizes the mystical aspects of
Islam, while al-F¥r‰qÏ focuses on theology, but both postulate that all
human beings share a certain fi~rah (nature) that is essentially good but
have the capacity to commit wrong.5 This is why humans are held
accountable individually for their own deeds.6

Nasr justifies his holistic philosophy by suggesting that the Qur’an
“is the source of knowledge, not only metaphysically and religiously,
but even in the domain of particular fields of knowledge.”7 Qur’anic
wisdom represents “a set of doctrines which expand knowledge of the
structure of reality and man’s position in it.”8 Al-F¥r‰qÏ writes of this
same universal message when he expounds on how monotheism can
influence the various aspects of human life.9

Traditional exegetes typically cited a verse or a ma’th‰r piece to
explain a single verse or a group of verses. The rest of the commentary
may have included linguistic explanations and reflections on life
events. Viewed from a holistic perspective, this mode of interpretation
tends to offer a compartmentalized understanding of the Qur’an.
Therefore, the contemporary systematic approaches raise the standard
of competence in Islamic studies. Such is the hallmark of the careers of
the contemporary exegete Muhammad Asad and religion scholar
Mahmoud Ayoub, who do not dismiss tradition.
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A holistic view of the scripture requires that an understanding of
any part of the Qur’an be congruent with the basic premises of the
overall Qur’anic narrative. Al-F¥r‰qÏ writes, “Divine unity and unity
of truth are inseparable. They are aspects of one and the same reality.
This becomes evident when we consider that truthfulness is a quality
of the proposition of…taw^Ïd, namely that God is one.”10 Those who
believe the Qur’an is good for all times and places aught to make sure
that any conceptions attached to revelation do not contradict its core
foundations. 

Much of the story of revelation in the Qur’an begins with
Abraham, the father of prophets. His story is the most prominent in the
Qur’an, save Muhammad’s. The Qur’an emphasizes that all prophets
preached the core belief in God, which stands as the foundation for the
moral principles that all the faiths share. The Qur’an distinguishes
between the core message and the expressions of taw^Ïd in the life of
the believers. God willed that there be differences in details, but they
are all supposed to lead to the straight path. Louay Safi uses the term
“Qur’anic Narrative” to refer to this macro view of the Qur’an.11

The Qur’an confronts Jews (and Christians) with its own truth
claims. Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and their descendants were
neither Jewish nor Christian.12 They were all Muslims (submitters) to
God. The Qur’an essentially tells Jews and Christians that they belong
with Muslims to the same family of faith. They are challenged to
respond to the unified message of the prophets of God.13

The Qur’an recognizes ban‰ Isr¥’Ïl (the children of Israel) as a 
distinct group of people whose existence, struggles, and trials pre-
ceded the prophetic career of Moses. They faced oppression with
patience and constancy until Moses led their deliverance to the Holy
Land, where they enjoyed great wealth and sustenance.14 They were
blessed and favored over all people;15 they were given a covenant from
God through Moses;16 and were given revelation and wisdom of 
governance.

Within this framework, the Qur’anic narrative maintains close
affinity to Jewish religious history. Bernard Lewis’s assertion that the
Qur’anic mention of Jews is insignificant is inaccurate.17 A keyword
search of the Qur’an produces 131 verses that mention Musa (Moses).

84
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Other key Jewish figures and terms are featured in many verses.18 The
sum of these occurrences, which do not include other important 
stories related to the Israelites, e.g., Pharaoh and Exodus, constitute
nearly 5 percent of the Qur’an’s 6,000 verses. 

Most of the prophets mentioned in the Qur’an are Israelite
prophets. Indeed much of the history of prophethood is Jewish. The
Israelites had internal challenges and disagreements and developed
schisms.19 Among them were literalists who made it hard for them-
selves to obey God’s commands.20 The Qur’an focuses on the morals
of this and other religious experiences rather than the details of what
had happened. For example, the Qur’an mentions an unnamed group
of Jews identified by having lived after Moses. They asked their
unnamed prophet for a leader to fight in the good cause of God, but did
not keep their commitment when that leader arose among them.21

Other Jews were only identified by their actions; e.g., those who 
violated the fishing ban on the Sabbath22 these were a small group.

When one considers the totality of the Jewish experience as told in
the Qur’an, the Islamic scripture clearly confirms its truths, while
showing the diversity of Jews as a people, including those who rejected
and even killed prophets,23 worshiped the calf when Moses was
away,24 and took their rabbis as lords.25 Others were cursed by David
and Jesus for their disbelief.26

Christians and Muslims also receive praise and rebuke in the
Qur’an. Even the Prophet Muhammad was scolded for ignoring a
blind man seeking spiritual understanding. A whole surah (chapter) of
the Qur’an was revealed on this occasion.27 Like the Muslim and
Christian experiences, Jewish history offered mirror images of blessing
and curse, belief and disbelief, knowledge and ignorance, wisdom and
poor judgment, righteousness and wrongdoing. 

Some Qur’anic verses describe the entire Jewish experience while
others allude to only parts of it. Some of the stories specifically refer to
certain Israelite groups. This is illustrated by how the Qur’an engaged
the Jews who lived among the Muslims in Madinah. A verse reads that
the knowledge of Jewish scholars vindicates the truthfulness of the
Qur’an.28 In another verse, Jews (and the Christians) would like
Muslims to follow their ways; the Prophet is instructed not to follow
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the desires of any people but to remain steadfast on the straight path of
God.29 Jews who were cited as ridiculing God’s attributes were
cursed.30 When conflict developed between Jews and Muslims, the
Qur’an noted their enmity.31 Louay Safi explains: “The Qur’an 
condemned the unscrupulous behavior of several Jewish tribes toward
the Prophet and the newly founded Muslim community, in violation
of their own religious teachings, while urging the Muslims to respect
the religious freedom of the Jews and the religious tradition of
Judaism.”32

The Qur’an therefore informs Muslims about some episodes of
Jewish history while highlighting the creedal and moral foundation
that the Abrahamic faiths share. In the Qur’anic conception, Jews are
just like any others, including Muslims, who have had their own 
challenges with revelation. All will be held individually accountable to
God for their deeds.33

Using this understanding of the Qur’anic narrative, the next section
focuses on the learning content of the interpretations of verse (5:82) in
tafsÏr sources. The verse reads: “You will find the most hostile among
men to the believers the Jews and polytheists; and you will find the most
affectionate to the believers those who say we follow Christ; for there
are among them monks and scholars and they are not arrogant.”34

Verse (5:82) is particularly interesting because it makes a clear state-
ment about relations between Muslims, Christians and Jews, and it
offers an obvious contrast of amity and enmity within members of 
the three faiths during the time of revelation. Therefore, it fits the 
theoretical interest of exploring the relationship between exegesis and
important elements of social science. As will be demonstrated below,
exegetes make significant observations on human behavior, which
raises the question of whether such statements are supported by 
revelation or require assessment through social science criteria. 

EXEGESIS VERSUS STEREOTYPES

Exegetes in the first three centuries refrained from excessive commen-
tary and limited the application of the verse to specific groups of
Christians and Jews rather than to all Christians and Jews. Muj¥hid (d.
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723) was a contemporary of the successors of the Prophet’s
Companions. He was a student of Ibn ¢Abb¥s. He is a widely cited
source of ma’th‰r. He did not address the part referring to Jews.
Possibly, he thought the verse was a statement of fact, given the grow-
ing conflict between Muslims and Jews at the time. Al-SamarqandÏ (d.
823) and al-ßan¢¥nÏ (d. 827) wrote that the verse denoted the Jews of
Madinah who allied themselves with the pagan Arabs against the
Prophet Muhammad. All three works agree that the reference to
Christians meant for the kind treatment Muslims received from the
Christian King of Abyssinia al-Naj¥shÏ.35

Several later exegetes concurred with this cautious approach,
including al-Tha¢¥libÏ (d. 876), al->‰sÏ (d. 1067), al-W¥^idÏ (d.
1076), and Ibn al-JawzÏ (d. 1328). Al-Tha¢¥libÏ cited a hadith warning
any Muslim to avoid being alone with Jews out of public sight out of
fear for their security. Still, he stressed that neither Jews nor Christians
have affection for Muslims. Al-Naj¥shÏ and his companions were only
an exception. Al-Tha¢¥libÏ saw other Christians as hostile. He did not
refer to specific events but mentioned specific actions, including
killing Muslims and destroying their property. Perhaps this was in 
reference to the rising conflict between Muslim and Byzantine forces.
In other words, he understood revelation in light of observable facts
that appeared not consistent with the statement of (5:82). 

A number of these exegetes did not offer Qur’an or ma’th‰r to 
support their exposition, including al->‰sÏ and al-W¥^idÏ. It is possible
that they were only passing on knowledge they gained from others. At
the time, there was not much concern for crediting authors. Qur’an
scholarship was generally seen as a way to serve God by sharing His
message. This is why it was not considered improper to paraphrase
unnamed sources introduced in the passive form qÏla (it is said).
Therefore, exegetes – at least some of them – perceived the most
important part of their role was to communicate the message of the
Qur’an. 

Yet most exegetes drew timeless generalizations about Jewish
behavior. Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ al-Sh¥fi¢Ï (d. 939) noted that God told
of the Christians being more softhearted and thus closer than Jews are
to Muslims.36 Al-ßan¢¥nÏ (d. 1096) seemed to assume the meaning of
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a general Jewish enmity, but claimed the verse’s reference to Christian
affection applies only to forty people from Abyssinia who came to the
Prophet to accept Islam, a story that appeared in other sources. He 
distinguished between those and the disbelieving Christians who are
equal to Jews in their hostility to Muslims.37 In essence, he qualified
the message of the verse by offering a generalization about the domi-
nant sentiment among Christians. Al-ßan¢¥nÏ warned against applying
the feeling of amity toward all Christians, but did not substantiate his
position. One must assume he counted on his reader’s acquiescence
due to what was generally known at the time about conflict between
Muslims and Christians. When al-ßan¢¥nÏ died, the Crusades were
underway. Whatever the real reason, it could not have stemmed from
a method of interpretation because the exegete did not employ the
same qualification to his understanding of the other part of the verse. 

In contrast, al-BaghawÏ (d. 1122), who lived in the mid-Crusades
period, approached this verse in two ways. First, he agreed with 
al-ßan¢¥nÏ’s view of the Christians, adding that “they kill Muslims,
capture them, destroy their countries and mosques, and burn their
Qur’ans.”38 Second, he acknowledged unnamed exegetes suggesting
that that verse refers to “all Jews and all Christians because Jews are
hardhearted while Christians are softhearted.”39 Al-BaghawÏ did not
offer any support from the Qur’an, hadith, other ma’th‰r, or behavioral
observation for this emphatic characterization. 

By then, these social stereotypes of Jews and Christians may have
become acceptable in exegetes’ circles. Approximately two decades
after al-BaghawÏ, Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-ZamakhsharÏ al-Khaw¥rizmÏ (d.
1144) accepted the notion of Christians being “softhearted.” He
opined that Jews are lumped with the polytheists because they are
snobby and will not respond to truth. He cited what he called a “very
weak” hadith: “Whenever two Jews are alone with a Muslim they
would consider killing him.”40 This narrative presents another 
dilemma: If Qur’an exposition is about explaining revealed truth, is it
proper to support it by a discredited attribution to the Prophet? The
irony is that some of the rigidity developed around using al-tafsÏr bi 
al-ma’th‰r was meant to clear the meaning of the Qur’an from ra’y that
does not possess truth claim. 
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By the fourteenth century, Jewish and Christian stereotypes had
already been established in exegetical literature. Al-NasafÏ (d. 1310)
repeated the notion that Jews are hardhearted and Christians are soft-
hearted and modest, without reference to supporting evidence from
ma’th‰r.41 A few decades later, Mu^ammad al-KalbÏ al-Gharn¥~Ï (d.
1341) delivered the most equivocal statement of Jew-phobia. He
cited their alliance with Makkan polytheists as only an example proving
an eternally valid trend. “This remains true until the end of time: every
Jew is very hostile to Islam and cunning against its people.”42 Such a
notion clearly violates the spirit and text of the Qur’an. 

Ibn KathÏr al-DimashqÏ (d. 1373) offered a psychological profile of
Jews to explain their disbelief: “The disbelief of the Jews is caused by
arrogance and the tendency to reject truth. This is why they are cursed
until Judgment Day.” Like many exegetes, Ibn KathÏr was more careful
about generalizations regarding Christians, asserting that verse (5:82)
was meant for al-Naj¥shÏ and his people.43 Likewise, al-Bay\awÏ (d.
1388) explained Jewish behavior using almost the same words that
appeared in earlier exegetical works. He pointed out their snobbish
attitude, excessive expression of disbelief, and habit of opposition to
prophets. He added to these characterizations charges of whimsical
thinking and reliance on imitation. Predictably, he painted Christians
with a broad brush as being humble and devoted to knowledge and
good works. Interestingly, he concluded by stating that these are
praiseworthy attributes “even for non-believers.”44This idea of good-
ness that is totally detached from belief is congruent with the Qur’anic
concept of fi~rah (human nature), a major theme in contemporary
Islamic understanding, as presented above by Nasr and al-F¥r‰qÏ.

Al-Suy‰~Ï (d. 1505) refrained from issuing generalizations, but did
not justify the use of a discredited hadith about a Muslim being alone
with Jews. One may speculate that he assumed this would not be 
challenged. He referred to the Christians of Abyssinia who recognized
the truthfulness of the Qur’an, but did not suggest that they must have
converted to deserve praise. He cited another ma’th‰r suggesting 
al-Naj¥shÏ, along with Abyssinian monks and scholars, listened to a
recitation of the Qur’an.45
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Ab‰ al-Su¢‰d (d. 1544) suggested that this verse only reaffirms
what is known about Jews who are “snobbish, extreme disbelievers,
and immersed in following whims and desires.” He scolded them for
their blind following of tradition, lack of inquisitiveness, and propensity
to rebel against prophets. Ab‰ al-Su¢‰d referred to Christians as jins (a
distinct category of people). He accepted the generalized notion of
Christian affinity to Muslims because, in his words, many Christians
are that way. Then he qualified his perception of Jews, stating that
although some are guided, most are not. He referred to the alliance
between Jews and pagan Arabs but not to the Abyssinian Christians.46

In other words, he acknowledged that the verse referred to the 
behavior of Madinah Jews, yet he offered a generalized statement
about the religious attitudes of most Jews, never testing it against
knowledge of the Jews of his time and/or locale. He paraphrased some
other verses of the Qur’an that mentioned wrongdoing of Jews who
lived in the past, ignoring the verses praising other Jews.

The same methodological error applies to al-AmadÏ’s characteriza-
tion of many Christians as believers. Although the statement might
actually have been true at the time of revelation and the time of 
al-AmadÏ, that knowledge would not be derived from verse (5:82).
The verse is not concerned with quantifying the faithful crowd. Even
the best quantitative research techniques would have difficulty reaching
definitive generalizations about such a difficult topic. 

Exegetes who derived meaning from Arabic grammar reached
conflicting conclusions. Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-AndalusÏ (d. 1151) wrote
that the prefix “l” in the word latajidanna (verily, you shall find) 
indicates an absolute affirmation that applies to all times, although he
acknowledged that the verse refers to a current state of affairs. Yet, he
then excluded Jews with moral character. Like other exegetes, he
offered a static profile of all Jews on the basis of Jewish-Muslim relations
at the time of the Prophet or on the authority of previously rehashed
assumptions regarding the behavior of the great majority among them.
Behavioral studies of this nature were not available at the time.
Although the verse offers a contrast of Jewish and Christian sentiments
vis-à-vis Muslims, al-AndalusÏ generalized about Jews but remained
cautious regarding Christians. He only added the following tweak:
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“The Qur’an is not saying Christians feel affection toward Muslims; it
only tells that they are aqrab‰ (closer) than the Jews and polytheists to
Muslims.”47

In contrast, Ab‰ ¢Abdull¥h al-Qur~ubÏ (d. 1273) expressed a starkly
different understanding of the use of suffix and prefix in Arabic, 
suggesting that the “l” in latajidanna denotes an oath for emphasis while
the ending with “nna” is meant to make a distinction between the
present state of affairs and the future. This analysis begs the question of
whether al-AndalusÏ, who lived only a century earlier, missed the
meaning of the prefix? Classical Arabic conventions had already been
set by then. Al-Qur~ubÏ did not recall other verses praising Jews and
criticizing Christians, but his explanation of the reference to Jews,
along with his citation of the story of al-Naj¥shÏ to contextualize the
reference to Christians, is highly responsive to time and place factors.48

Ab‰ al-Fa\l al-Baghd¥dÏ al-®l‰sÏ (d. 1854) used language to stress
that Jews are even more hostile than the polytheists because they are
mentioned first. This is the only time an exegete made use of the 
spoken language to indicate emphasis in a written commentary. In
Arabic, the word “wa” (and) implies equal emphasis.49 In contrast,
Mu^ammad al-Shawk¥nÏ (d. 1834) used knowledge of grammar and
sentence structure to emphasize what is literally apparent in the 
meaning. His approach is minimalist, assuming that readers would only
need an explanation for uncommon words or complex structures.50

SCRIPTURE AND THE DYNAMIC NATURE OF

HUMAN BEHAVIOR

One cannot infer too much about each exegete by looking at their
interpretation of one verse. The focus here is to raise questions and
offer answers about the nature of the exegesis field and its possible
overlap with behavioral social sciences, given what exegetes actually
have done. The review clearly shows substantive disparity not only in
the way exegetes understood (5:82) but also in their perception of
their own role. Some saw their job as making reading the Qur’an easier;
others wanted to amplify the message of the Qur’an; others wanted to
read in the Qur’an practical suggestions dealing with the world around
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them. Some began from their observations in the world and attempted
to support them from the Qur’an and other traditions. Asma Afsaruddin
demonstrates that Shiite and Sunni scholars used the Qur’an to debate
who had the right to succeed the Prophet in political leadership.51 A
holistic approach that seeks to glorify the Qur’an as an eternal source of
truth telling would discourage such usage. 

Exegesis sources in the first three centuries did not draw generaliza-
tions about the character of Jews or Christians from (5:82). In sharp
contrast, the twentieth-century work of Seyyid Qutb (d. 1966) reads
the Qur’an in light of historical events, including the Crusades, modern
western imperialism, and contemporary Israeli colonialism. He accep-
ted the notion that Jews have been Islam’s enemies from the start,
adding to that clear anti-Jewish rhetoric, accusing Jews of having
caused the ills of modern society.52 Clearly, Qutb infused in his com-
mentary a certain reading of history that he acquired before writing his
Qur’an commentary. The shadow of the Arab-Israeli conflict looms
large in how he related to Jews. Qutb attributed the mention of
Christians in this verse to the people of Najr¥n, a small Christian group
in Arabia that accepted Islam. In this line of thinking, only Christians
who convert can be close to Muslims while Jews are always bad and
anti-Muslim. 

The gist of Qutb’s commentary is not completely anomalous. Most
of the works reviewed for this paper offer a generalized negative 
portrayal of Jews. Al-KalbÏ even claimed this is simply the nature of
Jews and will never change. Al-BaghawÏ, al-ZamakhsharÏ, and Ibn
KathÏr mentioned the specific context of the conflict with Jewish tribes
in Madinah, but still used this as more evidence of the ill-natured 
quality of Jews as a category of people. 

It is worthwhile to contrast this understanding with how these five
exegetes dealt with verse (2:47), which reminds the Israelites that God
has favored them over all people. All five exegetes express the under-
standing that the praise applies only to the past, to the time of Moses
and other Jewish prophets.53 In other words, praise is limited to a 
specific generation of Jews, but the censure pertains to all other Jews
(or those since the generation that opposed the Prophet Muhammad).
This logic violates the Qur’anic opposition to the notion of collective
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responsibility. No people should be judged by what their coreligionists
did in the past, either individually or collectively.54

Jews are described in many tafsÏr sources as “hardhearted,” “snob-
bish” and “arrogant,” while Christians are seen as “softhearted” and
“humble.” Such descriptions are obviously not general statements
about Christian and Jewish ethics; they are presented as collective
attributes of members of the two groups. As such, they meet the defini-
tion of stereotypes. This finding raises the specific question of whether
it is the place of Qur’anic exegesis to profile the behavioral traits of
individuals or groups. 

People create conventions by which they relate to one another and
the world around them. Their shared experiences inform their patterns
of thinking and behavior and allow them to form what the Qur’an calls
“peoples and tribes.” However, nothing in the Qur’an suggests that
people are born with cultural characteristics that stay with them and
their progeny. Indeed, the Qur’anic narrative supports the notion 
that people are endowed by their Creator with the ability to make 
conscious choices with regards to their behavior. This dynamic con-
ception of the human experience renders false any static stereotypes. 

The validity of the Qur’an for all times and places does not mean
that every statement in it claims to be true everywhere and all the time.
As explained above, classical scholars of the Qur’an were usually very
particular about noting the context of revelation. The review of (5:82)
interpretations shows that many exegetes ignored this important 
consideration. Many ventured to ascribe eternal behavioral qualities to
categories of people based on their religious affiliation. To help future
scholars avoid such an error, maybe it would be worthwhile to engage
in a classification process that would identify verses whose validity is
timeless and those that are bound to time and place. 

This will not stop exegetes and others from attempting to relate
scripture to personal and public life. There are a number of ways to
deal with statements by exegetes implying social learning. The first
option is to dismiss them because they lie outside the boundaries of the
exegesis specialization. Those with secular scholarly orientation may
prefer this response. The risk implied in this choice is clear: excluding
oneself from what could be an important discussion. The second
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option would be to evaluate arguments presented in this sort of 
discourse based on evidence and logic. 

In conclusion, the contemporary holistic understanding of the
Qur’an raises several methodological and interpretative challenges to
classical exegesis works cited in this study. The main theoretical concern
arising from the critique of past works is whether social commentary is
a different enterprise than the one concerned with expounding scrip-
tural messages. If it is difficult, impractical, or undesirable to separate
the two functions, one still has to ask whether exegetes who are not
trained to observe human behavior are qualified to engage in credible
expositions of what the Qur’an means to the evolving human condi-
tion. In any case, when exegetes delve into such subjects, they
automatically cross over to a new interdisciplinary field of knowledge.
By doing so, they should welcome critique from a wide range of
experts. To deal with the practical implication of this question, one can
imagine the possibility of establishing an interdisciplinary field of
knowledge that would train scholars in both exegesis and social and
behavioral sciences.
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IN his work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,1 Thomas Kuhn 
discusses the obstacles to the acceptance of revolutionary new scientific
ideas that suggest a paradigm shift. Such changes in our entire frame-
work of thinking are not restricted to the hard sciences, but affect every
aspect of knowledge and learning. This is especially true when we get
so accustomed to old ways of doing things that they actually narrow
our perspective. 

A famous optical illusion shows a picture of a woman.2 Observers
try to decide if it is a picture of a young woman or an old woman.
Different people give different answers. Once one learns to look at the
picture in a different way, one’s perception of the subject changes. For
example, if one perceives an ear just to the left of what appears to be the
line of the edge of a headscarf, one may
perceive the woman as young. If instead
one convinces oneself that this is not an
ear, but one of her eyes, one sees an old
woman. 

The important point is that one can-
not see both images at the same time,
even once one understands how to see the
image. Seeing both simultaneously is
impossible. This is what happens with 
a paradigm shift. We are locked into 
an old way of perceiving. Unlike with
cognition, perceptions are immediate.

The Qur’an and Science
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Cognition is a gradual process one labors over to understand some-
thing. Perception, on the other hand, is instantaneous – we cannot
control perception in the way we can control the rational faculty. Yet,
when the rational faculty is trapped inside a particular paradigm, we are
locked into a narrow range of possible understanding. In other words,
to have a new way of understanding Islam and glean new insight from
the Qur’an, we must prepare to undergo a paradigm shift. 

ANALYZING THE QUR’AN AND SCIENCE

Three general approaches can help us when speaking about the Qur’an
and science. In any approach we must adhere to the tawhÏdÏ premise,
which requires a rejection of the distinction between the sacred and
the secular. In other words, for the Muslim, for the one who believes
in tawhÏd, there can be no contradiction between the revelations of
Allah in the text, the Qur’an, and in the revelation of Allah in the 
phenomenological world. Nature is as much the book of Allah as is the
Qur’an. Therefore, any perceived discrepancy is a reflection of the
shortcoming of our understanding. 

We can categorize and evaluate the variety of approaches to the
question of the relationship of the Qur’an to science. The first is
metaphoric, the second literalist, and the third procedural. What does
the Qur’an teach us about science? We know without doubt the
Qur’an contains many allusions to natural phenomena. Some will say
these are metaphors that project some deep-seated spiritual truth.
Others will say they are literal and bring some knowledge of the 
phenomenological world. Without completely discrediting the first
two approaches, they have their limitations and can be dangerous. The
most important element the Qur’an has to offer is its procedural 
guidance. One of the most important impacts of Islam on science was
its contribution to the development of the methodology of modern
science, as we know it today.3 Understanding why the field of science
today differs from the ancient Greek methods is very important for
Muslims to grasp. Even those unfamiliar with science itself should
understand why modern science developed under Islam.4

A central component of science is its procedural structure, which
contradicts the fundamentalist Christian view of the relationship of
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science and religion, where science is treated as a belief system. They
will say, “We Christians believe this and we scientists believe that,” but
what makes science is not the content of their conclusions but how
they got to those conclusions. There is a procedure to be followed and
the Qur’an encourages that procedure. Furthermore, the Qur’an
encourages that procedure in the natural sciences and argues for a 
similar epistemology in our approach to knowledge in general.

The strictly metaphorical approach to the relationship between the
Qur’an and science can overshadow the fact that, with the passage of
time, the metaphors in the Qur’an have become more meaningful
while the metaphors in, for example, the Bible, become harder to
understand as time goes on. They do not become false – because the
spiritual truth of an allegory is independent of the truth or falsehood of
the physical phenomenon from which it is drawn – but rather that as
the paradigm from which it is drawn becomes obsolete, the metaphor
becomes antiquated. For example, when one says that someone’s 
reputation has spread to the four corners of the earth, the point of this
assertion – that he is famous – may be true, but the phrasing is quaint
compared to “his reputation has spread around the globe.” When the
Bible says that Joshua ordered the sun to stand still, we know what it
means, but we have a problem with it in a way that people in Joshua’s
day did not, because they believed the earth stood still all the time and
that the sun rotated the earth once a day; therefore he did not order the
earth to stop moving, but for the sun to stand still.

In the case of the Qur’an, many allusions that would have been
confusing in the Prophet’s time have become meaningful in our own
time. Maurice Bucaille (in The Bible, the Qur’an and Science) has given
an impressive example about the digestion of cows, in that Allah makes
a pleasing and nutritious drink from “between” the regions of digestion
and the blood.5One living in the time of Muhammad would likely not
understand this reference, and indeed the scholars of the past offered
bizarre interpretations of the meaning. Yet Buccaille, a modern physi-
cian, states that the membrane of the intestine allows the nutrients to
pass from the partially digested matter into the blood stream, where
they pass to the mammary glands and are made into milk. The allusion
becomes very easy to understand in light of modern knowledge. 
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A strictly literal approach, on the other hand, ties the eternal truths
of the Qur’an to the changing models of science. Scientific theories
constantly change and evolve. Science provides intellectual models for
understanding the natural world, and those models are never absolute
truth. They are always our best understanding at the moment, and they
keep changing. One who takes a verse in the Qur’an and says it presents
scientific theory puts oneself in a very dangerous position because when
that theory is proven wrong and a new theory comes along, those who
tied it to religious doctrine will accuse those who reject the theory (in
favor of the new one) of kufr. We have seen this in the Christian world.
At the time that Christians embraced the Bible they ignored the four
corners of the earth statement because they knew the earth to be
round. Their own Greek science had taught the earth was round, and
they had no problem in accepting the phrase “four corners of the
earth” as an antiquated metaphor. 

Today, virtually all Christians understand that Joshua in the Bible
(Joshua 10: 12-13) could not have ordered the sun to stand still to
extend daylight because the cycle of night and day is due to the turning
of the earth, but at the time the Bible was adopted by the Christians,
Greek science had viewed the sun as moving around the earth. Thus,
later when Galileo explained why this was literally untrue, he was
accused of heresy. That is a dangerous way to proceed. 

The Qur’an is not a scientific textbook. It does not instruct us how
Allah created the universe. It instructs us that He designed it, and He
urges us to investigate its construction. Therefore, the Qur’an is pro-
science. While not explaining exactly how the world was made, it
encourages us to examine God’s signs in the heavens and the earth.
Particular paradigmatic shifts in the sciences shall demonstrate these
points, and we ask how these approaches affect the perception of the
relationship of religion and science. 

The role Islam played in the development of modern sciences has
been explored in great depth elsewhere.6 There are seven attributes of
Islamic civilization that encouraged the development of modern 
science. Of these seven, six are at least partly from the Qur’an. The 
seventh relates to the development of hadith science and will be 
mentioned in passing.7
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ISLAM AND MODERN SCIENCE

We should first understand the development of modern science and
how it differs from Greek science. Westerners often assert that Muslims
preserved Greek science. This is a half-truth. Instead, Muslims trans-
formed it. Modern science and Islamic science in its later phases 
differ greatly from Greek science. The Greeks were rationalists. They
believed that one could know scientific truths by reason alone.
Aristotle said that a scientist is one who grasps that everything is the
way it is because it could be no other way. The problem that some
Muslim scholars have with scientists getting involved in religion is that
they, certain Muslims, confuse modern scientific methods with the
Greek method of learning – in which natural law is seen as a narrow,
absolutist view of the world.8 This at the very best makes Allah a slave
to nature and at worst removes Him from the picture entirely. If every-
thing is the way it is because it could be no other way, then what is the
function of a creator? Indeed, many Greeks believed that things had
always been as they are, but the Muslim view was different. The
Muslim view is not that everything is the way it is because it could be
no other way, but that everything is the way that it is because Allah
willed it to be that way.

What then are the implications of this assumption? One of the main
implications is that reason is not a sufficient source of knowledge. There are
no self-evident first principles from which you can derive a complete
knowledge of reality. Consider, as al-Ghaz¥lÏ did,9 the shape of the
universe. The philosophers who followed Greek teaching first
believed the universe was shaped like an onion. The Earth was at the
center of the universe (which they called “the World,” the moon in a
sphere around it and the other planets in other spheres around it and so
on, to the sphere of the fixed stars and divine realm beyond. 
Al-Ghaz¥lÏ’s critique was significant because he said it might be true,
and if so, because Allah willed it that way, not because he had no 
other choice. There is an infinite number of ways Allah could have 
constructed the universe, and it was his choice to construct it this way.
That is the heart of Islamic critique of what you might think is the 
natural law theory, and does not deny the existence of natural laws, 
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for such laws are easily demonstrable. Rather, it is a criticism of the
monistic epistemology that says reason is a sufficient source of 
knowledge. 

If reason is not a sufficient source of knowledge, what else is needed?
Besides reason, which has a role in science under the rubric of “theory,”
there is also experimentation and observation – precisely what the
Qur’an addresses when it commands us to look for Allah’s signs in the
heavens and on earth. However, beyond these two sources of knowl-
edge, there is a third, which is authority. Authority as a source of
knowledge may surprise those used to thinking science and authority
are incompatible, but any scientist obtains most of his knowledge not
from his own experiments or his own theories but from reading the
professional literature. The literature is the authority and is known to
be trustworthy because it has been peer-reviewed and because scientists
are free to question and challenge it at any time. These three sources 
of knowledge – reason, experience, and transmission from reliable
sources – are in fact the sources of all forms of knowledge. 
Wa^Ï – transmission from particularly reliable sources – is also

important. If Allah, the angels, and the prophets are not reliable, then
who is? Even these sources are subject to the same sort of questioning.
We are all born to different religions. We cannot simply believe what-
ever has been handed to us as a holy book or the teaching of a professed
prophet or priest, or whatever our mothers tell us is true beyond 
question. These three sources of knowledge have to check one another.
When our reason, our experience, and the reliable sources all agree,
then we can say that we have knowledge with as much certainty as
human beings are capable. Only Allah knows anything with absolute
certainty. To the limits of human certainty, we can say that this is our
key to knowledge; this is what we know. 

Specific elements drove this development from the ancient Greek
rationalistic method to the modern method of science just described.
The first is iqra’, the respect for knowledge. The Qur’an has com-
manded us to read, meaning to acquire knowledge from exogenous
sources. There may be other creatures that are intelligent. Jacques
Cousteau once claimed in a radio interview that the killer whale is
more intelligent than human beings, yet the whale cannot go to the
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library or look things up on the Internet. Therefore, the whale’s
knowledge is forever limited to what it carries in its brain, whereas our
knowledge is always open. One does not need to memorize the
Hadith to be able to read them and the evaluations of their chains of
transmission and soundness of their texts. 

A second element is induction. This process is the heart of the 
scientific method, requiring the rigorous testing of theory by experi-
ment and empirical observation. The role of observation is clearly
encouraged in the Qur’an, which says to look for God’s signs in the
heavens and on earth. 

A third element is universality. The Qur’an teaches, and we
believe, that all truths come from Allah. Therefore, because Allah sent
messengers to every people, all people have access to the truth, and we
are not limited to the knowledge of our own history. When the
Muslims encountered Greek knowledge, they did not call the Greeks
pagans and ignore their books. They translated them all, not for uncrit-
ical acceptance, but for critical consideration, to decide what was true
and what was false. When we accept the truth and reject what is false,
we are better off for having gone through the process. 

A fourth very important element is the abolition of the priesthood.
Many past scientific civilizations preceded the Islamic one. The
ancient Babylonians, for example, possessed fine astronomical sci-
ences, but only among their elites. The idea that the masses should be
trusted with this kind of knowledge was unknown. In Islam, the teach-
ing of the prophet is that every Muslim, male or female, has a duty to
seek knowledge from the cradle to the grave.10 Therefore, knowledge
is not to be the province of the elites. Indeed, we find that Muslim
scholars who made advances in arithmetic, for example, did not just
write papers for other scholars, but wrote books on arithmetic for 
secretaries and scribes,11 so that people who were providing clerical
services to others would be able to do their arithmetic properly.

Furthermore, Islam does not despise material success or advocate
asceticism. A materially successful society is one that will conduct
research in the hard sciences. For the poor, their main concern is 
subsistence, and developing low-level technology that will prevent
one from starving to death. A materially successful society has people
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who will dedicate their wealth to setting up awq¥f to provide not only
hospitals, but also to institutions of learning and scientific research.
The Muslim society in its heyday had unprecedented wealth that gave
birth to the modern university and college. 

In an academically free environment, science inevitably moves 
forward. Conversely, academic freedom is necessary for scientific
progress. For Muslims, academic freedom is the corollary of our 
individual responsibility and duty to Allah. Every Muslim is directly
responsible to Allah. Therefore, no one has the right to censor the 
academic work of another person. When confronted by falsehood one
should not censor it, but expose its fallacy: “Nay, We hurl the Truth
against falsehood, and it knocks out its brain, and behold, falsehood
doth perish!”12This approach is a core aspect of the scientific method.

The kind of interference that the Christian church saw with scien-
tific affairs as exemplified by the Galileo episode was the exception, not
the rule, in Islam, despite comparisons of Islam to medieval Christian
civilization. One excellent scholar contradicted himself when he 
tried to represent the burning of Ibn Rushd’s books as an example of
intolerance of science by the orthodoxy of twelfth-century Spain, yet
acknowledged that “some strictly scientific ones” were exempt.13 He
missed that Ibn Rushd was persecuted for his philosophical views, not
for his scientific views. Ab‰ Y‰suf (the Almohad caliph) should not
have burned any of Ibn Rushd’s books, but to accuse Islam, or even
Muslims, of having a problem with science is erroneous because to the
degree that Ibn Rushd’s work was purely scientific, it was not censored.

One element behind Islamic science does not derive directly from
the Qur’an, and this is the issue of proper citation. Islam played a major
role in the development of citation in hadith science. While authority
plays a role in science, in modern science authority may be questioned.
Therefore, when citing authority, it should be identified clearly and
accurately. A scientific paper that cites Einstein as an authority must
state where and when he said what was attributed to him, including the
name of the book or journal in which he published it, the page number,
and so on. If the transmission was claimed to be personal rather than
public, the author would need to indicate how the information was
obtained – directly, indirectly, and from where/whom. Anyone
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familiar with hadith science recognizes the isn¥d that is involved in that
kind of personal communication. Therefore, hadith science set forth a
model that was followed by the other sciences. This kind of care in
citation was not part of Greek scholarship, so we should credit Islamic
civilization for the contribution of this important part of the scientific
method.

The second point involves the limitations of the literalist perspec-
tive. Some people try to use the Qur’an as a scientific text, resulting in
Muslim pseudo-science. One writer has gone so far as to claim that the
miraculous nature of the Qur’an is evident by the fact it has the speed of
light to four decimal places.14, 15 The Qur’an makes allusions, and no
doubt the Author of the Qur’an knows more science than anybody
ever has. There is also no doubt that He is trying to teach science there.
However, one cannot acquire specific scientific knowledge by studying
the Qur’an. Instead, one studies nature, acquires scientific knowledge,
and looks at the Qur’an and says, “This book is consistent with what I
have learned.”

The third point is the most complex – the emerging post-modernist
paradigm. The West underwent a couple of hundred years of material-
ism as the dominant philosophy. Although not accepted everywhere,
it challenged everything that people believed and was constantly in
contention. Its rise was ironic, because the scientists who developed
the scientific paradigm behind materialist philosophy were by-and-
large believers. Isaac Newton was the most important of them and in
the General Scholium appended to Newton’s magnum opus, the
Principia Mathematica, he testifies to his belief in God in a way that is
reminiscent of the Muslim belief.16We know from Newton’s religious
writings that he rejected the trinity. We also know he believed in God
not just as the spirit of the world or just as a Creator of the world who
went away (an absent clockmaker as some have described it). Newton
believed God is the Creator and Sustainer of the world and the Lord of
the world, whom men worship as Lord, making him a theist, not a
deist.17

Others looked at Newton’s theories and concluded that Newton,
Galileo, and others developed a system for understanding the motion
of the planets, the mechanics of the universe, and of all physics in a way
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that did not require God’s active intervention. Therefore, they argued,
either God created the world and He went away, or maybe the world
was always like this and we do not need to assume God’s existence at all.

This was the dominant paradigm for centuries until three major 
discoveries of the twentieth century undermined that paradigm.
Taken together, relativity theory, chaos theory, and quantum
mechanics destroyed the view of the universe as a three-dimensional
billiard table. The next section will analyze the legitimate and illegiti-
mate associations between internal religion and new emerging science. 

INTERNAL RELIGION AND EMERGING SCIENCE

Emerging ideas that are somewhat established in the scientific world
may not yet have totally seeped into the consciousness of the masses.
Just as the idea that the earth circles the sun was quickly established for
scientists, common people did not adopt the idea for a couple of 
hundred more years. Those who may laugh today to think that people
believed the sun went around the earth should ask, is it self-evident
that the earth goes around the sun? We were raised with that belief so it
seems self-evident, but it is not based on our personal experience.
Rather, we have learned this from quantum mechanics and relativity. 

The Qur’an mentions the ghayb and the shah¥dah – the hidden and
the manifest – or the unseen and the seen. Problematically, Newton’s
classical mechanics seemed to make the entire universe a billiard table,
with little billiard balls bouncing around. One knowing their positions,
motions, and the laws of physics that govern them could predict what
they would do next. In this scenario, everything seems determined. If
we are made up of matter, as we seem to be, then should not our
actions also be determined? It seems as though everything has been
determined. Even if these rules were determined by Allah when He set
up the universe, they allow no room for further divine intervention,
which implies there can be no miracles. The billiard balls can only go a
certain way. Allah, even if He wrote the rule on Himself, would seem
to have written a rule that prevents miracles. 

Furthermore, and very important for religious belief, where is the
room for free will? How can one be held responsible for his actions
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when they have been pre-determined at the time of Creation?
Whether one commits adultery, murder, or any kind of sin, is it just the
result of many material particles moving in a certain way? Where is the
justice in holding me responsible for the choices that seem to be
impossible? In other words, where is the room for human will and for
God’s will? They seem to be absent in this mechanical universe.

The answer to this question of course is that physics and mechanics
are not the only components of reality, but in this paradigm, people
could not see where the room was for a non-physical action. Physics
appeared to occupy all the room for all possible explanations for every-
thing. However, with the discovery of quantum mechanics and chaos
theory, everything changed. One item of chaos theory, the Butterfly
Effect, is particularly illustrative.18

The Butterfly Effect points to the fact that physical systems are
extremely sensitive to small changes in the initial conditions. Even if it
were true – which it is not – that a given system’s future is entirely
determined by its present positions and motions, the tiniest conceivable
change in that present motion totally changes the future and makes it
utterly unrecognizable, no matter how tiny that change is. In other
words, a butterfly’s decision whether or not to flap its wings some-
where in Kansas right now could change the course of a storm in China
six months from now. Miniscule changes like that can have such 
profound effects. 

When combined with quantum mechanics, this hypersensitivity of
physical systems to small changes relates to the discussion of religious
issues such as human free will and divine intervention. Quantum
mechanics seems to undermine the premise that everything is deter-
mined from its initial state. On the quantum level of the tiniest
subatomic partials, things are not determined. It is helpful to picture an
illustrative experiment. First, imagine that we have set up a machine
gun randomly firing bullets in the general direction of a wall with two
holes in it and behind that wall is another wall. Obviously, the bullets
tend to collect directly behind the holes in the near wall. 

Now, imagine that you are watching a sea and there are some
breakers, or barriers. The outer barrier has two holes in it, and as the
waves come in the barrier stops them except for the two holes, and the
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passing waves, as they come out of those two holes on the other 
side, interfere with one another. You will see the waves form an
“interference pattern,” so that as the waves crash against the inner, you
would see that the highest waves are not the ones directly behind the
two holes but in the middle between them, where the waves construc-
tively interfere with one another. Then, they get smaller and smaller as
they go out. If there had only been one hole, then the wave would
have been highest after that hole and the other one would be highest
after the other one. 

Now, what happens when you shine a light in the two holes? You
do the same experiment using a thin barrier with two slits in it and a
piece of film like the wall on the other side, and you record the light
coming through both holes. If both holes are open, the light pattern on
the film will be like the wave pattern on the wall, an interference 
pattern with many peaks and troughs, as if the light is made of waves
interacting with one another. However, we understand light comes in
the form of little particles called photons. If you close one of the slits, of
course the light is brightest behind the slit. 

What happens if you take a piece of film and close one slit at one
time and the other slit at the other time and let the light accumulate?
What if you leave both slits open but shine one photon at a time over a
long period of time so the total number of photons is very large? You
do it one time, randomly closing one or another of the slits and another
time with both slits open. In the first instance, you see the light collected
behind the slits but in the second case you see an interference pattern.
How does the light going through a slit “know” if the other side is
open or closed? Why is it going to have one pattern if they are both
open and a different pattern if one of them is closed? This is especially
troubling in the light of relativity theory that says that you cannot 
have instant communication between distant things. How is this infor-
mation transmitted? This is a serious question and the dominant
interpretation of quantum mechanics that derives from this is that you
cannot know both the position and the momentum of a particle at the
same time. If you do the same experiment with electrons instead of
photons, which you would normally think of as particles rather than
waves, you get the same result. 
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In other words, everything in the universe seems to interact with
everything else, but how? Quantum mechanics has said that the wave
involved here is a wave of probability of the particle’s position and
momentum, and that the position of a particle or the momentum of a
particle do not actually exist until they are observed. There is only a
probability that the particles are in a particular place or a probability the
particle is at a particular momentum. The only way you can ever hope
to know the position or momentum of a particle is to observe or 
measure it and when you observe it you affect the thing observed i.e.
you change it. Therefore, if you ask the question, what is it if I do not
observe it? Is the moon there when nobody is looking? We do not
know. This is very shocking and hard to believe, and it raises all kinds
of questions. 

Einstein believed that even if the position or momentum of a parti-
cle does not precisely exist at a particular moment, there must be some
hidden variable that will determine what it will be at a future moment,
and that some day our physics will advance enough to determine what
those variables are. Well, some experiments have proven conclusively
that Einstein was at least partially wrong. There may be hidden 
variables but they are not what Einstein would call “local variables.”
They are not local to the particle. They may be global variables or 
transcendent variables, but they are beyond the locality of the time and
space, which has caused a crisis in the materialistic paradigm. 

One scientist, a physicist named David Bohm, tried to resolve this
problem.19 Bohm’s very interesting approach boils down to this: Let
us accept what is called “the Copenhagen interpretation” of quantum
mechanics, that observables do not exist until we observe them. If this
is true, we have to assume that reality is divided into two parts, which
he calls the explicate and the implicate. The explicate is that which we
can observe. The explicate is determined by the implicate, which con-
sists of that which we cannot observe, a whole realm of reality that is
forever cut off from our senses. We cannot know it in any way; 
we only see its effects on the phenomenological world. He calls it
explicate and the implicate; we can call it the shah¥dah and ghayb. 

Notice that this means a couple of things. First, not everything is
physics. The shah¥dah is the consequence of the ghayb. The ghaybmay
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not be physical. Of course, a materialist might say that of course it is
material; only physics is hidden from you. Consider the following. A
friend walks into the room and another reaches out to embrace him. If
it were not a friend, the reaction would be different. What determines
whether a person stretches out his arms or not? In the classical mechan-
ical school, many brain atoms that move in certain patterns determine
the reaction. Introspectively, one’s will drives the decision. The person
is happy to see a friend and wants to make a gesture towards him.
Where, in physics, is the room for this will? In the emerging paradigm,
whether a synapse in one’s head fires or not is at the quantum level and
therefore is not determined by physics but by will. One can choose
whether the synapse fires or not. 

In chaos theory, a quantum difference such as whether a synapse
fires or not can lead to different chains of events in the macroscopic
world, such as whether to embrace someone or to turn away from him.
These are questions of human will. There are implications for the
divine will when we speak about the entire universe. If a butterfly 
flapping its wings determines whether a storm goes one way or another
in China, this results from Allah’s will rather than from a decision made
by butterflies. Therefore, how one can believe in the laws of physics
and pray for divine intervention at the same time is not problematic. If
Allah wants to answer your prayers, He can answer your prayers with-
out contradicting the physical laws He has decreed, because quantum
mechanics only tells you how things are going to probably behave in
the collective. It says certain things are improbable to a certain degree. 

Something only has a fifty-fifty chance of happening; something
else has maybe a one in a quintillion chance of happening or one in a
googol chance. The odds that all the air in this room will rise to the top
half and we will suffocate to death is not zero, but it is so infinitesimally
small that we can ignore it, unless Allah wills it to happen, in which
case, we cannot ignore it. Therefore, miraculous things like all the air
in the room going to one side is not a violation of the laws of physics,
but is just something very unusual. Alternatively, as the classical era
Muslim scientist might have said, it is not the sunnah of Allah. Allah has
a sunnah; He has a usual way of doing things. Quantum mechanics tells
you how Allah usually does things, but then in any given instance,
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Allah might do something else and it is not a violation of the laws of
physics. It is very consistent with the laws of physics.

CONCLUSION

Revelatory and scientific epistemes are not mutually exclusive of 
alternatives but are instead complementary. The former, the revelatory
episteme, gives us access to the hidden or implicate order. In other
words, we cannot know it directly by our senses, but Allah can choose
to reveal it to us by the methods of revelation that Mahmoud Ayoub
has discussed at some length.20 Such revelations may even come in
dreams, since the firing of a synapse in sleep is an obvious interface
point between the explicate and implicate. Perhaps we need to be cau-
tious about revelations in dreams, but there may be an infinite variety
of means by which Allah may give us knowledge of the hidden so
while we do not see the angels helping us as we fight our battles, Allah
can tell us that they are there. 

The latter approach, the scientific episteme, provides us with an
understanding of the manifest of the shah¥dah that Allah does reveal to
us through the cognitive process. In the taw^ÏdÏ worldview, both are
sacred. Rather than view the religious as sacred and the scientific as
profane, the work of understanding the manifest, the explicate, the
shah¥dah, is as sacred as the work of understanding the word and 
meaning of the holy text. The book of nature is also a holy text, and
understanding it is also an act of worship.
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INTRODUCTION

WHILE the translation of the Qur’an is a challenging task as a whole,
the translation of the verses of injunctions in the Qur’an is more chal-
lenging. It requires translators to understand and consider many other
factors in addition to the knowledge and command of both languages.
Since the Qur’an (in its original language) is the perfect word of God,
for Muslims, the translation of the Qur’an to any other language is
always limited to the understanding of the meanings that the human
translators have derived from the Qur’an. Further, the text of the
Qur’an has some very unique characteristics that its translation to
another language is bound to lose. Therefore, it has been agreed by
Islamic scholars and Qur’an translators that any translation of the
Qur’an is actually the translation of the meaning of the Qur’an, and not
anything like an equivalent to the Qur’an. However, since translation
is the only way to help non-Arabic speaking populations to understand
the message of the Qur’an and benefit from it, the availability of any
faithful translation would be the next best thing and a valuable
resource.

In this paper, the translation and commentary of some verses of
injunctions are selected from four well known English translations of
the Qur’an for a review and comparison. The following four transla-
tions have been selected:
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1. Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Meaning of the Holy Qur’an, new edition
with revised translation, commentary and newly compiled com-
prehensive index, 10th edition (Beltsville: Amana Publications, first
published in 1934, reprinted in 2003). 

2. Muhammad Asad, The Message of The Qur’an. Translated and
explained (Gibraltar: D¥r al-Andalus, 1980). 

3. Muhammad Taqiyyu al-Din al-Hilali and Muhammad Muhsin
Khan, Interpretation of the Meanings of The Noble Qur’an in the English
Language, 17th revised edition (Riyadh: Darussalam, 1997).

4. Sayyid Abul A¢l¥ Mawd‰dÏ, Towards Understanding The Qur’¥n:
Abridged Version of TafhÏm al-Qur’¥n. Translated and edited by Zafar
Ishaq Ansari (Leicester, UK: The Islamic Foundation, 2006).

In all of these four translations, the translation and commentary of
two passages of the Qur’an with injunctions are selected to be studied,
compared, and analyzed as samples for this paper. They are analyzed
from some or all of the following points of view:

• Clarity of the meaning
• Consideration of the context of the verse, subject, section, and

surah
• Consideration of jurisprudence knowledge (fiqh)
• Consideration of the historical background and issues of this age

The passages selected for review in this paper include the injunc-
tion of Friday prayers as an act of worship and the injunction of the
dress code of women. 

To shorten the wording of the frequent references to each transla-
tor’s name, their names are abbreviated by their initials. The following
abbreviation terminology will be used to refer to the four translators: 

Yusuf Ali: YA
Muhammad Asad: MA

Translation of Qur’anic Verses With Injunctions
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Taqiyyu al-Din Hilali and Muhsin Khan: H&K
Zafar Ishaq Ansari/Mawdudi: A/M

SIGNIFICANCE OF INJUNCTIONS (A¤K®M) IN THE QUR’AN

The subject of a^k¥m is one of the key themes of the Qur’an. A^k¥m is
plural of ̂ ukm, which can mean a ruling, injunction, command, decree,
ordinance, or judgment.1 The meaning of “injunction” is used in this
paper. 

The injunctions (a^k¥m) of the Qur’an are of primary importance
in the life of Muslims. They form the primary source of the Shari¢ah.
The verses that have legal connotations in the Qur’an form the code of
conduct for every Muslim from birth to death. They provide the
touchstone to distinguish the lawful (^al¥l) from the unlawful (^ar¥m)
and the right from wrong in every sphere of life. This is why the
Qur’an is also called “the criterion” (al-Furq¥n). The commands of the
Qur’an, unlike any other man-made laws, are not amendable. There-
fore, they have remained the same for the last 1,400 years.

There are approximately six hundred or more verses regarding
injunctions in the Qur’an. According to one count, about four hundred
of these pertain to the acts of worship (¢ib¥d¥t) and the remaining is
divided as follows: about 70 verses pertain to family law, 80 verses to
trade and finance, 13 to oaths, 30 to crimes and sentencing, 10 to 
constitutional and administrative matters, and 25 to international law.2

These counts show the number of verses that deal directly with the
laws. There are many other verses in other subjects of the Qur’an; e.g.,
the stories from which rules have also been derived. The verses related
to the acts of worship include purification, ablution (wu\‰’), body
washing (ghusl), symbolic ablution (tayamum), prayers (salah), alms-
giving (zakah), fasting, pilgrimage (major and minor), oaths and vows,
remembrance of Allah (dhikr), and invocations (du¢¥’). The verses
related to trade and finance include various types of contracts, 
donations, loans, authorizations, restrictions, documentation, and
guarantees. Family laws include laws related to marriage, divorce, 
children, and inheritance. Laws related to crimes include murder,
adultery, slander, theft, armed robbery, penalties, apostasy, rising
against Islamic leadership, etc.
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SOME UNIQUE FEATURES OF VERSES OF INJUNCTIONS

The verses related to the injunctions (a^k¥m) have some unique features
that make their translation challenging. The language of the verses of
injunctions in the Qur’an often has a unique style. The verses related to
many of the commands are very brief and they do not provide much of
the rationale for them. This is because a major portion of the Qur’an is
dedicated for the areas of beliefs and all kinds of reasoning, evidence,
and rationale are provided to convince human beings of the truth of
Islamic beliefs. As such, human beings are expected to develop their
beliefs based on a rational, voluntary, and independent approach.
Once this is achieved, they are asked to submit to God, and then follow
His injunctions based on this submission as its rationale even if there is
no other explanation provided.  

Many of the injunctions of the Qur’an start with a direct address 
to the believers, such as, “O believers.” This could imply that the 
commands of the Qur’an can be fully understood and appreciated only
by the believers of the Qur’an. A true believer is expected to be willing
to apply the commands as soon as they hear or learn about them even if
they cannot fully comprehend the expected benefits of the commands.
This attitude is mentioned in the Qur’an many times. For example:

The statement (reaction) of the believers, when summoned to Allah and
His Messenger, in order that He may judge between (liya^kum or order)
them, is no other than they say, “We hear and we obey”: it is such as these
that will attain felicity. It is such as obey Allah and His Messenger, and fear
Allah and do right, that will win (in the end). (24:51-52)

It is not fitting for a believer, man or woman, when a matter has been
decided by Allah and His Messenger to have any option about their deci-
sion: if any one disobeys Allah and His Messenger, he is indeed on a clearly
wrong path. (33:36)

The translators of the Qur’an require some additional knowledge to
translate the verses of injunctions and comment on them more appro-
priately. The main areas of this additional knowledge follow.

Translation of Qur’anic Verses With Injunctions
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRADITIONS (SUNNAH) OF THE

PROPHET MUHAMMAD

The traditions (Sunnah) of the Prophet play an important role in
understanding the injunctions of the Qur’an. While the Qur’an is the
primary source of law in Islam, the Sunnah is considered as the second
source of Islamic law and the explanation of the Qur’an. The Sunnah
usually provides necessary and additional information, details, and
explanations about the meaning or applications of the teachings of the
Qur’an. The Sunnah could affect the application of certain injunctions
of the Qur’an in different ways, for example, it could make a rule of the
Qur’an that is general, specific, or vice versa. Similarly, hadith could
provide many other instructions to help in the implementation of the
Qur’an in daily life. These are all based on the facts stated by the Qur’an
in many places that the job of the Prophet was, for example, in (3:164)
and (62:2), to teach the Qur’an, and in (16:44) to explain the Qur’an
to people.

KNOWLEDGE OF JURISPRUDENCE (FIQH)

The a^k¥m of the Qur’an have been addressed by Muslim scholars
under the science of Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) in a very extensive
and comprehensive manner throughout Islamic history. This effort
along with the interpretation of the related hadith, have led to the
development and establishment of different schools of fiqh. The
knowledge of the various interpretations for the legal injunctions of
the same verse is often needed by the translator. Further, while the 
language of some verses is in the command form, it is not meant to be
an obligatory act, but rather implies a permissive act. For example, in
the injunction of the Friday prayer, as it will be further discussed later,
while the statement of spreading out and seeking the provisioning
right after the prayer has been worded in a command form, it is not
meant to be a command, but a permission or option to seek the provi-
sioning right after the prayer. Therefore, such details cannot be
understood and reflected on unless the translator has some knowledge
of fiqh.
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KNOWLEDGE OF ISSUES OF TODAY’S WORLD RELATED 

TO THE QUR’AN 

There are certain subjects in Islamic law that have become the concern
of many people, especially in the English-speaking world, such as jihad
(striving/struggling), rights of women, and so forth. There are some
verses in the Qur’an on these subjects that have often been quoted to
claim some issues with the Qur’anic teachings. The translators of the
Qur’an need to have a proper knowledge of such issues so they can
carefully render the related verses in the light of those issues without
making any compromise in the accuracy of the meaning of the verses.
Such care can be attained, for example, by providing the necessary
context of those verses in the commentary. 

With this background in mind, a comparative review of two samples
of injunctions verses are presented in the following sections. The two
samples selected include the injunction of Friday prayers as an act of
worship and the injunction of the dress code of women.

INJUNCTION OF FRIDAY PRAYERS

In this section, the translations and commentary of the verses of the
Qur’an related to the injunction of the Friday prayers will be reviewed.
This subject is covered in verses (9-11) of S‰rah al-Jumu¢ah (surah no.
62) which means “Friday” and is named after this day. 

The Friday prayer is one of the most important acts of worship in
Islam. It is also one of the most important gatherings for Muslims.
Especially in the countries where Muslims live as a minority, the
Friday prayer is one of the few opportunities for them to be together
and be reminded of their religion.3Every week, in tens of thousands of
mosques throughout the world, millions of Muslims from all walks of
life sit patiently, listen to the Friday sermon (khu~bah), and observe the
obligatory prayers in obedience to Allah’s direct command in verse
(62:9) of the Qur’an. The weekly Friday prayer and khu~bah are pow-
erful institutions established to build communities. They provide an
opportunity for spiritual nourishment, learning, and group bonding.4

The Friday prayers and khu~bah have detailed descriptions in the
books of jurisprudence (fiqh).5 The various aspects of this subject have
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been explained according to the teachings of the Prophet and his 
practice as well as the understandings of the various schools of fiqh.6

1.1. The Qur’anic Text

Verses (62:9-11)

1.2. Text of Translations and Commentary

YA:

(62:9) O ye who believe! When the call is proclaimed to prayer on
Friday (*5461) [the Day of Assembly], hasten earnestly to the
Remembrance of Allah, and leave off business [and traffic]: (*5462)
That is best for you if ye but knew! (*5463)

(62:10) And when the Prayer is finished, then may ye disperse
through the land, and seek of the Bounty of Allah. And celebrate the
Praises of Allah often [and without stint]: that ye may prosper. (*5464)

(62:11) But when they see some bargain or some amusement, they
disperse headlong to it, and leave thee standing. Say: “The [blessing]
from the presence of Allah is better than any amusement or bargain!
And Allah is the best to provide [for all needs].” (*5465)
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*5461: Friday is primarily the Day of Assembly, the weekly meeting
of the congregation, when Muslims show their unity by sharing in
common public worship, preceded by a khu~bah, in which the Imam
(leader) reviews the week’s spiritual life of the community and offers
advice and exhortation on holy living. 

Notice the gradations of social contact for Muslims if they follow
the wise ordinances of their faith. (1) Each individual remembers Allah
for himself or herself five or more times everyday in the home or place
of business, or local mosque, or open air, as the case may be. (2) On
Friday in every week there is a local meeting in the central mosque of
each local centre – it may be a village, or town, or ward of a big city. (3)
At the two ¢¬ds every year, there is a large local area meeting in one
center. (4) Once at least in a lifetime, where possible, a Muslim shares
in the vast international assemblage of the world, in the center of Islam,
at the Makkan Pilgrimage, a happy combination of decentralization
and centralization, of individual liberty and collective meeting, and
contact at various stages or grades. The mechanical part of this ordinance
is easy to carry out. Are we carrying out the more difficult part – the
spirit of unity, brotherhood, mutual consultation, and collective under-
standing and action?

*5462: The idea behind the Muslim weekly “Day of Assembly” is
different from that behind the Jewish Sabbath (Saturday) or the
Christian Sunday. The Jewish Sabbath is primarily a commemoration
of God’s ending His work and resting on the seventh day (Genesis 2:2;
Exodus 20:11), we are taught that Allah needs no rest, nor does He
feel fatigue (2:255). The Jewish command forbids work on that day but
says nothing about worship or prayer (Exodus 20:10); our ordinance
lays chief stress on the remembrance of Allah. Jewish formalism went
so far as to kill the spirit of the Sabbath, and call forth the protest of
Jesus: “the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath”
(Mark 2:27). But the Christian Church, although it changed the day
from Saturday to Sunday, has inherited the Jewish spirit: witness the
Scottish Sabbath; except insofar as it has been secularized. Our teach-
ing says: ‘When the time for Jumu¢ah Prayer comes, close your business
and answer the summons loyally and earnestly, meet earnestly, pray,
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consult and learn by social contact: when the meeting is over, scatter
and go about your business.’

*5463: The immediate and temporal worldly gain may be the ulti-
mate and spiritual loss, and vice versa.

*5464: Prosperity is not to be measured by wealth or worldly gains.
There is a higher prosperity – the health of the mind and the spirit.

*5465: Do not be distracted by the craze for amusement or gain. If
you lead a righteous and sober life, Allah will provide for you in all
senses, better than any provision you can possibly think of.

MA:

(62:9) O YOU who have attained to faith! When the call to prayer is
sounded on the day of congregation, (*10) hasten to the remembrance
of God, and leave all worldly commerce: this is for your own good, if
you but knew it. 

(62:10) And when the prayer is ended, disperse freely on earth (*11)
and seek to obtain [something] of God’s bounty; but remember God
often, so that you might attain to a happy state!

(62:11) Yet [it does happen that] when people (*12) become aware of
[an occasion for] worldly gain (*13) or a passing delight, they rush
headlong towards it, and leave thee standing [and preaching]. (*14)
Say: “That which is with God is far better than all passing delight and all
gain! And God is the best of providers!”

*10: i.e., on Friday, when the congregational prayer at noon is 
obligatory. Nevertheless, as the sequence shows, Friday is not a day of
compulsory rest in Islamic law.

*11: i.e., “you may devote yourselves to worldly pursuits.”

*12:Lit., “they.”

*13:Lit., “trade” or “a bargain.”
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*14: Se., “O Prophet” – thus alluding to a historical incident, when
most of the congregation, on hearing that a long-expected trade cara-
van had come from Syria, rushed out of the mosque in the midst of the
Prophet’s Friday sermon. In a wider timeless sense, the above verse
contains an allusion to an all-too-human weakness against which even
true believers are not always immune: namely, the tendency to over-
look religious obligations for the sake of a transitory, worldly advantage.

H&K:

(62:9) O you who believe [Muslims]! When the call is proclaimed for
the salah [prayer] on the day of Friday [Jumu¢ah prayer], come to the
remembrance of Allah [Jumu¢ah religious talk (khu~bah) and salah
(prayer)] and leave off business [and every other thing], that is better for
you if you did but know! 

(62:10) Then when the [Jumu¢ah] salah [prayer] is finished, you may
disperse through the land, and seek the Bounty of Allah [by working,
etc.], and remember Allah much, that you may be successful. 

(62:11) And when they see some merchandise or some amusement
[beating of Tambur (drum), etc.] they disperse headlong to it, and
leave you [Muhammad] standing [while delivering Jumu¢ah’s religious
talk (khu~bah)]. Say “That which Allah has is better than any amuse-
ment or merchandise! And Allah is the Best of providers.” 

A/M:

(62:9) Believers, when the call for Prayer is made on Friday, hasten to
the remembrance of Allah and give up all trading. (*7) That is better
for you, if you only knew. 

(62:10) But when the Prayer is ended, disperse in the land and seek
Allah’s Bounty, (*8) and remember Allah much so that you may 
prosper. (*9)

(62:11) Yet no sooner than they saw some trading or amusement, they
flocked to it and left you standing by yourself. (*10) Tell them: “That
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which is with Allah is far better than amusement and trading. (*11)
Allah is the best provider of sustenance. (*12)

*7: The word “remembrance” here signifies the Friday sermon. This
is because the first thing to which the Prophet paid attention after the
adh¥n (call to prayer) was not prayer itself but the Friday sermon that
always preceded the Friday prayer. Furthermore, the words “hasten to
the remembrance of Allah” mean that one should proceed to the
Friday sermon with a sense of urgency and importance, and not that
one should literally run to it. The directive “to give up all trading”
means that after the call to Friday prayer has been made, one should not
only give up trading but also concern oneself solely with the Friday
service and shun every other occupation. It is also pertinent to men-
tion that Muslim jurists are agreed that every kind of business
transaction after the call to Friday prayer is forbidden. It is also perti-
nent to note that according to a hadith, children, women, slaves, sick
people, and travelers are exempt from the obligation to perform Friday
prayer.

*8: This does not mean that everybody is obligated to disperse in the
land and engage in seeking their livelihood following the Friday
prayer. Instead, people may disperse in the land and proceed with their
economic activities. One should bear in mind the context in which
these words occur. The words “disperse in the land and seek Allah’s
Bounty” follow the directive to stop all business activities after the call
to the Friday prayer is made. Therefore, when the prayer is over, it is
natural that believers be told that they may proceed with whatever
economic activities they wish.

This is similar to what was said in the Qur’an on another occasion.
People were ordered not to engage in hunting when they were in the
state of i^r¥m. But once they had completed the obligatory require-
ments of pilgrimage, “…then hunt” (5:2). This does not mean it was
obligatory for such people to hunt; rather, what is meant is that the
restrictions on hunting were now terminated and so they might hunt if
they so wanted.

Those who argue on the basis of this verse that there is no holiday
on Friday in Islam, however, put forward a flawed argument. For if the
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Muslims have to have a weekly holiday it should obviously be on
Friday in the same manner that the Jews have it on Saturday and the
Christians on Sunday.

*9:We have translated this verse as follows: “...so that you may pros-
per.” If we take the Arabic word la’alla used in the verse literally, we
would have translated it as “...perhaps you will prosper.” Our present
translation, however, is appropriate because here the word la’alla is not
used to indicate any doubt. To comprehend the true purport of la’alla
(literally, “perhaps”) it should be borne in mind that the statement here
is analogous to a royal declaration and is couched in terms befitting
royalty. The statement is like a boss saying to his subordinates: “Carry
out this duty well, and perhaps you will be promoted.” The tenor of
the address subtly implies a promise in expectation of which subordi-
nates will perform their tasks with full devotion.

*10: This refers to an incident that took place in the early Madinah
period of the Prophet’s life. A trading caravan had arrived in Madinah
from Syria exactly at the time of Friday Prayer and its arrival was
announced by the beating of drums. The Prophet was then delivering
his Friday sermon. The sound of the drums made people impatient
with the result that all but twelve persons left the mosque and headed
for the caravan.

*11: These words indicate a kind of lapse on the part of the
Companions. Had the underlying cause of this lapse been their weak-
ness of faith or their willful preference for worldly benefits over the
Hereafter, God’s reproach would have been couched in much sterner
terms. But what caused the incident was the fact that the Muslims had
not yet received any extensive training to live according to Islamic
principles. In view of this, the rules pertaining to the Friday prayer
were enunciated much in the manner a teacher would do. This was
followed by expressing disapproval of the Companions’ actions after
which it was declared that the reward they would receive by listening
to the Friday Sermon and offering the Friday prayer would be far
greater than anything they could gain from engaging in business and
recreation.
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*12: God is a much better Provider of sustenance than all those who
are ostensibly a means to provide sustenance to God’s creatures.

1.3. Comparative Review

Verses 62:9-11 of the Qur’an describe the injunctions related to the
Friday prayers. The quoted translations and commentaries of these
verses in the above present the understanding of the meaning of these
verses by the four translators in the light of the related hadith and fiqh
knowledge. The key terms, phrases, and points that could affect the
understanding of the related injunctions of these verses are the following
items: 

• To whom this injunction is obligatory
• The clear meanings of Idh¥ n‰diya
• Fas¢aw 
• Dhikrill¥h
• Al-bay¢
• Fantashir‰ fÏ al-ar\i wabtagh‰
• The historical context of verse 11.

These items need to become clear either in the translation text by
selecting appropriate terms to communicate the intent or using paren-
thesis, or in the commentary of these verses. The following provides a
comparison of the four translations from these points of view:

1. Although the address is to all the believers, there are certain 
people who are exempted from the obligation of this injunction, such
as women, travelers, the sick, etc.7 A/M is the only one who has
explained this point in the last part of comment *7. 

2. Idh¥ n‰diya: In the translation of this term, the important point to
be clarified is that it is meant to say that “when it is the time for the
Friday prayer.” Thus, even if a person cannot hear the call for the
prayer, the command applies to him. MA is the only one who has tried
to clarify this point in his comment *10. 
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3. Fas¢aw: In the translation of this term, it is important to clarify
that the intent is to give it a sense of urgency and importance, and not
physical running. A/M has nicely explained this point. H&K have
translated it as “come to” which is meant to avoid the literal running,
but does not communicate its intended urgency. YA has translated it as
“hasten earnestly” which could make the point indirectly. MA has left
it with its literal translation as “hasten to.”

4. Dhikrill¥h: In the translation of this term, it is important to clarify
that the intent of “remembrance of Allah” is “the khu~bah and the
prayer of Friday.”8 H&K have clarified this point inside a parenthesis
within the translated text. A/M has explained it in the beginning of his
comment *7. YA and MA have left it to its literal translation without
clarifying it.

5. Al-bay¢: The intent is “any kind of financial and worldly occupa-
tions.” YA has explained it but not more than the literal translation.
MA has clarified it in his translation as “all worldly commerce.” A/M
has explained it very clearly in his comment *7. H&K have clarified 
it by adding “and every other thing” within a parenthesis in the 
translation. 

6. Fantashir‰ fÏ al-ar\i wabtagh‰: In the translation of this phrase, the
intent is not an order to make it obligatory, but an instruction to make
it permissible. YA has clarified it in his translation by using the word
“may.” MA has used the word “freely” in his translation and has
explained it in his comment *11. H&K have done it in their transla-
tion by using the word “may.” A/M has translated it literally, but he
has explained it very clearly in his comment *8.

7. While verse 11 has a lesson for Muslims of all times, its historical
context should be clarified. YA has translated it nicely to cover the 
lesson, but does not mention its historical context. MA has covered
both aspects very clearly. H&K do not mention its historical context.
A/M has clearly translated it as a past event and has elaborated on its
historical context in his comments *10 and *11 along with clarifica-
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tion of the fact that the Prophet’s Companions did not have enough
training/instructions at that time. 

It can be noted from the work of the four translators that YA and
A/M have provided detailed and useful commentary for these verses.
YA provides a good introduction about the Friday prayer and a useful
comparison to the Judeo-Christian weekly religious days. A/M has
explained the verses with useful fiqh details. MA has minimal com-
mentary, but enough to clarify some of the major points. H&K do not
offer any commentary on these verses except some parenthetical
words within the translated text in order to clarify the meaning.

2. Injunction of Women’s Dress Code (¤ij¥b)

In this section, the various translations of verses (24:31) and (33:59),
which provide a description of the dress code of Muslim women, will
be reviewed. This injunction is referred to as a^k¥m al-^ij¥b. Although
^ij¥b applies to both males and females, it is often referred to the dress
code of women. 

These two verses are chosen because the topic of ^ij¥b is often
debated, especially in western societies, as an issue of Muslim women’s
rights. Many people consider ^ij¥b as a sign of oppression of Muslim
women. On the other hand, those who observe ^ij¥b consider it not
only an Islamic duty, but also feel that it liberates them from the con-
straints of some uncongenial aspects of western modernity. 

For Muslims, ̂ ij¥b is prescribed by Allah, the Creator of all human
beings. It is a prescription for modest dressing that applies to both males
and females. It is a part of the overall rules of behavior and appearance
to be observed when men and women interact with one another in a
social milieu. ^ij¥b is the proper Islamic dress code that is primarily
intended to safeguard the modesty, dignity, and honor of men and
women. ̂ ij¥b thus forms part of a holistic program of Islamic ethics and
morals governing male and female interaction. 

The word ^ij¥b comes from the Arabic word ¤ajaba, meaning to
hide from view, to conceal, to screen, to veil, and to cover.9Therefore,
^ij¥bmeans a covering or a curtain. The Qur’an has used the term ̂ ij¥b
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in its common meaning, i.e. curtain, whether real or proverbial. How-
ever, because a curtain covers and conceals, it is commonly used as a
verb for a woman covering herself to avoid being seen by unauthorized
males. Therefore, in the common usage, the term ^ij¥b refers to the
dress code and modest covering of a Muslim woman.

As a book of guidance for all aspects of human life, the Qur’an 
provides some essential and useful guidelines about the dress code of
men and women. While the dress of human beings is often considered
as a means of protection and adornment of the body only, notably
overlooking and ignoring its purpose of providing modesty, God calls
the attention of mankind to its full and great aspect in the following
words: “O children of Adam! We have indeed sent down to you 
clothing to cover your nakedness, as well as to be an adornment and
protection. But the raiment of taqw¥ – that is the best. This is of the
signs of Allah that they may be mindful” (7:26).

This verse makes clear that the first objective of human dress is to
provide modesty and decency. To help achieve this objective, Islam
provides specific guidelines for the believers to follow in their clothing.
A major portion of these guidelines is provided in verses (33:59) and
(24:31), which are being reviewed here.

The context of verse (33:59) is that immediately before this verse,
there is condemnation of the behavior of the hypocrites and trouble-
makers who had been abusing Muslim women by their practice of
sexual harassment, false rumors, and undue accusations. They were
warned of severe punishment in the Hereafter for their depraved
behavior. Then, in verse (33:59), Muslim women were told that, in
order to avoid harassment, they should give a clear signal by their
Islamic attire of their being chaste and God-fearing Muslim women.
Immediately after this verse, the perpetrators of harassment are warned
of dire consequences at the hands of the Prophet and his Companions.
In other words, the culprits were condemned and warned both of the
punishment in this world and in the Hereafter to ensure that they did
not dare to harass Muslim women; at the same time, Muslim women
were commanded to take their own precautions.10

Verse (24:31) is preceded by a verse that commands Muslim males
first to lower their gaze and to be mindful of their chastity. Both
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Muslim men and women have been commanded to lower their gazes
and protect their private parts. This is a general command applicable to
whenever and wherever men and women come across each other.
Lowering the gaze does not mean that Muslims should always keep
their heads down and not look up. Actually, the words used are “they
should lower some of their looks,” indicating that only certain types of
looks are being talked about, meaning that they should not look
intently at someone of the opposite sex with a lustful eye. 

While lowering of one’s gaze and protection of one’s private parts
have to be observed by both men and women as explained in verse
(24:30), verse (24:31) requires women to cover their zÏnah. The
zÏnah of women is defined as natural physical beauty (except certain
parts that have to be revealed) and their ornaments.11 As explained in
the middle part of verse (24:31), zÏnahhas to be covered from everyone
except certain relatives and people: her fathers, including grandfathers,
fathers of the husband, her own or her husband’s sons, her brothers,
and her nephews (sons of sisters and brothers), her female friends or 
relatives, those feeble dependent males who do not have any sexual
inclinations, and children who do not have exposure to sexual matters. 

The next part of verse (24:31) calls on women to walk without
stamping their feet lest they attract people’s attention because of the
sounds produced by such walking. Verse (24:31) ends with an invita-
tion to all of the believers to turn to God for true success.

Both for men and women, there exists a minimum area/part of the
body that must be covered, this is called the ¢awrah. The ¢awrahmust be
covered with loosely fitting clothing that does not show details of the
physical figure and through which neither skin nor its tone is visible.
The ¢awrah of a person’s body must be protected from anyone’s sight or
touch, male or female, except from spouses. It should be kept covered
even if no one is around, and is also the minimum that must be covered
for a person’s prayer (salah) to be valid, even if the person is praying
alone at home. The ¢awrah for males consists of the part of the body
from the height of the navel to the knees. A woman’s ¢awrah consists of
her whole body except the face, hands, and feet. General scholarly
opinion is that the minimum part of the body that has to be exposed to
perform the daily chores and functions of life is not included in the
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The following review will provide a more detailed understanding
of the requirements and issues of ̂ ij¥b.

1.3.1. The Qur’anic Text

Verse (33:59)

Verse (24:31)
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1.4. Text of Translations and Commentary

YA: 

(33:59) O Prophet! Tell thy wives and daughters, and the believing
women, (*3764) that they should cast their outer garments over
(*3765) their persons [when abroad]: that is most convenient, that
they should be known (*3766) (as such) and not molested. And Allah
is Oft-Forgiving, (*3767) Most Merciful. 

*3764: This is for all Muslim women, those of the Prophet’s house-
hold, as well as the others…they were asked to cover themselves with
outer garments when walking around. 

*3765: Jilb¥b, plural jal¥bÏb: an outer garment: a long gown covering
the whole body, or a cloak covering the neck and bosom.

*3766: The object was not to restrict the liberty of women but to
protect them from harm and molestation. In the East and the West, a
distinctive public dress of some sort or another has always been a badge
of honor or distinction, both among men and women. This can be
traced back to the earliest civilizations. Assyrian Law in its palmiest
days (7th century B.C.), enjoined the veiling of married women and
forbade the veiling of slaves and women of ill fame.

*3767:That is, if a Muslim woman sincerely tries to observe this rule,
but owing to human weakness falls short of the ideal, then “Allah is
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

(24:31). And say to the believing women that they should lower their
gaze and guard (*2984) their modesty; that they should not display
their beauty and ornaments (*2985) except what [must ordinarily]
appear thereof; that they should draw their veils over their bosoms and
not display their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers, their
husband’s fathers, their sons, their husbands’ sons, their brothers or
their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons, or their women, or the slaves
whom their right hands possess, or male servants free of physical needs,
or small children who have no sense of the shame of sex; and that they
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should not strike their feet in order to draw attention to their hidden
ornaments. (*2986) And O ye Believers! turn ye all together towards
Allah, that ye may attain Bliss. (*2987)

*2984: The need for modesty is the same in both men and women.
However, due to the differentiation of the sexes in nature, tempera-
ments, and social life, a greater amount of privacy is required for women
than for men, especially in the matter of dress and the uncovering of
the bosom.

*2985: ZÏnah means both natural beauty and artificial ornaments.
Both are implied here, but chiefly the former. The woman is asked 
not to make a display of her figure or appear in undress except to the 
following classes of people: 1. her husband, 2. her near relatives who
would be living in the same house, and with whom a certain amount of
negligee is permissible; 3. her women, i.e., her maidservants who would
be constantly in attendance on her: some commentators include all
believing women; it is not good form in a Muslim household for
women to meet other women, except when they are properly dressed;
4. slaves, male and female as they would be in constant attendance (but
with the abolition of slavery this no longer applies); 5. old or infirm
men-servants; and 6. infants or small children before they get a sense of
sex. [Cf. also 33:59.]

*2986: It is one of the tricks of showy or unchaste women to tinkle
their ankle ornaments, to draw attention to themselves.

*2987:While all these details of the purity and good form of domes-
tic life are being brought to our attention, we are clearly reminded that
the chief object we should hold in view is our spiritual welfare. All our
life on this earth is a probation, and we must make our individual,
domestic, and social life all contribute to our holiness, so that we can
obtain the real success and bliss that is the aim of our spiritual endeavor.

MA:

(33:59) O Prophet! Tell thy wives and thy daughters, as well as all
[other] believing women, that they should draw over themselves some
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of their outer garments [when in public]: this will be more conducive
to their being recognized [as decent women] and not annoyed. (*74)
But [withal,] God is indeed much-forgiving, a dispenser of grace!
(*75)

*74: Cf. the first two sentences of (24:31) and the corresponding
notes. 

*75: The specific, time-bound formulation of the above verse (evi-
dent in the reference to the wives and daughters of the Prophet), as
well as the deliberate vagueness of the recommendation that women
“should draw upon themselves some of their outer garments (min
jal¥bÏbihinna)” when in public, makes it clear that this verse was not
meant to be an injunction (^ukm) in the general, timeless sense of this
term but, rather, as a moral guideline to be observed against the ever-
changing background of time and social environment. This finding is
reinforced by the concluding reference to God’s forgiveness and grace.

(24:31) And tell the believing women to lower their gaze and to be
mindful of their chastity, and not to display their charms [in public]
beyond what may [decently] be apparent thereof; (*37) hence, let
them draw their head-coverings over their bosoms. (*38) And let
them not display [more of] their charms to any but their husbands, or
their fathers, or their husbands’ fathers, or their sons, or their husbands’
sons, or their brothers, or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons, or
their women folk, or those whom they rightfully possess, or such male
attendants as are beyond all sexual desire, (*39) or children that are as
yet unaware of women’s nakedness; and let them not swing their legs
[in walking] so as to draw attention to their hidden charms (*40) And
[always], O you believers – all of you – turn unto God in repentance, so
that you might attain to a happy state! (*41) 

*37: This interpolation of the word “decently” reflects the interpre-
tation of the phrase ill¥ m¥ ·ahara minh¥ by several of the earliest Islamic
scholars, and particularly by al-Qiff¥l (quoted by al-R¥zÏ), as “that
which a human being may openly show in accordance with prevailing
custom (al-¢¥dah al-j¥riyah).” Although the traditional exponents of
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Islamic Law have for centuries been inclined to restrict the definition
of “what may [decently] be apparent” to a woman’s face, hands and
feet – and sometimes even less than that – we may safely assume that
the meaning of ill¥ m¥ ·ahara minh¥ is much wider, and that the delib-
erate vagueness of this phrase is meant to allow for all the time-bound
changes that are necessary for man’s moral and social growth. The 
pivotal clause in the above injunction is the demand, addressed in
identical terms to men as well as to women, to “lower their gaze and be
mindful of their chastity”: and this determines the extent of what, at
any given time, may legitimately – i.e., in consonance with the
Qur’anic principles of social morality – be considered “decent” or
“indecent” in a person’s outward appearance.

*38: The noun khim¥r (of which khumur is the plural) denotes the
head-covering customarily used by Arabian women before and after
the advent of Islam. According to most of the classical commentators,
it was worn in pre-Islamic times more or less as an ornament and was
let down loosely over the wearer’s back; and since, in accordance with
the fashion prevalent at the time, the upper part of a woman’s tunic had
a wide opening in the front, her breasts were left bare. Hence, the
injunction to cover the bosom by means of a khim¥r, (a term so familiar
to the contemporaries of the Prophet) does not necessarily relate to the
use of a khim¥r as such but is, rather, meant to make it clear that a
woman’s breasts are not included in the concept of “what may decently
be apparent” of her body and should not, therefore, be displayed.

*39: i.e., very old men. The preceding phrase “those whom they
rightfully possess” (lit., ‘‘whom their right hands possess’’) denotes
slaves; but see also second note on verse 58.

*40: Lit., “so that those of their charms which they keep hidden may
become known.” The phrase ya\ribna bi-arjulihinna is idiomatically
similar to the phrase \araba bi-yadayhi fÏ mishyatihi, “he swung his arms
in walking” (quoted in this context in T¥j al-¢Ar‰s), and alludes to a
deliberately provocative gait.

*41: The implication of this general call to repentance is that “since
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man has been created weak’’ (4:28), no one is ever free of faults and
temptations – so much so that even the Prophet used to say, ‘‘Verily, I
turn unto Him in repentance a hundred times every day” (Ibn ¤anbal,
Bukh¥rÏ and BayhaqÏ, all of them on the authority of ¢Abd All¥h ibn
¢Umar).

H&K:

(33:59) O Prophet! Tell your wives and your daughters and the
women of the believers to draw their cloaks [veils] all over their bodies
[i.e. screen themselves completely except the eyes or one eye to see the
way]. That will be better, that they should be known [as free
respectable women] so as not to be annoyed. And Allah is Ever Oft-
Forgiving, Most Merciful. (*1)

*1: See the footnote of (24:31).

(24:31) And tell the believing women to lower their gaze [from look-
ing at forbidden things], and protect their private parts [from illegal
sexual acts, etc.] and not to show off their adornment except only that
which is apparent [like palms of hands or one eye or both eyes for
necessity to see the way, or outer dress like veil, gloves, head-cover,
apron, etc.], and to draw their veils all over Juy‰bihinna [i.e. their bodies,
faces, necks and bosoms] and not to reveal their adornment except to
their husbands, their fathers, their husband’s fathers, their sons, their
husband’s sons, their brothers or their brother’s sons, or their sister’s
sons, or their [Muslim] women [i.e. their sisters in Islam], or the
[female] slaves whom their right hands possess, or old male servants
who lack vigor, or small children who have no sense of the shame of
sex. And let them not stamp their feet so as to reveal what they hide of
their adornment. And all of you beg Allah to forgive you all, O believ-
ers, that you may be successful (*1).

*1: About “And to draw their veils all over Juy‰bihinna (i.e. their 
bodies, faces, necks and bosoms) and not to reveal their adornment…”
Narrated ¢®ishah: “May Allah bestow His mercy on the early immi-
grant women. When Allah revealed: “And to draw their veils all over
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Juy‰bihinna [i.e. their bodies, faces, necks and bosoms]” – they tore
their Muroots [a woolen dress, or a waist-binding cloth or an apron] and
covered their heads and faces with those torn Muroots.” (ßahÏh Bukh¥rÏ,
hadith no.4758). Narrated ßafiyyah bint Shaybah: “¢®ishah used to
say: when the verse “And to draw their veils all over Juy‰bihinna [i.e.
their bodies, faces, necks and bosoms]” was revealed, [the ladies] cut
their waist sheets at the edges and covered their heads and faces with
those cut pieces of cloth.” (ßa^i^ Bukh¥rÏ, hadith no.4759).

A/M:

(33:59) O Prophet, enjoin your wives and your daughters and the
wives of believers, to draw a part of their outer coverings around them.
(*20) It is likelier that they will be recognized and not molested. (*21)
Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

*20:That is, they should wear their over-garment (chaadar) and veil. In
other words, they should not move about with their faces uncovered.

*21: “ ...It is likelier that they will thus be recognized...” that is, when
people see them dressed in garments exuding simplicity and modesty
they will be recognized as honorable and chaste women. They will
appear distinct from women of loose character who are ever on the
hunt for lewd encounters. These women are unlike those whom
immoral men would seek out to gratify their desires. As for the words
“and will not be molested,” they mean that since those women will be
perceived as decent ladies they will not be subjected to teasing and
harassment to which men of vile character have recourse when they
encounter women not particularly known for their uprightness and
firmness of character.

(24:31) And enjoin believing women to cast down their looks and
guard their private parts and (*20) not reveal their adornment except
that which is revealed of itself, and to draw their veils over their bosoms,
and not to reveal their adornment save to their husbands, or their
fathers, or the fathers of their hus bands, (*21) or of their own sons, or
the sons of their husbands, (*22) or their brothers, (*23) or the sons of
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their brothers, or the sons of their sisters, (*24) or the women with
whom they associate, (*25) or those that are in their bondage, or the
male attendants in their service free of sexual interest, (*26) or boys
that are yet unaware of illicit matters pertaining to women. Nor should
they stamp their feet on the ground in such manner that their hidden
ornament becomes revealed.

*20: It should be noted that the demands that the Divine Law makes
on women, (as mentioned in this verse), are not just what is expected
of men, i.e. avoiding to look at what is improper to look at and guarding
one’s private parts. It also demands of women more than what it
requires men to do. This clearly shows that women are not equated
with men as far as this matter is concerned.

*21: The word ab¥’ used in this verse covers one’s father, both mater-
nal and paternal grandfathers and great-grandfathers. A woman may,
therefore, appear before these elders of either her own family or of her
husband’s family in the same manner as she may appear before both her
father and father-in-law.

*22: The word abn¥’ihinna (“their sons”) covers, apart from their
own sons, their grandsons and great-grandsons, i.e. those born both of
one’s sons and daughters. Furthermore, no distinction is made
between one’s own sons and one’s stepsons. A woman may appear
freely before the children of her stepsons as she may appear before her
own children and grandchildren.

*23: “Brothers” here covers both real and stepbrothers.

*24: This refers to a woman’s nieces and nephews, whether they are
born of her brother or sister, and whether those brothers and sisters are
real or are stepbrothers and stepsisters.

*25:This by itself shows that a Muslim woman should not display her
attractions before immoral and immodest women.

*26: That is, as they are in a state of subservience there is no room to
suspect that they would dare harbor evil designs regarding the women
of the household.
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1.5. Comparative Review

The review of these two verses is carried out based on how some of the
key words and phrases that affect the understanding of the teachings of
the verses and its legal aspects are rendered and commented upon. The
key words and phrases in these two verses are:

• ZÏnah
• Khim¥r
• Jilb¥b
• YudnÏna ¢alayhinna min jal¥bÏbihinna
• Ill¥ m¥ ·ahara minh¥
• Wal ya\ribna bi khumurihinna ¢al¥ juy‰bihinna

1. ZÏnah: This includes natural or bodily beauty and acquired
adornments such as rings, bracelets, and clothes.13 It includes female
decorations, ornaments, clothing, hairstyle, etc.14 It includes the natural
physical beauty of a woman as well as all beautification aids and adorn-
ments used to increase her attractiveness such as hairstyle, make-up,
and jewelery.15 YA has translated it as “beauty and ornaments” that
covers both aspects. MA has translated it as “charms” which means
attractive features. It is an alternative idiomatic usage. H&K and A/M
have translated it as “adornment” that may not cover the natural beauty.

2. Khim¥r (of which khumur is the plural): Khim¥rmeans anything
that covers the head of something.16 It is what covers the head of the
woman.17Khim¥rmeans a head cover.18Khim¥r is a cloth to be worn
or wrapped that must be big enough to cover hair, neck and bosom,
and must not be transparent so that it can truly cover up or hide zÏnah.
To hide the zÏnah, they must wear khim¥r in such a way that it covers
their chests as well as adornments.19 MA translated Khim¥r as “head
covering,” but the rest have translated it as “veil.” Thus, they do not
differ much. However, MA and H&K have made some comments
related to the usage of khim¥r that will be addressed later.

3. Jal¥bÏb: This is the plural of jilb¥b. Jilb¥b means a big sheet that
covers the head and the whole body.20 It is a cloak or a big sheet of
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cloth that is wrapped around the body as an outer garment.21 It is a
sheet that covers the head and the entire body and clothing of a lady.22

YA and MA rendered it as “outer garments,” but YA has further
explained it in his comment *3765 as “an outer garment: a long gown
covering the whole body, or a cloak covering the neck and bosom.”
H&K have rendered it as “cloaks (veil)” and A/M has rendered it as
“outer coverings.” Basically, they all have covered the essence of the
meaning and there is not much of a difference between their transla-
tions of this term.

4. YudnÏna ¢alayhinna min jal¥bÏbihinna: The translators have
rendered this phrase as follows:

YA: “They should cast their outer garment over their persons
[when abroad].”

MA: “They should draw over themselves some of their outer 
garments [in public]*75.”

H&K: “To draw their cloaks [veils] all over their bodies [i.e. screen
themselves completely except the eyes or one eye to see the way].”

A/M: “To draw a part of their outer coverings around them.”

In the translation, they all use similar wording except that MA and
A/M have translated the word min in its discriminatory (tab¢Ïd) meaning
as “some of” and “a part of,” respectively. However, more significant
differences appear in the commentary of MA and A/M, and what is
added inside the parenthesis by H&K. MA explains this phrase in his
comment *75 that this is a time-bound formula and it is not meant to
be an injunction, but only a moral guideline. His reasoning for this
argument is that there is a deliberate vagueness in this phrase and there
is a reference to God’s forgiveness at the end of the verse. 

However, this conclusion and reasoning is very weak for many 
reasons, such as: (i) The wording of the verse is a clear order on the
Prophet to convey. (ii) The orders (injunctions) of the Qur’an are for
all times unless there is an evidence for its time limitation from the
Qur’an or the Sunnah. (iii) The claimed vagueness is not confirmed by
any of the famous commentators of the Qur’an. (iv) Allah’s forgiveness
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at the end of the verse is often mentioned at the end of orders to show
Allah’s mercy and pardon for any disobedience that takes place due to
one’s inability or forgetfulness, etc. Therefore, MA’s commentary for
this phrase is problematic and his reasons are not based on any solid
position.

H&K have added a statement to the translation of this phrase inside
parenthesis reading: (i.e. screen themselves completely except the eyes
or one eye to see the way). The main intent of adding this statement is
to imply that the face should also be covered. A/M has also mentioned
covering of the face in his comment *20 to this phrase. This issue will
be discussed in the review of the next phrase.

5. Ill¥ m¥ ·ahara minh¥: The translators have rendered this phrase
as follows:

YA: “except what [must ordinarily] appear thereof.”
MA: “beyond what may [decently] be apparent thereof.”
H&K: “except only that which is apparent [like palms of hands or

one eye or both eyes for necessity to see the way, or outer dress like
veil, gloves, head-cover, apron, etc.]”

A/M: “except that which is revealed of itself.”

The meaning of this phrase, which offers an exception to the rule of
not revealing the beauty and ornaments of women, has been discussed
and debated extensively by commentators of the Qur’an. The majority
understand it as “the face and hands of women and that part of the
ornaments that cannot be hidden,” but some do not agree with the
exception of the face and hands. Among these four translators, as appar-
ent, differences are indicated in what is added inside the parenthesis. 

YA has clarified it as that which is beyond one’s ability, leaving it
there without further explanation. MA has added the word “decently”
in parenthesis and explains it in his comment *37. He argues that this
exception of “what not to reveal” depends on the prevailing custom
and time-bound changes of society. However, this argument seems
weak from many points of view. The Qur’an’s injunctions are for all
times and places unless there is an evidence for its limitation. Even in
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the case of difference with regards to the exception of revealing the
face and hands, this is not due to customs, but to the technical differ-
ences in the approaches of some scholars. For example, those who insist
that a woman’s face should not be revealed, and that women should
cover the face wherever they live, including Europe and the U.S.

H&K have added a description inside parenthesis and have provided
commentary *1 to indicate the necessity of covering the face and the
hands of women as part of their ^ij¥b. Further, they have even added
extra words in the translation of the hadith in the commentary to prove
that the face should be covered. The wording of both a^¥dÏth of
Bukh¥rÏ, which have been referred to in comment *1, ends with
“fakhtamarna bih¥,” which simply means “they covered with it.” But
H&K have added the words “heads and faces” which are not in the
original Arabic text at all.

The issue of whether a woman’s face and hands are exempted from
the requirements of their ^ij¥b has been extensively discussed among
some scholars for centuries. Shaykh Ahmad Kutty summarizes the
issue as follows:

The majority of Imams – including those of the four Schools as well as
others – share the interpretation of Ibn ¢Abb¥s that hands and face are
exempted per the interpretation of the phrase “except what is apparent,”
and thus hold the opinion that a woman is not obliged to cover her face
and hands. However, a group of scholars, the majority of whom belong to
the Hanbalite Juristic School, teaches that a woman must cover her face
and hands as well. In support of their position, they invoke a tradition
attributed to the Prophet, stating, “Woman is all ¢awrah,” and hence as
such, needs to cover up completely. They also reason by saying that the
most attractive parts of a woman’s body capable of enticing men are her
face and hands.23

Kutty further explains the validity of Ibn ¢Abb¥s’ position as follows:

The aforementioned position of the majority on this issue seems to be
more consistent with the general understanding and evidences of the
Qur’an and Sunnah than of those who advocate covering the face and
hands as well. There are several proofs that point to this conclusion:
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Firstly, the verse quoted above from the Qur’an, seems to presume that
the women it addresses are not wholly covered (i.e. face and hands), since
otherwise, there is no sense in ordering both genders to lower their gazes.
Secondly, it is a general consensus among scholars that a woman is not
required to cover her face and hands while performing salah; if these were
deemed to be ¢awrah, it would certainly have been necessary to cover
them. Thirdly, a woman is required to bare her face while she is in a state
of I^r¥m (during hajj and ¢umrah), which again, confirms what we said 
earlier. Moreover, the evidences in the sources – the Qur’an and the
Sunnah – are overwhelming in showing that the ^ij¥b as prescribed by
Islam was not meant to segregate women or shut them out of the social
involvement and participation in the affairs of the Muslim community
since the participation of Muslim women – at all levels of Islamic life – is
fully documented beyond a shadow of doubt in the sources of Shari¢ah.
Such active participation as described in the sources is conceivable only if
we assume that women were not wholly covered from head to toe. In
light of the above, we conclude: a Muslim woman is required to cover all
her body except her face and hands, according to the majority of scholars
belonging to all schools. Covering the head, however, is not at all a 
disputed issue among them – they all agree that this is a necessary part of
^ij¥b.24

Al-Albani25 and Abu Shuqqah26 have written outstanding books
on Muslim women’s ̂ ij¥b, both proving with extensive references that
the covering of the face and hands by women is not required by Islam.
Similarly, ad-Darsh addressed this topic as ^ij¥b or niq¥b in his book
dealing with the ^ij¥b. 27 Meanwhile, some scholars have argued this
position defending the covering of the face and hands, such as al-
Barazi.28

6. Wal ya\ribna bi khumurihinna ¢al¥ juy‰bihinna: This phrase
has been translated in the following ways:

YA: “they should draw their veils over their bosoms.”
MA: “let them draw their head-coverings over their bosoms.”
H&K: “to draw their veils all over Juy‰bihinna [i.e. their bodies,
faces, necks, and bosoms].”
A/M: “to draw their veils over their bosoms.”
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The translations of all four are not much different from each other
except H&K who provide a parenthetical description. In this descrip-
tion, the words “bodies” and “faces” are added which do not necessarily
correspond to the meaning of the word Juy‰bihinna in the verse. 
Juy‰b is the plural of jayb and means “bosoms, breasts, cavity, and
opening.”29

MA makes some remarks in the last part of his comment *38 that
need to be addressed. He argues that “the injunction to cover the
bosom by means of a khim¥r does not necessarily relate to the use of a
khim¥r as such,” but is only meant to clarify that a woman’s breasts
should be covered. This argument can be interpreted in two ways. If it
is meant to confirm the necessity of covering the bosom, it is fine.
However, if MA has tried to state that the intent is to cover only the
breasts, then the meaning of both the words jayb and khim¥r, as
explained earlier cannot support it.

In reviewing the translations of the verses containing women’s
dress code injunction, it is apparent that of the four translators, YA has
provided much of the necessary details in his commentary to explain
and clarify the subject. While the other three translators have tried to
expound, each one of them has made some statements that need to be
clarified and addressed. 

The theme-based approach applied in this paper to assess various
translations of the Qur’an allows, as demonstrated, for meaningful 
differences among translators to be highlighted, as well as identifying
the need for certain qualifications among translators to augment their
expertise. 
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“THE Sunnah was the iron framework of the House of Islam; and if
you remove the framework from a building, can you be surprised if it
breaks down like a house of cards”? Here, the twentieth century scholar
Muhammad Asad clearly articulated the role Sunnah plays in the con-
struction of the “house of Islam.” Attempts have been made historically,
as well as in contemporary times, to dissociate the Sunnah of the Prophet
Muhammad from the Message he brought, the Qur’an.1This approach
is academically unsound, as well as having no real import for the masses.

The Qur’an clearly establishes the authority of the Prophet in
numerous cases, such as, “Surely you have in the Messenger of Allah
the pattern of excellence for anyone whose hope is in Allah and the
Last Day and who remembers Allah much” (33:21). The uswah, or
pattern, is only available to us through the Sunnah of the Prophet,
which is primarily found in the hadith. The believer is instructed
throughout the Qur’an to not only obey God, but also His messenger.2

The majority of scholars have held to the principle that obeying
God (the Qur’an) cannot be separated from obedience to the Prophet.3

In other words, the authority of the Qur’an and the Prophet are equal
in conveying teachings and establishing a pattern of behavior. The
Qur’an and hadith, however, are not necessarily equal in authority.
The authenticity of the Qur’an, for Muslims, is not questioned, and
those hadith that attain to the authenticity of the Qur’an in establishing
a normative practice of the Prophet are on an equal footing with 
the Qur’an. However, hadith that do not rise to a sufficient level of
authenticity would not necessarily be considered on equal footing 
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with the Qur’an; rather they would provide auxiliary material for 
legislation.

The example of the Prophet is transmitted to us primarily through
reports.4 The stages of transmission begin with the Companions, who
lived with the Prophet and observed his example. They transmitted
what they heard or saw during the life of the Prophet to those who
were not present. After the Prophet’s death, they became the vehicle
by which those who followed could learn about the Prophet. This was
done primarily through the oral tradition, but evidence also shows that
from the time of the Prophet, his hadith were in fact written down,
contrary to what has been asserted by some orientalists that the tradi-
tions were actually written down much later.5

There is also early evidence for the actual compilation of hadith.
For example, the Umayyad caliph ¢Umar ibn ¢Abd al-¢AzÏz (d. 101
/720 ) called for the compilation of hadith during his time.
Among other commands to collect hadith, he wrote in a letter to his
governor in Madinah, Ab‰ Bakr ibn ¤azm, instructing him to,
“Accept nothing other than the hadith of the Prophet.”6

Sunnah as practice differs from written or oral validation, or the
hadith literature. Practice depends on established practice and is not
necessarily validated from written or oral documentation. The docu-
menting of the Sunnah was maintained through oral and written
tradition. Writing, however, was to aid memory, not necessarily for
establishing the validity of a tradition.7

However, at the end of the second century we see the first compre-
hensive collections of narrations in book form. The most famous was
the Muwa~~¥’ of Imam M¥lik. Thereafter, the musnad collections began,
with the chain of narrators being listed in the hadith. By this time, the
traditions of the Prophet were narrated and recorded with their chains.
Thereafter, compilation of the j¥mi¢ collections was established. Here,
not only the chain was important but also an evaluation of the narrators
in the chain to determine the probable authenticity of a particular 
narration. In the centuries that followed, it was generally agreed upon
that there were six canonical collections of hadith. These were Bukh¥rÏ
(d. 256 /870 ), Muslim (d. 261 /875 ), Ab‰ D¥w‰d (d.
275 /888 ), al-TirmidhÏ (d. 279 /892 ), Ibn M¥jah (d. 283
/887 ) and al-Nas¥’Ï (d. 303 /915 ).8
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SCIENCE OF HADITH CRITICISM

The early development of hadith criticism primarily focused on the
structure of the chain and the evaluation of the narrators of the tradi-
tion. Specialists in the field developed a highly complex system by
which to judge the narrators in the chain of transmission to determine
the level of their trustworthiness in conveying a particular hadith. 
This science, the al-¢adl wa al-tarjÏ^ (impugnment and validation) con-
tributed to the classification of alleged hadith from authentic to
fabricated. The highest level of authenticity were those hadiths that
reached the status of mutaw¥tir. 

The general principle behind the reliability of the hadiths which
reached the status of mutaw¥tir was that they were transmitted in the
first three generations on such a large scale, with multiple chains of 
narration, that the chance of fabrication was inconceivable. Scholars
differed as to how many chains were necessary to rise to this status.9 If a
hadith was not at the level of mutaw¥tir it fell into the category of ¥^¥d.
®^¥d traditions were those hadith that did not reach the status of
mutaw¥tir,10 and therefore, could be one chain of transmission or 
several. 

According to most scholars of hadith, the ¥^¥d traditions were 
further divided into two sub-categories: the maqb‰l (accepted) and the
mard‰d (rejected).11 The maqb‰l in turn were broken down into |a^Ï^
(sound) and ̂ asan (fair). Whether a hadith was ̂ asan or |a^Ï^ depended
largely in part on the integrity of the chain and the evaluation of the
narrators in the chain. In other words, the level of trustworthiness of
the narrators in the chain and the overall integrity of the chain, along
with the scholars’ methodology of evaluation, resulted in the appro-
priate categorization of the hadith.

Along with this determination was the principle that both the chain
and the matn, the chain and content of the hadith, also had to be sound.
It has been argued that although the matn also had to have been sound,
the hadith scholars did not develop or focus their attention on devel-
oping a system by which the matn could be analyzed. For example,
Khaled Abou El Fadl, citing Ibn Khald‰n, observed: 

Finding a Principled Approach to Matn Analysis
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When it comes to reports, if one relies only on the [method] of transmis-
sion without evaluating [these reports] in light of the principles of human
conduct, the fundamentals of politics, the nature of civilization, and the
conditions for social associations, and without comparing ancient sources
to contemporary sources and the present to the past, he could fall into
errors and mistakes and could deviate from the path of truth. Historians,
[Qur’anic] interpreters and leading transmitters have often fallen into
error by accepting [the authenticity of certain] reports and incidents. This
is because they relied only on the transmission, whether of value or
worthless. They did not [carefully] inspect [these reports] in light of 
[fundamental] principles of [historical analysis] or compare the reports to
each other or examine them according to the standards of wisdom or
investigate the nature of beings. Furthermore, they did not decide on the
authenticity of these reports according to the standards of reason and 
discernment. Consequently, they were led astray from the truth and
became lost in the wilderness of error and delusion.12

While Ibn Khald‰n outlined some of the challenges faced in evalu-
ating a tradition, the numerous criteria he proposed are mostly
untenable. Further, it would be incorrect to hold that no analysis of 
the matn was undertaken by hadith scholars. Any hesitancy by the
scholars to work out and develop a comprehensive detailed approach
to matn stemmed possibly from their fear of being conclusion-driven
or subjective in their understanding of the hadith. In other words, the
science of hadith criticism focusing on the narrators and the integrity of
the chain of transmission lent itself to a more objective evaluation of a
particular hadith. The principles of evaluating the chain were estab-
lished, those principles were applied to a particular narration, and the
resulting tradition was graded accordingly – whether the scholar was
inclined to agree to the content (i.e., the matn) of the resulting tradition
was irrelevant.

However, scholars did emphasize the importance of the text also
being sound and not just the chain. As Ibn AbÏ ¤¥tim al-R¥zÏ state:

The goodness of a dinar is known when it is measured against another.
Thus if it differs in redness and purity, it will be known that it is counter-
feit. A diamond is evaluated by measuring it against another one. If it
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Finding a Principled Approach to Matn Analysis

differs in brilliance and hardness, it will be known to be glass. The authen-
ticity of hadith is known by its coming from reliable narrators and the
statement itself must be worthy of being a statement of Prophethood.13

Principles by which the scholars of hadith evaluated the matn of a
hadith included the following: fanciful statements the Prophet could
not have made; statements that were against reason and history; state-
ments that contradict the Qur’an or mutaw¥tir traditions; statements
that promised disproportionate reward for minor good deeds and vice
versa; statements that violate the rules of Arabic grammar; and tradi-
tions that were unbefitting to the prophetic office.14

In addition to identifying suspect hadith based on the matn, various
methods were developed when an apparent conflict between hadith
occurred. This was the science of mukhtalif al-^adÏth (conflict in hadith)
and mushkil al-^adÏth (difficulty in hadith).15 This science attempted to
reconcile apparently conflicting hadith, via the various tools of textual
analysis including ta’wÏl (interpretation to reconcile conflicting hadith),
takh|Ï| (a method by which one is reconciled with the other through
particularization of the general), and al-jam¢ wa al-tawfÏq (reconciling
through providing background information to particularize the hadith
to a specific set of circumstances). The scholar needed not only a strong
background in hadith but also in the sciences of fiqh and u|‰l al-fiqh. 

When a conflict could not be resolved, scholars such as al-Suy‰~Ï
proposed the following methodology. If the chronology of the 
conflicting hadith could be determined then naskh (abrogation) would
take place, by which the later hadith would have abrogated the earlier
hadith. If it were not possible to determine the chronology, then the
rules of preference – al-tarjÏ^ – would be invoked. Al-Suy‰~Ï outlined a
series of factors by which preference could be guided, which include
the following: 

• Conditions of narrators – ages, knowledge, number, etc – stronger
narration should take preference.

• Clarity of language used in narration.
• Whether the narration is verbatim verses conceptual.
• Preference to time – madanÏ take preference to makkÏ.
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• Wording of hadith – specific takes preference to general, literal to
metaphoric, one that expounds cause to one that does not, explicit
over implicit, verbal to the actual, longer to the shorter, etc.

• Prohibition takes preference over permissibility, imposition of
penalty, over one that does not.

• Preference to hadith that complies with the Qur’an and other
a^¥dÏth.16

When not possible to determine a preference, the hadith would be
suspended (al-tawaqquf), whereby the conflict remained unresolved
but no action was to be taken based on the hadith. The order, there-
fore, of the methodology for the evaluation of apparently conflicting
authenticated hadith (as this occurs only in dealing with maqb‰l
traditions) is reconciliation, abrogation, preference, then suspension. 

An example of reconciliation occurs in the following analysis. In
the Sunan of Ibn M¥jah is a reported hadith that states, “O My Lord!
Help me live as a pauper, let me die as a pauper, and resurrect me
among the paupers.”17 This hadith appears to conflict with several
hadith and verses from the Qur’an dealing with poverty, such as the
tradition narrated by ¢®’ishah that “the Prophet prayed to God against
the evil of poverty (fitnat al-faqr).” In ßa^Ï^ Muslim it is also narrated
that he said, “God loves His Servant who is affluent, pious, and mod-
est.” Further there is a tradition that states, “O Lord, I seek Thy refuge
from disbelief and poverty.”18

In S‰rah al-™‰^¥ in the Qur’an, God says about the Prophet, “and
He found you poor and made you affluent” (93:8). There are several
ways to deal with the initial hadith of Ibn M¥jah that apparently 
conflicts with the other traditions and the implications in the Qur’anic
text. However, following al-Suy‰~Ï’s categorization, one would begin
with an attempt at reconciliation. This was done, for example, by
Shaykh Qaradawi, where he argued that the initial hadith was to be
understood metaphorically. Poverty in this tradition is meant to convey
modesty and humility. Thus the traditions were reconciled with one
another and the validity of the first tradition is maintained.19

Other traditions provided greater challenges for reconciliation and
required other tools of analysis. For example, in the hadith narrated in
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Ab‰ D¥w‰d we find the following: “Umm Salamah said: I was with
the Messenger of God when Maym‰nah was also present, at which
time Ibn Makt‰m turned up, and this was after we were ordered to
practice veiling. So the Prophet told us to ‘hide from him.’ We said, ‘O
Messenger of God! Is he not blind? He can neither see nor recognize
us!’ Then the Prophet said: ‘Are you blind too then? Can you not see
him?’”20This tradition demonstrates that the Prophet forbade women
from looking at men, whether they could see them or not. Yet we find
in the sÏrah and hadith literature numerous traditions of women looking
at men, without condemnation of the Prophet. 

Further, there is a specific hadith involving the blind companion
Ibn Makt‰m, where the Prophet told F¥~ima bint Qays “to observe
your waiting period in the house of Ibn Umm Makt‰m, for he is a
blind man, you may be changing your clothes but he would not be able
to see you.”21 The initial hadith is difficult to uphold and reconcile
with other traditions that are in direct conflict with it. Therefore, the
approach taken by some scholars classical and contemporary has been
to reject the initial hadith in preference for the other evidence, which
permits women to look upon men.22

Another example of irreconcilable conflict is an alleged hadith
found in Ab‰ D¥w‰d regarding female infanticide, which states, “both
the perpetrator of infanticide and its victim are in Hell.” This is clearly
in conflict with the Qur’anic verse “and when the female child buried
alive is questioned: for what crime was she killed?” (81:8-9). There is
no way to uphold the validity of the alleged hadith in light of the
Qur’anic verse, and therefore the hadith is rejected.

PRINCIPLED APPROACH TO MATN ANALYSIS

The matn criticisms outlined above focus more on the tools that can be
used to look at apparently conflicting statements or practices attributed
to the Prophet. However, another complementary approach is based on
the establishment of certain principles by which a tradition is evaluated.
This approach has been invoked in the times of the Companions and
the succeeding generations, although it may not have been specifically
articulated as such. Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Y‰suf referred to this approach in 
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his warning during the period of proliferation of numerous forged 
traditions. He said, “Hadith multiplies so much so that some hadiths
which are traced back through chains of transmission are not well-
known to legal experts, nor do they conform to the Qur’an and the
Sunnah. Beware of solitary hadiths and keep close to the collective
spirit of hadith…therefore make the Qur’an and the well-known
Sunnah your guide and follow it.”23

Judging a tradition based on a principle was something that the
Companions themselves had invoked at times. For example, the
famous tradition of the woman who had starved her cat is found in
both Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. The cat was kept in captivity until it died 
of hunger and thus the woman was sent to Hell. According to one 
tradition, God said to her, “You did not feed the cat nor watered 
her while you tied her, nor did you send her out so that she could feed
herself from the cast of the earth.” However, in another tradition, we
find ¢®’ishah confronting Ab‰ Hurayrah regarding this tradition. She
told him: “Are you the one who reported the hadith that ‘a woman
was tortured concerning a cat that she had kept in captivity and refused
to feed or water the cat?’” To this he said, “I heard it from the Prophet.”
Then she said, “Did you know who that woman was? The woman
who did so was a disbeliever. For a believer is much too honored by
God Most High to let him be tortured for the sake of a cat. When you
speak concerning the Prophet, you must be careful as to what you are
saying.”24

This debate between ¢®’ishah and Ab‰ Hurayrah is significant
because ¢®’ishah did not merely tell Ab‰ Hurayrah that he made a 
mistake in relating the tradition. She also said that the tradition itself, as
narrated by Ab‰ Hurayrah violated a certain principle which she then
articulated, “A believer is much too honored…to be tortured for the
sake of a cat.” She challenged the matn of the hadith by demonstrating
how it conflicted with the principle she put forth.

In another tradition narrated by Bukh¥rÏ regarding the Night
Journey (al-isr¥’ wa al-mi¢r¥j), ¢®’ishah again analyzed the narration of
the event as articulated by some of the Companions based on it violat-
ing a Qur’anic verse. The relevant portion of the tradition is as follows:
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Narrated Masr‰q: I said to ¢®’ishah, “O Mother! Did Prophet Muhammad
see his Lord?” ¢®’ishah said, “What you have said makes my hair stand on
end! Know that if somebody tells you one of the following three things,
he is a liar: Whoever tells you that Muhammad saw his Lord, is a liar.”
Then ¢®’ishah recited the Verse: “No vision can grasp Him, but His grasp
is over all vision. He is the Most Courteous well-acquainted with all
things” (6:103). “It is not fitting for a human being that Allah should
speak to him except by inspiration or from behind a veil...” (42:51).25

¢®’ishah’s strong language (using the term “liars”) addressed to those
who claimed that the Prophet saw his Lord on the night journey is
based on her understanding of the verse: “No vision can grasp Him”
and that He does not speak “except by inspiration or from behind a
veil.” For ¢®’ishah, what was articulated by some in describing what
happened clearly contradicted the Qur’an and thus had to be rejected
based on the Qur’anic principle. The validity, arguments, or evidence
that may contradict ¢®’ishah’s conclusion may be debated and in fact
was. The point however is that she judged a tradition based on certain
principles that she derived and articulated. 

The use of a principled approach is commonly found in the area of
theology. Many theologians adopted a certain methodology in dealing
with verses from the Qur’an as well as hadith that speak about God.
Positive knowledge about God had to be based on the Qur’an and
hadith that reached the status of mutaw¥tir. Who God is and the impli-
cations and understanding of taw^Ïd had to be based on evidence that
was free from all doubt and possible speculation or error. Thus, the
requirement of Qur’anic texts and mutaw¥tirhadith to establish positive
knowledge. ®^¥d traditions were to be understood within the context
of the principles derived from the Qur’an and mutaw¥tir traditions. 

For example, ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-JawzÏ in Daf¢ Shubah al-
TashbÏh bi-Akaff al-TanzÏh established his first principles by which he
evaluated verses and traditions that speak about God. The Qur’anic
verse (amongst others that convey a similar meaning) “There is nothing
like Him” was the guiding principle by which he looked at the various
traditions narrated concerning God. In light of this clear unequivocal
verse, all traditions that seem to indicate a place, space, or form for the
Creator are dismissed as inauthentic due to the chain, and if the chain is
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sound, they are interpreted metaphorically where possible. Ibn al-JawzÏ
stated, “Any text [of the Qur’an and Sunnah] is only held according to
its literal meaning when it is possible and feasible. If something would
redirect or negate this being done, it is understood and held according
to its figurative understanding.”26 In other words, literal meaning is
only appropriate when it does not violate the principle that “God is not
like His creation.” If a tradition indicates similarity then it is either a
forged hadith or one that must be interpreted in a way that does not
violate the guiding principle.

For example, we find in Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim traditions references
to God “laughing.” For Ibn al-JawzÏ, laughing is something that is
done by humans and therefore it cannot be understood as referring to
God. He explained those traditions by what occurs when one laughs,
and then interpreted accordingly. He says: “Laughter that seizes people
is merely a reference to when someone manifests the teeth that are
concealed by the mouth. But this is impossible with respect to God,
Glorified and Exalted is He. It is [therefore] necessary to construe it to
mean, ‘God manifested His generosity and graciousness.’”27 The
analysis thus breaks down into the following:

• The literal meaning of the text states that God laughs
• Laughing is something that is done by creatures
• God cannot be similar to creatures
• The tradition is either incorrect or must be interpreted metaphori-

cally in order not to violate the initial principle – God cannot be
similar to creatures 

What is important to note from this line of argument is that God is
not understood by gathering all traditions relating to Him and His
alleged attributes and thus constructing an image of the Creator.
Rather, an initial principle is established, as set forth by God Himself in
the Qur’an, and then the traditions are understood within the context
of that principle. Ibn al-JawzÏ goes to great length in his text to show
how others have begun with a principle that God is like us (although
they deny this by word) and then find in various traditions and verses
those that confirm this pre-conceived notion. 
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MATN ANALYSIS AND THE AUTHORIAL ENTERPRISE

Khaled Abou El Fadl develops a theory of hadith criticism based on
what he calls the authorial enterprise.28 For Fadl, one cannot divorce
the role of the narrators in contributing to the narration of the hadith.
In other words, what we have narrated to us may contain what the
Prophet had said, but we heard it through people who contributed to
the text of the hadith, either intentionally or not. One may have nar-
rated a tradition in a certain way based on their own circumstances and
biases, which colored their understanding and selection of narration.
There was a reason why one person remembered a certain tradition,
but not others. The reporters may have remembered the specific saying
accurately, but failed to see the relevance in the context in which it was
given, and therefore may or may not have narrated the context in
which it was given. However, according to Fadl, the context itself may
be critical to understanding the import of the tradition. 

Further, these traditions were integrated into existing legal struc-
tures by which some may have placed more value in the tradition as
compared to others. For Fadl it is unrealistic to think that one can
merely state that the Prophet declared something, unless one also looks
to the authorial enterprise in the chain of transmission. The Prophetic
voice may be found to be stronger or less strong when the authorial
enterprise is considered.

For an example of his evaluation of the authorial enterprise, Fadl
looks to the tradition found in Bukh¥rÏ: “No people will succeed who
entrust their affairs to a woman.” According to Fadl, the majority of
these reports go back to the Companion Nufay¢ ibn al-¤¥rith, known
as Ab‰ Bakrah al-ThaqafÏ (d. 52/672). Although hadith scholars
have found him trustworthy, Fadl finds his life, opinions, and hadith
narrated by him as reflecting a person who is politically a pacifist and as
one who sought to uphold the traditional role of men in society. For
example, Ab‰ Bakrah did not seek to get involved in the disputes
between ¢®’ishah and ¢AlÏ, and ¢AlÏ and Mu¢¥wiyah. The circumstances
surrounding the tradition are that the Prophet apparently said it upon
hearing that a woman had assumed power in Persia. 
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Fadl speculates that it was possible Ab‰ Bakrah’s subjectivities
caused him to mishear what the Prophet had said. It may have been
that he said, “A people who are led by this woman will not succeed.”
But Ab‰ Bakrah’s bias caused him to have heard it as a general state-
ment, rather than referring specifically to what was occurring in
Persia.29 For Fadl the authorial enterprise does not end with an analysis
of the narrator but also to whom he narrated to and why it was popular
and easily accepted. For example, was it easily accepted because this
was a patriarchal society? Fadl argues that these issues raise serious
doubts about the competency of the tradition, irrespective of Bukh¥rÏ’s
acceptance of it as authentic.

Fadl’s investigation of Ab‰ Bakrah as a narrator is rather extensive
but it does contain a significant amount of speculation. Further, this
approach toward critiquing a hadith makes one subject to being
accused of being result-driven and subjective, rather than objectively
evaluating the evidence presented. One’s own biases and prejudices
are also brought to the analysis of the text. One equipped with a modern
education, influenced by modern (predominantly western) ideas of
patriarchy could result in an analysis that is skewed in favor of one’s
current opinions and ideas. Such an approach could result in the allega-
tion that one sought to investigate a hadith one was troubled by in
order to undermine its alleged authenticity. The scholars of hadith of
old have established their own grades of what they consider appro-
priate guidelines in evaluating whether someone is trustworthy or not.
It is from those initial premises that they decided whether a tradition
was accepted or not. This minimized the amount of bias and prejudice
that the scholar brought to his analysis. 

Further, not only the evaluation of those within the chain of narra-
tion and their alleged biases, but the Companions themselves become
subject to criticism. This line of reasoning put forward by Fadl calls
into question the accepted principle, as articulated by Ibn ¤ajar, that,
“The Ahl al-Sunnah are unanimous that all [the Companions] are ¢ud‰l,
i.e. truthful.” The ¢Ad¥lah is that there has been no intentional deviation
from the truth. This does not mean that they were infallible (as some
may understand it) but rather that they did not intentionally deviate
from the truth. Fadl’s critique lends to questioning this foundational
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principle in the transmission of hadith, for it can delve into potential
motives of the Companions, which would undermine their accepted
status as truthful.

However, Fadl provides a useful principle or tool that can be used
in evaluating a particular hadith. This principle is that a higher standard
should be employed for traditions that have a strong social impact,
transcending a specific legal obligation. For example, the tradition that
is reported in various forms contains the statement, “It is not lawful for
anyone to prostrate to anyone. If I would have ordered any person to
prostrate to another, I would have commanded wives to prostrate to
their husbands because of the enormity of the rights of husbands over
their wives.” After citing the various versions of this tradition (at times
conflicting) Fadl observes these reports reach beyond other traditions
that specify narrow legal obligation; these reports explicate a funda-
mental principle that is supposed to impact all marriages and all gender
relations. While the physical act of prostration to the husband is not
permitted, the moral substance of prostration does apply through such
traditions.30

For Fadl, this tradition and similar ones establish a widespread moral
and social structure and therefore require a high level of scrutiny.
According to Fadl, “In considering each report, we need to think
about the effect or impact of applying this report in a normative fashion,
and the greater the impact, the stricter the scrutiny. The greater the
impact the heavier the burden of proof that a report will be required to
meet.”31

The principle of the impact of a report on social norms in shaping a
society can be somewhat objectively applied. In other words, any
report that has a strong and broad social impact should cause one to
pause before acting upon it. It should not be accepted merely because it
is found in one of the six canonical collections. Nor should it be rejected
off-hand as not meeting our sensibilities (as that would cause us to fall
into the subjective), but should cause one to investigate the matter 
further and see if it meets a higher standard. 

This approach is fairly normal in traditions that relate to taw^Ïd.
When a conscientious person comes across an authentic tradition that
seems to conflict with an established principle of taw^Ïd, one pauses
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before accepting it outright (or rejecting it). A conscientious individual
will suspend his judgment until he or she investigates the tradition fur-
ther. A principled approach is also found in the area of SÏrah literature
as articulated by Shaykh Muhammad al-Ghazali. He “accepted the
narrations whose wordings conform to the fixed principles and laws
even if their chains of narrators were not sound and…[he] rejected
those a^¥dÏth which are described as authentic because they do not
conform to the fixed principles and laws according to… [his] under-
standing of Allah’s religion and the methodology of the da¢wah.”32

In contemporary times people have free access to nearly all the
hadith collections by merely surfing the web. The traditions collected
in the canonical collections are deemed by most Muslims to be authen-
tic, especially those found in Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. Any attempt to
undermine or raise doubts as to the science of hadith criticism in the
chains of transmission will prove unsuccessful, first because the com-
pilers put forth the best human effort in determining authenticity, and
second, because undermining that system will potentially undermine
the whole corpus of hadith. However, if scholars establish some basic
overriding principles, not necessarily to automatically reject or accept
a particular tradition, but to provide a framework that would cause one
to pause when they come across a particular tradition and inquire 
further, it may control the quick judgment people reach merely by
finding a particular hadith in an authentic collection.
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INTRODUCTION

THE subject of this paper is post-divorce financial support and its
affinity to Mut¢at al->al¥q, as we know it in Islamic jurisprudence. The
target audience is Muslim jurists who should fully appreciate the fair-
ness and justice of Islamic Shari¢ah law in all matters, including the care
of women in general and divorced Muslim women in particular. As
such, Muslim jurists should strongly uphold the right of divorcee
women, as illustrated in the Qur’an and applied by the Prophet, and
work jointly to develop an effective approach for reviving Qur’anic
and prophetic injunctions pertaining to post-divorce financial support,
both for the protection of contemporary divorced Muslim women in
general, and those in the western hemisphere in particular.

Predominant scholastic understanding and prevailing judicial
applications in the Muslim world today indicate that women are not
entitled to any post-divorce financial support (mut¢at al-~al¥q), property
settlement, or indeed any wealth of their household accumulated 
during the course of their marital life. The pretext being that the shelter,
food and clothing provided by husbands during marriage fully exhausts
any share ex-wives can expect to receive post-marriage. This under-
standing considers women as being only entitled to three months of
spousal support during the religiously prescribed waiting period known
as ¢iddat al-~al¥q.

As a former judge of Shari¢ah courts in Sudan, as a former resident
imam of one of the largest Islamic centers in the U.S., as an Islamic

Post-Divorce Financial Support from the
Islamic Perspective (Mut¢at al->al¥q)

MOHAMAD ADAM EL SHEIKH
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adjudicator and arbitrator for the Muslim community for more than
twenty years in North America, I have encountered and been involved
in numerous cases of this nature. In addition, I have witnessed the
injustices imposed against divorced women and their suffering due to
the neglect of Islamic rules of post-divorce financial support (mut¢at al-
~al¥q). This un-Islamic and inhumane treatment of divorced Muslim
women affected me deeply motivating a desire to study the issue for
myself in the interests of women and to examine the correct Islamic
position with regards to compensation. 

Although the Qur’an addresses the subject in several verses, and the
Sunnah confirms its application during the lifetime of the Prophet, as
well as his Companions, and the Successors, nevertheless the issue has
become one of the most marginalized and neglected elements of
Islamic transactional jurisprudence.
Mut¢ah is an Arabic term which linguistically means enjoyment and

happiness as opposed to gloominess, depression, and grief. Idiomat-
ically, it refers to the post-divorce financial support, or post-divorce
payment, made by a divorcer to a divorcee, in an attempt to uplift the
divorcee’s sense of self-esteem (many women unfortunately feel a
sense of social humiliation associated with the term “divorced woman”)
and tone down the negative impacts of the divorce. 

Although this definition reflects the psychological component of
the aftermath of divorce, it does not inclusively cover the fact that
mut¢at al-~al¥q is first the right of the divorcee from the accumulated
wealth of the household whereof she was part and a full partner in
ownership. In accordance with Islamic Shari¢ah, mut¢at al-~al¥q is one
of the three fixed rights due to women beside their owed shares of
inheritance. Altogether these rights are thus: dowry on the occasion of
marriage; maintenance provided throughout the course of the mar-
riage; mut¢at al-~al¥q after occurrence of the irrevocable divorce;1 and
their allocated shares of inheritance upon the death of the husband.

POST-DIVORCE SUPPORT (MUT¢AT AL->AL®Q) 

IN THE QUR’AN

Mut¢at al->al¥q is profoundly rooted in the divine Scripture as clearly
illustrated in the following Qur’anic verses: 
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There is no blame on you if you divorce women before consummation or
the fixation of their dowry; but bestow on them provision [mati¢uhunna],
the wealthy according to his means and the poor according to his means;
such [mat¥¢an] of a reasonable amount is due from those who wish to do
the right thing. (2:236)

And for divorced women is a suitable [mat¥¢un]. This is a duty on the
righteous. (2:241)

O, Prophet, say to your wives: “if you desire the life of this world and its
glitter, then come! I will make a provision for you and set you free in a
handsome manner” [i.e. divorce you all]. (33:28)

O you who believe! When you marry believing women and then divorce
them before you have touched them, no prescribed waiting period should
be imposed on them, but grant them the mut¢ah and set them free in a
handsome manner. (33:49)

QUR’ANIC COMMENTARIES ON MUT¢AT AL->AL®Q

It is remarkable that most existing commentaries of the Qur’an are
largely identical, not only in terms of meaning and concepts employed,
but also on many occasions the words used.

TafsÏr al->abarÏ 
It is worth noting that one of the oldest Qur’anic commentators, Imam
al->abarÏ, in his commentary on the foregoing Qur’anic verses,
strongly advocated the rights of women with regards to the mut¢ah. He
sturdily defended his belief that payment of mut¢at al-~al¥q to a divorced
woman was an obligation on the husband by virtue of these Qur’anic
verses. After detailing the different opinion of jurists on the matter, he
states, “I believe what represents the truth among all of the above
jurists’ arguments is the argument of those who say that post-divorce
mut¢ah is mandatory for all divorced women, because Allah has said:
‘For all divorced women mut¢ah is a duty on the muttaqÏn.’”2

Al->abarÏ was an authoritative, not a passive jurist, meaning that
unlike many other jurists who simply reiterated / repeated what had
been reported by others he remained independent expressing his
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viewpoints intellectually, honestly, rationally, and even sometimes
aggressively, refuting the faulty arguments of his opponents. He was
quoted in his tafsÏr as saying: 

It is my conviction that post-divorce Mut¢ah is an obligatory payment on
the husband who divorced his wife, and he is liable to pay her mut¢at al-
~al¥q just like he is liable to pay her due dowry, and he will never be
exonerated from such obligation until he pays her or her proxies or heirs,
and that mut¢at al-~al¥q is like other debts that are due to her, and the 
husband is subject to incarceration and his property can be sold for not
paying his divorced wife her post-divorce duemut¢ah.3

TafsÏr al-Qur~ubÏ
Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-An|¥rÏ al-Qur~ubÏ’s4 commentary of the
Qur’an is among the most famous of his works. Imam al-Qur~ubÏ’s
commentary on the Qur’anic verses in question is among the more
instructive, and like al->abarÏ, he demonstrates his independent opin-
ion with regards to post-divorce mut¢ah. Although a M¥likÏ (one of the
four schools of Islamic jurisprudence) scholar like other North West
African jurists, (he was from Cordoba), his independent conscience
enabled him to depart from the prevailing fetters of the M¥likÏ School
with regards to women’s post-divorce right to mut¢ah such that where
Imam M¥lik considered post-divorce mut¢ah to be not mandatory but
rather just recommended, al-Qur~ubÏ nevertheless did not endorse
Imam M¥lik’s or indeed any other M¥likÏ jurists view on this matter
audaciously declaring his dissatisfaction with the position.

Hence, although M¥lik, Judge Shuray^, and other jurists considered
it as a non-binding Islamic rule, regarding it as recommended only, al-
Qur~ubÏ quoted ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar, ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib, Sa¢Ïd ibn
Jubayr, and other prominent scholars of the Successors who held that
the rule of mut¢at al-~al¥q had come in the form of a command and
therefore was a binding rule (w¥jib). Al-Qur~ubÏ continued to state that
the supporters’ argument was based on the wording of the Qur’anic
verse as an imperative and binding command from Allah, while the
second party did not deny that the wording was in command form, but
based its understanding of its implementation in terms of to whom it
was addressed, claiming that the verse addressed the mu^sinÏn and the
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muttaqÏn only, so it was binding only upon the mu^sinÏn (righteous
people) and the muttaqÏn (pious people of means). Further, they stated
that if mut¢at al-~al¥q had been a binding Islamic rule, it would have
been imposed on all people, not only on the righteous and pious. 

After having discussed these conflicting opinions, al-Qur~ubÏ
strongly endorsed the first party’s viewpoint, mentioning the second
party’s argument to be indefensible, because the contextual indication
and understanding thereof demonstrated that the command of mut¢at
al-~al¥q referred to divorcees, and the preposition letter (l¥m) in the
word (li al-mu~allaq¥t) was a possessive letter and an indicative element
that gives divorced women an undeniable right to their post-divorce
financial shares. 

Furthermore, al-Qur~ubÏ pointed out that mu^sinÏn and muttaqÏn in
fact emphasize and further assure the right of divorced women to post-
divorce mut¢ah, because to be a mu^sin and a muttaqÏ is a duty on all
Muslims. He then refuted the opinion of jurists who believed that
mut¢ah was prescribed for women whose marriage had not been con-
summated and whose mahr had not been fixed, jurists such as i.e. Ibn
¢Abb¥s, Ibn ¢Umar, J¥bir ibn Zayd, al-¤asan, ¢A~ ¥’ ibn Rab¥^, Is^¥q,
Imam al-Sh¥fi¢Ï, Imam A^mad, etc.5

TafsÏr Ibn KathÏr
Ab‰ al-Fid¥’ Ism¥¢Ïl Ibn KathÏr,6 in addition to what he shares with
other commentators, added some considerable points in his famous
tafsÏr. First, he defined mut¢at al-~al¥q by saying that mut¢ah was some-
thing paid by the husband to his divorced wife, according to the
husband’s means, so as to compensate the divorced wife for what she
lost due to the divorce. He then quoted ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s who
determined the amount of mut¢at al-~al¥q, saying, “…If the husband is
wealthy, he should compensate his divorced wife by providing her
with a servant or the like, but if he is of limited resources then he
should provide her with four pieces of clothing.” He defines the cloth-
ing by quoting al-Sh¥bÏ, one of the successor jurists, who determined
the amount of mut¢at al-~al¥q to be “a vest, a head scarf, a blanket, and a
dress.” 
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TafsÏr Fakhr al-R¥zÏ
Imam Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ7 one of the most prominent jurists of his
time was in favor of the opinion of jurists who believed that mut¢at al-
~al¥q was not an optional matter but fittingly mandatory. According to
his understanding, both Imam Ab‰ ¤anÏfah and Imam al-Sh¥fi¢Ï sup-
ported the opinion of mut¢at al-~al¥q being obligatory on the husband.
His comments on verse (2:236) divide divorced women into three
categories: 

• Women divorced before the fixation of a dowry and before the
consummation of marriage. For these mut¢ah is mandatory by hus-
bands upon divorce.

• Women divorced after the fixation of a dowry but before the con-
summation of marriage. For these no mut¢ah is due but they are
entitled to 50 percent of the fixed dowry.

• Women divorced after the fixation of a dowry and after the con-
summation of marriage. For these mut¢at al-~al¥q is mandatory. 

Imam al-R¥zÏ quoted ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Umar as saying that mut¢at al-
~al¥q was prescribed for all divorced women. Al-R¥zÏ did not hesitate
to support his argument by the same points made by al-Qur~ubÏ, 
mentioned earlier, then added that the preposition letter ¢al¥ in Arabic
indicates that the matter in question is neither optional nor recom-
mendable, but rather is obligatory.8

TafsÏr al-ZamakhsharÏ
Al-ZamakhsharÏ9 is also among the most famous jurists and scholars of
Islam. In his well-accepted tafsÏr known as al-Kashsh¥f, he comments
on the foregoing Qur’anic verses quoting the opinion of Sa¢Ïd ibn
Jubayr, Ab‰ al-¢®liyah, and al-ZuhrÏ, jurists who believed mut¢ah to be
mandatory compensation due to all divorced women. Al-ZamakhsharÏ
does not endorse their opinion. Rather, like other commentators, he
supported M¥lik, who believed post-divorce support to be mandatory
only for women divorced before the consummation of marriage, and
only recommendable for other divorcees.10
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TafsÏr al-Man¥r
TafsÏr al-Man¥r by Shaykh Rashid Rida,11 a relatively modern twenti-
eth century scholar, conversely discusses and impressively defends the
enforcement of post-divorce support. Rida supported scholars who
endorsed the eligibility and the right of divorced women to post-
divorce support as a mandatory duty upon the divorcing husband.12

THE ROLE OF TRANSLATION OF THE QUR’AN

There is no doubt that translators of the Qur’an have done a great 
service to humanity in their attempt to understand and then render the
meaning of the Qur’an from its original Arabic into other languages. 

However, translation alone cannot convey the exact meaning of
certain Qur’anic terms. Therefore, speakers of Qur’anic Arabic, trans-
lators of Qur’an, as well as end users of the translation should join hands
in helping one other to understand the exact intended meaning of 
certain Qur’anic terms and terminologies. This should occur preferably
before the final stage of the translation production process and of course
before publication, in order to avoid some vital mistakes in terminol-
ogy, particularly when the meaning of a specific word determines the
rights of a human being, in which case the accuracy of the translation
becomes crucially imperative. 

For instance, most Qur’anic translators have translated the term
mut¢ah as a gift. Some translators have taken this erroneous translation
from earlier translators apparently, out of respect and good faith. 

We know that there exist Five Rules of Islamic Law: ̂ al¥l (lawful or
permitted); ^ar¥m (unlawful or not permitted); mand‰b (Sunnah);
makr‰h (disapproved but lawful); and mub¥^ (permissible). According
to Islamic law, “gift” does not fit into the first or third category.
Rather, it is classified under the last category, mub¥^. However, Muslim
jurists have determined that a gift is not a mandatory transaction, but
rather a social non-binding transaction, unless and until it is fully
acquired by the recipient, when it would be governed by another form
of rules. Moreover, in accordance with Islamic Shari¢ah law, a gift has
its own jurisprudential rules which differ completely from that of post-
divorce financial support.13
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POST-DIVORCE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE OF THE SUNNAH

In accordance with the Prophetic Sunnah, the Prophet was married to
a woman known as ¢Umrah, daughter of YazÏd, son of John, from the
tribe of Kil¥b, but due to an uncertain reason the marriage was not
consummated. Upon divorcing her, the Prophet paid her what was
due according to her post-divorce right and sent her back to her family.
In this Prophetic practice, we learn that despite the short time she spent
in the Prophet house, when he pronounced an irrevocable divorce
upon her, he granted her post-divorce mut¢ah.14 In another Prophetic
narrative, a man from the al-An|¥r married a woman from the tribe of
¤anÏf, but divorced her before the consummation of the marriage.
The Prophet commanded him to pay her post-divorce financial support
(mut¢ah).15 Many of the Prophet’s Companions, including ¢Uthm¥n
Ibn ¢Aff¥n, ¢Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ¢Awf, judge Shuray^, and ¤asan ibn
¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib gave mut¢ah to their divorced wives.16

POST-DIVORCE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE OF MUSLIM JURISTS 

Muslim jurists hold two different opinions on post-divorce financial
support. Some jurists regard it as mandatory (w¥jib), in the first category
of Islamic rulings; and some as mund‰b (recommendable), in the second
category of rulings. However, in terms of practicality, Muslim jurists
do not hold post-divorce support as obligatory. Even those who believe
it to be a mandatory command from Allah do not advocate it, much
less apply it. The principle is almost totally ignored, and buried under
the prevailing rubble of custom.

Ninety percent or more of our revered jurisprudential resources
were either compiled or can be traced back to the second century after
the hijrah – more than twelve hundred years ago – during the time of
Imam Ab‰ ¤anÏfah,17 Imam M¥lik, and Imam al-Sh¥fi ¢Ï.18Until now
in some Muslim countries and in remote isolated villages, it has been
customary for divorced women, along with their children, to be
returned back to their family home, where they are accommodated
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and financially supported by the extended family. However in today’s
society many women have to fend for themselves and earn an income
to support themselves and their children. In circumstances such as
these compensation for divorce becomes even more important
because the safety net of extended family systems is fast eroding. 

Imam Ab‰ ¤anÏfah19

The ¤anafÏ Jurisprudential School is the oldest Sunni school of fiqh.
The prevailing opinions of its jurists endorse post-divorce support as
mandatory (w¥jib) in two cases. The first is in the case of al-muf¥wadah,20

referring to a woman married without fixation of a dowry and
divorced before consummation of the marriage. In this case post-
divorce financial support is mandatory, because it is a substitute of her
right to 50 percent of the dower (mahr). The Qur’an states that there is
no blame if a man divorces a woman before consummation or fixation
of the dower, but mentions bestowing on her a suitable gift, the
wealthy according to his means and the poor according to his means
(2:236).

The second is in the case of a divorced woman whose mahr was
fixed but who was divorced before consummation of the marriage: 

O you who believe! When you marry believing women and then divorce
them before you have touched them, no prescribed waiting period
(¢iddah) should be imposed on them, but grant them the mut¢ah [post-
divorce support] and set them free in a handsome manner. (33:49)

The ¤anafÏ position is not precisely clear with regard to divorcee
women in other situations. According to the majority of ¤anafÏ jurists,
post-divorce support is just recommendable.21 This position drives
many Muslim jurists, judges, and common people to treat post-divorce
support as an optional matter.

Imam M¥lik Ibn Anas
Imam M¥lik22 and the majority of his disciples state that post-divorce
support is not mandatory at all but is instead recommendable for all
divorced women except those with fixed dowries and who were
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divorced before the consummation of the marriage. Women with a
fixed dowry are not entitled to mut¢at al-~al¥q.23

The argument provided by the M¥likÏ school to justify the dispen-
sability of post-divorce support is based on the words mu^sinÏn and
muttaqÏn, which say mut¢ah is mandatory only for these two categories
of people. The best repudiation of the M¥likÏ school position is that of
Imam al-Qur~ubÏ, a M¥likÏ jurist, who as discussed earlier truly repre-
sented the M¥likÏ school in his reply meaning that his opinion
represents the best juristic opinion in the M¥likÏ school.

Imam al-Sh¥fi¢Ï
Al-Sh¥fi¢Ï’s recent and most publicly publicized opinion holds that any
divorced woman who is not the direct reason for the divorce is entitled
to post-divorce support.24Although al-Sh¥fi¢Ï’s opinion on this matter
has been reputed as the most balanced among the Islamic jurisprudential
schools, he did not offer a blank check to all divorcee women. He
found that divorcee women fall into two categories (listed below) with
those eligible for post-divorce financial support falling under category
A, as opposed to B.

Category A:
• A woman divorced without any fault on her part
• A woman whose divorce occurs before fixing of the mahr and

before the consummation of marriage
• A woman divorced via a competent court due to the husband’s

impotence
• A woman divorced due to her husband’s bad attitude or his physical

and mental cruelty
• A woman divorced due to a husband’s desertion
• A woman divorced due to her husband’s failure to secure necessary

maintenance for her
• A woman divorced due to ¢ill¥h (that is chronic sickness) or ·ih¥r

(an ancient Arab custom, where the husband foreswears any marital
relations with his wife, declaring her to be “like the back of his
mother)” undertaken against her by her husband.
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Category B:
• A divorced woman whose dowry has been fixed but whose mar-

riage has not been consummated.
• A woman who demands a khul¢a divorce (divorce sought by the

wife through a Muslim judge).
• A woman whose marriage has been revoked by a competent court

due to her being accused by the husband of having an extramarital
affair (mul¥¢anah, an Islamic legal term meaning the mutual act of
swearing an oath is carried out before a judge when a husband
accuses his wife of adultery and cannot prove it with four witnesses.
see Yusuf Ali commentary on 24:6-7). 

• A woman whose divorce was based on a defect attributed to her.
• A woman who chooses to divorce her husband over maintaining

her marriage with him.25

Furthermore, like all other human life paradigms, mutual benefit is
the central point of human interactions, which is true even in the rela-
tions between parents and their children as suggested in the Qur’an:
“...You know not whether your parents or your children are nearest to
you in benefit....” (4:11). As such, marriage in Islam is based on benefit
reciprocity. Spouses should know that a useless person in the family
and in the community can be tolerated only for a limited period before
people start to feel that his very existence has turned burdensome. 

It is natural that a husband desires to have children and enjoy a 
physical and personal life, but if due to chronic illness or the like, his
wife cannot bear him children or falls short physically, husbands should
not divorce their wives for this reason. Divorcing a wife due to what is
out of her control is a gross betrayal of the matrimonial bond. In the
best interests of children and the extended family, husbands should
remain married. At the same time, women with chronic health disor-
ders such as these should not deprive their husbands of taking another
wife. Not doing so would otherwise furnish a ground for losing their
post-divorce financial support. 

Ibn ¤ajar al-¢Asqal¥nÏ states that a Qur’anic verse26 was revealed to
address such type of family disputes: “If a wife fears cruelty or desertion
on her husband’s part, there is no blame on them if they arrange an
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amicable settlement between themselves, and such settlement is best,
even though men’s’ souls are swayed by greed, but if you do good and
practice self-restraint, Allah is well-acquainted with all that you do.”27

Husbands and wives who are undergoing this kind of trial should
apply the wisdom of Sawdah bint Zam¢ah, the wife of the Prophet.
When she grew old and lost her strength and beauty, in recognition of
the norm that Allah has created in the nature of men, she handed over
her spousal rights to ¢®i’shah, the youngest wife of the Prophet.

A^mad Ibn ¤anbal28

The ¤anbalÏ jurisprudential position towards post-divorce support is
almost the same as those of the ¤anafÏ and Shafi¢Ï schools.29 ¢Abd 
al-Ra^m¥n al-¢®|imÏ al-NajdÏ al-¤anbalÏ highlighted the consensus
between the three major Islamic jurisprudential schools as he pointed
out the similarities among them.30 In his famous Majm‰¢ Fat¥w¥,
Shaykh al-Isl¥m Imam Ibn Taymiyyah states that ¢Abd All¥h ibn
¢Umar, Imam al-Sh¥fi¢Ï, and Imam A^mad ibn ¤anbal all considered
post-divorce support (mut¢ah) to be mandatory for every divorced
woman, except those divorced after the fixation of the dowry but
before consummation of the marriage. For such divorcees with a fixed
dower, no post-divorce support was required. 

In contrast, Imam Ibn Taymiyyah makes an excellent point, this
being that as Islamic Shari¢ah considers a marriage contract the reason
for the prerogative of acquiring a bridal dowry mahr al-nik¥^, likewise
divorce is the reason for the prerogative of acquiring post-divorce sup-
port, mut¢at al-~al¥q. He states that married women whose dower had
not been fixed were entitled to a mahr similar to that of her peers based
on the marriage contract, and such prerogative was to be delivered
even after the death of the husband. He then quotes the case of Barwa¢
bint W¥shiq, whose husband died before her dower had been fixed, and
the Prophet awarded her the mahr of her peers.31 After discussing the
opponents’ arguments against post-divorce support (mut¢ah), he
reports the other opinion of Imam A^mad ibn ¤anbal stating that the
accurate opinion reported from Imam A^mad is what was previously
quoted, which described post-divorce support as mandatory for each
divorced woman.32
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During Ibn Taymiyyah’s time, the need for imposing post-divorce
support was less pressing than in our present time. In his time, social
consolidation and extended family accommodations were in full oper-
ation. Today, in many cases, divorced women have no such places of
refuge and no financial means to support themselves or their children. 

ASSESSMENT OF POST-DIVORCE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Regrettably, our predecessor jurists left us with a very limited legacy
on the subject of assessment for post-divorce financial support, and
almost nothing on property settlement. Most assessments were reported
from either the Companions of the Prophet, such as ¢Abd All¥h ibn
¢Abb¥s and al-¤asan ibn ¢AlÏ or there is the incident of the Prophet
himself when he divorced one of his wives before consummation of
the marriage, gave her mut¢ah and asked Ab‰ Usayd to take her to her
family:

Al-Bukhari reported in his Sahih that Sahl bin Sa`d and Abu Usayd said
that Allah’s Messenger married Umaymah bint Sharahil. When she was
brought to the Prophet he extended his hand to her, but she did not
like that. The Prophet then ordered Abu Usayd to provide provisions
for her along with a gift of two garments.33

¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s was reported to have assessed post-divorce
financial support for a woman who had been married to a wealthy
man, stating that she was entitled to a servant man or woman, and that a
woman who was married to a man of limited income was entitled to
three or four pieces of clothing.

Wahbah al-Zuhayli, a prominent contemporary Muslim jurist,
reported all the opinions of highly regarded Muslim jurists on the 
matter of post-divorce financial support, in his famous book al-Fiqh al-
Isl¥mÏ wa Adillatuhu. According to al-Zuhayli, post-divorce financial
support is based on the financial and social status of the couple, as in the
prevailing jurist opinion (fatwa) on this matter that purports if the 
couple is from a wealthy and high background, the divorcee’s com-
pensation should be in accordance with this, and if the couple is of
limited income, then the divorcee shall be entitled accordingly, and if
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the couple are from different social backgrounds, the divorcee shall be
granted the average between the two.

In his conclusion, al-Zuhayli seems to support the opinion of Imam
Ab‰ ¤anÏfah, Imam M¥lik, and Im¥m Sh¥fi¢Ï with regard to the assess-
ment of post-divorce financial support. He states that the assessment of
the financial support should depend on the discretion of the trial judge.
He also hints that there should be no ceiling for post-divorce financial
support (amount of mut¢ah) because the Qur’an does not put a limit on
it.34

The strongest evidence with regards to the assessment of post-
divorce financial support is the hadith of ¢Abd All¥h ibn ¢Abb¥s, which
determines that the highest type of post-divorce support is to give the
divorcee a servant, the second to provide her with sustenance, and the
lowest to clothe her.35

The assessment of post-divorce financial support made during the
time of Ibn ¢Abb¥s in cash or in kind would not necessarily suit our
present time because we do not own slaves/servants or process our
transactions in dirhams and din¥rs as during the lifetime of the Prophet,
his Companions, and Successors. However, comparing the living costs
in both eras would provide a standardized criterion on which to
process the assessment, enabling us to determine the satisfactory
amount of post-divorce financial support that should be paid by the
economically more fortunate husband vis-à-vis the less fortunate one. 

In addition to using Ibn ¢Abb¥s’s hadith as supportive evidence, Ibn
KathÏr made two important points that represent an important break-
through in determining post-divorce financial support in kind and in
cash, taking into consideration that Ibn KathÏr lived in the seventh
century after the Hijrah – 656 years ago – when owning a servant was
tantamount to owning a house in our time. Therefore, if Ibn KathÏr
believed that a divorced woman whose husband was wealthy was 
entitled to a servant who would serve her and her dependents for the
rest of her life and be inherited by her children after her death, then we
can easily deduce that in our modern time a divorced woman whose
husband is wealthy should be entitled to no less than a house to shelter
her and her dependents for the rest of her life and be inherited by her
children after her death.36
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In the process of determining the level of financial support, one
should not ignore the financial contributions of divorced women to
the household and their contribution to accumulated assets during the
marriage. Women’s financial contributions to household expenditures
should be taken into consideration, besides their help in a husband’s
business, care for their husband and children, household work such as
cleaning, cooking, laundry, and dishwashing, etc.

The western socio-economical style of life, which Muslim com-
munities residing in the West inevitably imbue an element of as part of
the western structural fabric, is based on family cooperation among the
adult members of the household. Often, both the husband and wife
work fulltime with in some cases, one or both having more than one
job and usually a joint bank account. Therefore, they jointly share the
expenses of life and equally enjoy the surplus of their earnings. If their
marital life ends for any reason, then all the real and personal assets, in
principle, should be subjected to a communal division. 

This state of affairs in principle, disturbs some Islamic Shari¢ah rules,
including, but not limited to, the principles of financial independence
of the spouses, the Islamic rules of inheritance (where the share of the
wife is only one fourth, or one eighth in case of the presence of a 
child, see Qur’an 4:12), the rules of guardianship (al-qiw¥mah), and
eventually, the rule of one-sided spousal support. 

POST-DIVORCE FINANCIAL SUPPORT: 

REFLECTIONS THROUGH CASE STUDY

Outlined below are two sample case studies concerning issues related
to post-divorce financial support and property settlement in Muslim
communities in North America to illustrate the serious problems 
facing Muslim families in the West, and to support the most viable
solution based on the Qur’an and Sunnah, both of which call for
adherence to fairness and justice. Both cases have been widely publi-
cized among Muslims in America and in the American media: one
concerns a Muslim family in Detroit, Michigan, whose case was 
adjudicated by the Shari¢ah Scholar Association of North America
(SSANA), and the second concerns a Muslim family in Bethesda,
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Maryland, whose case was adjudicated by a courthouse in the State of
Maryland. 

Case Study #1
This involved a couple who had been married overseas and then
emmigrated to the United States, where they lived and raised their
children. Both the husband and wife were medical doctors, and had
accumulated considerable wealth in cash and real estate, worth millions.

After some time, the husband proposed that his wife quit practicing
as a physician and stay at home, to care for him and their children. She
accepted the proposal and quit. Some years later, the husband decided
to divorce the wife for personal reasons. Once she learned of his 
intention, she was disturbed and wanted to secure physical custody of
their minor children and obtain some post-divorce financial support.
She thought of hiring a lawyer to help her in court, but the husband
convinced her that resorting to American courts would be against the
Islamic Shari¢ah and that an alternative solution allowing adjudication
of the matter in accordance with the Shari¢ah in a way that would 
satisfy both of them would be better. Both parties willingly appeared
before the Shari¢ah Scholars Association of North America (SSANA)
for an Islamic arbitration. The couple signed a prepared binding arbi-
tration agreement. 

The arbitration panel conducted all the prerequisite legal proce-
dures, including family history, the husband’s abusive attitude, annual
business income, the best interests of the children, and so forth. The
panel found the husband guilty of the following: 

• Being abusive to his wife and children
• Planning to inflect a despotic divorce against the wife for no justifi-

cation other than her age
• Deceiving his wife into accepting an Islamic Shari¢ah law that

would entitle her to three months of post-divorce support, known
as the ¢iddah period 

The panel rendered its judgment as follows:
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• The wife to be granted an Islamic divorce effective from the date of
the judgment.

• The wife to be granted one million dollars in cash from the hus-
band’s accumulated assets as her post-divorce financial support,
including her ¢iddah period expenses.

• The wife to be granted one of the two mansions [they owned] with
all furniture therein.

• The wife to be granted physical custody of the minor children.
• The wife to be granted child support on a monthly basis.

Upon reading the verdict, the husband crumpled the paper con-
taining the verdict, before the panel, saying, “This is trash, this is not
Islam.” He immediately called me and asked for my intervention, as I
was the chairman of the Islamic Judiciary Council of SSANA. I advised
him to settle the case with his wife outside the court through reconcili-
ation, to facilitate my intervention. He rejected the idea and hired two
lawyers to fight the case before the state court. He lost the case in
Detroit and asked his lawyers to appeal the verdict. While his lawyers
pursued a lawsuit against SSANA’s judgment and against his wife, he
went to Al-Azhar in Egypt and to Saudi Arabia to get a fatwa against
the verdict, but failed. 

I do not know what answers he obtained from Muslim scholars in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, but he lost the case before the state courts, as
the trial court upheld our arbitrational judgment. The plaintiff’s
lawyers filed at the special Appellate Court of Michigan, but I assume
the lawyers advised him of the likelihood that the Appellate Court
would uphold the Islamic arbitration ruling. Therefore, before the
Appellate Court decided on the case, the plaintiff called me again
requesting review of the verdict. I simply reiterated the same recom-
mendation as before. The husband accepted my advice, humbly met
his ex-wife and was able to persuade her to enter into a bilateral 
agreement with him upon which she agreed to withdraw all pending
cases, demands or litigations against him. 

Case Study #2
This case was widely publicized by the American media in June 2008.
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It concerns a family law case where both parties were Muslims from
Pakistan. It is one example of an increasing number of cases of this type
in the Muslim community across the United States. I entertained some
cases of this nature while I was a Shari¢ah court judge in Sudan, as well
as here in the United States, as an Islamic arbitrator, and have similar
cruel divorce cases pending on my desk. 

In cases such as these the parties involved are invariably Muslim im-
migrants from various Muslim countries, of different socio-economic
levels and cultural backgrounds. Common factors among them are
consistently the following: 

• Evasion of post-divorce financial support and property settlement
prescribed by the Qur’an and Sunnah in favor of their divorced
wives.

• Invocation of family law from back home, erroneously labeling it
Shari¢ah law, whilst everybody is fully aware of the motive behind
their attempts to revoke the marriage at home, rather than in the
US, that is to save them money, satisfy their self-image and deprive
their divorcees of their due rights unjustly.

• A vindictive attitude of revenge by the husbands against their wives
and minor children who are the most vulnerable victims of these
cruel divorces. We find husbands divorcing their wives at their
country’s consulate office, or sending wives back home to their
country of origin via a one way ticket, only to a few weeks later
send them a letter of divorce, after blocking their access to visas so as
not to allow them a way back to the U.S. anymore. 

Returning to the issue of the second case study. The parties in 
question had married in 1980 in Karachi, Pakistan. Shortly after the
marriage, the husband moved to the UK, the wife joining him later,
where they lived for four years while he completed his studies. They
then moved to the United States and began to reside in Maryland
while the husband worked at the World Bank. They maintained a resi-
dence in the US for twenty years. Eventually the wife filed for divorce
in the US and the husband went to the Pakistani Embassy and 
performed >al¥q. The parties had two children, both of whom were
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born and resided in the US. The wife was now a resident of Maryland,
holding a green card status.

According to the Washington Post, the court of Maryland declined
to “afford comity” to the Pakistani divorce (Comity is a legal term
relating to international Law that governs various Countries respect to
each other’s legal system). The alleged Pakistani marriage contract and
the Pakistani statutes addressing the division of property upon divorce
conflicted with Maryland’s public policy and the Maryland courts
would not afford comity to such contracts and foreign statutes. 

From the Post: Farah Alim filed a case suit for a limited divorce from
her husband, Irfan Alim in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County.
The husband thereafter filed an answer and counterclaim, raising no
jurisdictional objections. Without, however, any advance notification
to the wife, and while the Montgomery County action was pending
(between the filing of the action for a limited divorce and the filing of
the amended complaint for an absolute divorce), the husband, a
Muslim and a national of Pakistan, went to the Pakistan Embassy in
Washington, D.C., and performed divorce (>al¥q) by executing a
written document that stated: “Now this deed witnesses that I the said
Irfan Alim, do hereby divorce Farah Alim, daughter of Mahmud
Mirza, by pronouncing upon her divorce/>al¥q three times irrevocably
and by severing all connection of husband and wife with her forever
and for good.”

The petitioner posited that the performance by the husband of
>al¥q under Islamic religious law and under secular Pakistan law, and
the existence of a “marriage contract” deprived the Circuit Court for
Montgomery County of jurisdiction to litigate the division of the 
parties’ marital property situation in the US. The trial court found that
the marriage contract entered into on the day of the parties’ marriage
in Pakistan specifically did not provide for the division of marital prop-
erty and thus, for that reason alone, the agreement did not prohibit the
Circuit Court for Montgomery County from dividing the parties’
marital property under Maryland law. 

The court of Special Appeals agreed “thus, the Pakistani marriage
contract in the instant matter is not to be equated with a premarital or
post-marital agreement that validly relinquished, under Maryland law,
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rights in marital property” (Alim v. Alim,175Md. App. 663, 681, 931
A.2d 1123, 1134 (2007)). The court of Special Appeals further stated:

If the Pakistani marriage contract is silent, Pakistani law does not recognize
marital property. If a premarital or post-marital agreement in Maryland is
silent with respect to marital property, those rights are recognized by
Maryland law. . . . In other words, the ‘default’ under Pakistani law is that
Wife has no rights to property titled in Husband’s name, while the
‘default’ under Maryland law is that the wife has marital property rights in
property titled in the husband’s name. We hold that this conflict is so sub-
stantial that applying Pakistani law in the instant matter would be contrary
to Maryland public policy (Id. At 681, 931A.2d at 1134).

The “marital property” as it would be defined under Maryland law
included the husband’s pension from the World Bank valued at
approximately $1,000,000, real property valued at $850,000, per-
sonal property valued at approximately $80,000, and two or more
vehicles. The primary property focus in the present case was the peti-
tioner’s pension, which was titled only in the husband’s name. This
stark discrepancy highlights the difference in the public policies of the
US state and the public policies of Islamic law, in the form adopted as
the civil and secular law of countries such as Pakistan.

Under Pakistani law, unless the agreement provides otherwise,
upon divorce all property owned by the husband on the date of the
divorce remains his property and “the wife has [no] claim thereto.”
The opposite is also applicable. The husband has no claim on the prop-
erty of the wife. In other words, upon the dissolution of marriage, the
property follows the possessor of its title.

The central issue in the present case concerned the wife’s attempt to
obtain the husband’s pension from the World Bank, which related 
primarily to his work performed while a resident of the US, declaring it
to be “marital property,” and to have the other property declared 
marital property and thus be entitled to half of that pension and property
under Maryland law.

“Comity,” in the legal sense, is neither a matter of absolute obliga-
tion nor of mere courtesy and good will, but is the recognition one
nation allows within its territory to the legislative, executive, or judicial
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acts of another nation, due both to international duty and conven-
ience, and to the rights of its own citizens, or of other persons who are
under the protection of its laws. A judgment affecting the status of 
persons, such as a decree confirming or dissolving a marriage, is recog-
nized as valid in every country, unless contrary to the policy of its own
law.

The court found the >al¥q divorce of countries applying Islamic
law, unless substantially modified, to be contrary to the state’s public
policy. The court declined to give >al¥q, as presented in this case, any
comity. The court found further that Pakistani statutes which regarded
division of property upon the dissolution of marriage to be governed
by whose name the property was titled in, unless there existed an
agreement(s) specifying otherwise, conflicted with state laws where, in
the absence of valid agreements otherwise or in the absence of waiver,
marital property is subject to fair and equitable division. Thus, the
Pakistani statutes were found wholly in conflict with state public policy
as expressed in its statutes, and the court afforded no comity to those
Pakistani statutes.

Additionally, the husband was found to confer insufficient due
process to his wife, by evading a divorce action begun in the state by
rushing to the embassy of a country recognizing >al¥q and, without
prior notice to the wife, performing “I divorce you…” three times and
thus summarily terminating the marriage and depriving his wife of
marital property. Hence, for this additional reason, the courts of
Maryland did not recognize the >al¥q divorce performed.

CONCLUSION: URGENT CALL TO MUSLIM JURISTS

Muslim jurists should take a proactive role in reviving the application
of post-divorce support (mut¢at al-~al¥q) as it has been clearly decided
by the Qur’an and the Sunnah. There are numerous reasons for rein-
forcing the application of post-divorce support, in our modern time. A
few are given below:

• It is a command of Allah as reported in a number of verses in the
Scripture.
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• It has been supported and illustrated by the Sunnah, the Companions
of the Prophet, and the Successors.

• It is a manifestation of the profoundly rooted Islamic principle of
justice and fairness for all in general and towards women in 
particular.

• It is in the best interests of minor children, largely the first victims of
arbitrary subjective divorces. 

• It serves as a means of deterring all kinds of harm that divorced
women may fall victim to, women who today are crying out for
help, but receiving none.

• Finally it is an implementation of the Prophet’s recommendation
(wa|iyyah) made to his Ummah on the Day of ¢Arafah during the
Prophet’s Ceremonial Declaration known as the farewell Pilgrimage
Sermon.37

Besides these reasons, Muslim jurists should consider the growing
trend of married women working full-time outside the household by
the consent of their husbands, while caring for the household, their
children and husbands. If men usually work from eight to ten hours a
day, then these women work sixteen to twenty hours a day. 

According to ongoing practices in Muslim communities, in the
case of divorce all properties and accumulated assets go to the husband.
Is it fair to deprive these women of their Islamically-prescribed post-
divorce support and financial settlement?

In the same vein when a Muslim woman gives up her education or
her career/profession in order to marry and look after the husband, the
children, and the home, or works for many years in her husband’s 
business, then is it an equitable act upon divorce to kick her out of the
house and the business and leave her with no post-divorce financial
support and property settlement?

These issues are fundamental and critical, they impact on human
lives and have far reaching consequences. As such I urge Muslim jurists
to face this emerging challenge fully, to apply the fairness and justice of
Islamic Shari¢ah law in all matters, and to protect all the rights of
women.
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D¥r al-ßafwah Press, 1417 ah / 1996), vol. 36, pp.94-95.
21 Shams al-DÏn al-Sarkha|Ï, Al-Mabs‰~ (Beirut: D¥r al-Ma¢¥rif, 1913), vol. 5, p.62.
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22 Imam M¥lik ibn Anas, (93-179 ah).
23 Al-Qur~ ubÏ, Al-J¥mi¢ li A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n (Beirut: D¥r I^y¥’ al-Tur¥th al-¢ArabÏ,

1405 ah /1985), vol. 3, p.200.
24 See his position on post-divorce financial support summarized in Mudawwanah al

A^w¥l al-Shakh|iyyah a Maghribiyyah (Rabat: 1987), pp.248-250
25 See Ibid, and Shabun, Abdel Karim, Mudawwanah al-A^w¥l al-Shakh|iyyah (Rabat:

Maktabat al-M¢¥rif, 1987), vol. 1, pp.249-250. 
26 See (4:128).
27 See Fat^ al-B¥rÏ ¢al¥ Sa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ by al-¢Asqal¥nÏ, Book of Marriage (Cairo: D¥r al-

Rayy¥n li al-Tur¥th), vol. 9, p.312. 
28 Imam A^mad ibn ¤anbal, 164-241 . 
29 See al-Maws‰¢ah al-Fiqhiyyah,1st ed., vol. 36, p.94.
30 Abd al-Rahman ibn Qasim al-Asimi, H¥shiy¥t al-Rawdh al-Murbi¢, Shar^ Z¥d al-

Mustaqni¢,4th edn (n.d.), vol. 6, p.393. 
31 See the collection of Taqiyy al-DÏn ibn Taymiyyah, Majm‰¢ al-Fat¥w¥ (Madinah,

Saudi Arabia: Majma¢ al-Malik Fahd li >aba¢at al-Mu|^af al-SharÏf, 1995), vol. 32,
p.27; and Shams-al-DÏn al-Sarkha|Ï, Al-Mabs‰~ (Beirut: D¥r al-M¢arifah, 1406ah/
1986), pp.61-63. 

32 See Ibid, and for Imam A^mad’s other opinion see Nashwah al-Wani, Maws‰¢at
A^k¥m al-Mar’ah al-Muslimah (Damascus: D¥r al-MaktabÏ, 2002), vol. 2, p.837.

33 Tafsir Ibn Kathir Juz' 2 (Part 2): Al-Baqarah 142 to Al-Baqarah 252, 2nd Edition. By
Muhammad Saed Abdul-Rahman (UK: MSA Publication Ltd, 2009), p.179.

34 See Wahbah al-Zuhayli, Al-Fiqh al-Isl¥mÏ wa Adillatuhu (Damascus: D¥r al-Fikr,
1985), vol. 7, pp.320-321.

35 Ibid., p.321.
36 Ab‰ al-Fid¥’, Ibn KathÏr, TafsÏr al-Qur’¥n al-¢A·Ïm, 2nd ed. (Damascus: D¥r al-

Fay^¥’ Library), vol. 1, p.387.
37 Mu^yi al-DÏn AbÏ Zakariyyah Ya^y¥ ibn Sharaf al-NawawÏ, Minhaj al–Talibin: A

Manual of Muhammadan Law According to the School of Shafii, Translated by E. C.
Howard from the French translation of L. W. C. Van Den Berg (London: W.
Thacker & Co., 1914).
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SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 ranks undoubtedly as one of the most horrific
manifestations of terrorism in the name of religion. That catastrophe
has generated a strain of Islamophobia in the West that has affected not
only the media and academe but also the personal safety of Muslims.
Yet, however, it is not to be assumed that prior to 9/11 there was any
semblance of tolerance for Muslims and Islam. The position of the
Western world, with its Eurocentric world view, was aptly summa-
rized by an entry in the 1910 Encyclopaedia Britannica: “Islam is clearly
repugnant to Europeans.”1

Generations later, Professor Edward Said of Columbia University
noted that he was unable to discover any period in European or
American history since the Middle Ages in which Islam was discussed
without passion, prejudice, or political interests.2 In his 1997 edition
of the same book, he stated: “Malicious generalizations about Islam
have become the last acceptable form of denigration of foreign culture
in the West; what is said about Muslim mind, or character, or religion,
or culture as a whole cannot be said in mainstream discussion about
Africans, Jews, other Orientals, or Asians.”3

One may dismiss the hate literature of popular media on the
grounds that such material is not subject to the demanding intellectual
standards of the academic milieu. Yet, as two independent researchers
have discovered, media coverage indeed affects what happens in 
academe. In 1995, Professor Khalid Blankenship observed:

A Muslim Approach to 
Western Studies of Islam
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Even from its founding, the area of Islamic studies, which used to be
described by the gradually-discredited term “orientalism,” was established
for the purpose of creating control through knowledge. Today…Muslims
are almost never allowed to speak about Islam; rather, non-Muslim
“experts” are called in, of Jewish, Christian, secularist or Arab nationalist
backgrounds, all of whom are carefully selected from those who will not
stray from the framework of acceptable opinions …Thus, a university
instructor is likely to find the students already completely convinced by
what appears in the media and unreceptive to alternative views.4

Professor Kevin Reinhardt of Dartmouth College echoes the same
point, noting:

What we are confronted with instead are problems with ‘pseudo knowl-
edge.’ All students who walk into an Islam class, though they profess
ignorance, still “know” something about Islam – if only from the news.
Every Islamicist is aware that, whether it is in the New York Daily News
or on National Public Radio, it is the negative, the violent, the ignorant
that characterize the images and voices presented in the media as Muslim.
Garbled or dated history, plotted summaries of creeds and practices – all
these are framed by distaste, dislike, or outrage. Yet, in the end, this is less a
problem of fact than of affect: students arrive with a constellation of terms,
mostly negative, that cluster round the notion of Islam, so that words like
“terrorist” come naturally and unreflectively when they answer an exam
question about, say, the Kh¥rijÏs.5

Given this calamitous connection between the popular news media
and the academic world, in an America that is beset by a zealous
nationalism characterized by the most insidious Islamophobia, it is easy
to understand the gross generalizations and simplifications about Islam.
This situation is exacerbated by the claim of some who see a pro-Islam
bias in the academic community. As the Center for Islam and Public
Policy (CIPP), a Maryland think tank, discovered, there is an ongoing
debate with contradictory claims, with one position that the study of
Islam is tainted with anti-Muslim bias, and the other view that the 
academic establishment of (Middle Eastern and) Islamic Studies in the
United States has been pro-Islam.6
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The proponents of the latter position would have us believe that 
the Middle Eastern Studies Association (MESA), America’s largest
membership organization of scholars whose work can be classified as
relating to the Middle East, is guilty of “political correctness” and
“inattention to radical Islam.” Professors Bernard Lewis and Fouad
Ajami have founded the Association for the Study of the Middle East
and Africa (ASMEA), for, among other things, “studying those ele-
ments of Islam and the Middle East that MESA’s leaders ignore or
downplay.”7

The CIPP project made several deeply insightful suggestions for
solving the situation, including the funding of research and chairs of
Islamic positions at American universities.8 In examining the history
of Islamic studies in America, CIPP found that the discipline was 
primarily set up in the form of area studies programs, to train experts
who could assume positions of leadership in government, universities,
and corporate sectors, and with focus on modern Islamic develop-
ments.9 The CIPP study, for all its cogency, was somewhat flawed.
While it addressed supposed differences between the European and
American approaches, it overlooked the fact that the core texts and
theories for such studies were largely the product of Islamwissenschaft
(Islamic studies) – a German formulation that ab initio presented Islam
as an alien, backward, and anti-Western religion and ideology. 

The genesis of Islamwissenschaft shows its incipient negativity, and
Muslim scholars have contributed to the negative state of affairs by
neglecting the study of Western religion theory, terminology, and the
study of the other Abrahamic religions. They have therefore allowed
for outsiders to make erroneous or dubious comparisons of the Qur’an
with other scriptures. By not developing a foundation in religious
studies and the ability to structure adequate terminology, they often
fall prey to the use of non-Muslim-designed, derogatory, political
coinages in a religious setting, thereby reinforcing negative images of
Islam. Following are some examples of the problem as it applies to the
Qur’an and the idea of its “borrowing.” By focusing on narratological
analyses, Muslim researchers can refute some of the wrong ideas and
play a meaningful role in removing negative images of their religion. 
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Unlike the situation when Edward Said made his scathing critique
in 1981, Muslim professors are now part of religion departments in
many universities, and one would expect that their academic training
and understanding of their faith would make for a better presentation
of Islam. This expectation, however, falls short for the simple reason
that there is a vast disconnect between Islamic and religious studies.
Islamic studies cover a large swath of topics, including politics, 
economics, religion, mysticism, and biographies. The end result is that
many “islamicists” who are employed in the various departments of
religion are not religion specialists, and, as such, they are not generally
familiar with religious theory and terminology. Even if the professor
has had a background from a department of religion in a Middle
Eastern Islamic university, his/her approach to scripture is contrary to
the norm of religious studies.10

Apart from the foundational issue is the added problem that some
Muslim professors are not even trained in Islamic studies; they have
become lecturers on the subject either because they are Arabs or claim
they can teach Islam. In many instances, they do not even know
Arabic, and can therefore misunderstand and misrepresent Islam.11

One of the most pressing problems is that many Muslim professors
bring either their sectarian or faith-based prejudices, and do not objec-
tively approach their subjects. This is a particularly thorny issue since
academic protocol at secular institutions requires that a professor teach
objectively. Yet, as Yushau Sodiq points out, it is hard for Muslim 
professors to be detached completely from religious bias.12 This
implies that Muslim professors, apart from their bias regarding their
own religion (forgetting the fact that they complain about the bias
against Islam from non-Muslim professors), give inadequate consider-
ation to sects to which the majority does not belong, such as Shi‘i,
Ahmadis, Zaydis, etc. 

Clearly there is a great need for improvement in Islamic studies as a
discipline within religion, and several studies have been conducted on
the issue. Richard Martin wrote Approaches to Islam in Religious Studies
in 1985, giving the viewpoints of several scholars, both Muslim and
non-Muslim.13 The Saudi-sponsored Institute for Islamic and Arabic
Sciences in America (IIASA) held annual symposia on the subject from
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1993-5.14 Professor Brannon Wheeler of Bard College edited a 
volume that was the result of a MESA research with several distin-
guished specialists on methods of integrating Islamic studies into the
general study of religion.15

THE ISLAMWISSENSCHAFT APPROACH 

The study of religion in post-Enlightenment Germany started as
Religionwissenschaft, which then spawned sub-disciplines of Wissenschaft
des Judentums and Islamwissenschaft. It would be wrong, however, to
think that the only difference between the mentioned sub-disciplines
is the religion of focus. While non-Jews did play a role in Wissenschaft
des Judentums, it was primarily the brainchild of Jews, whereas
Islamwissenschaft was designed by non-Muslims, with Muslims being
denied any role whatsoever. As Professor Amos Funkenstein explained,
Wissenschaft des Judentums “faithfully reflected the desires and self-image
of nineteenth-century Jews craving for emancipation, the mood of the
“perplexed of the times.”16

The most prominent names associated with early Islamwissenschaft
are non-Muslim, among them Georg Freytag, Antoine Isaac Silvestre
de Sacy, Abraham Geiger, Gustav Weil, Theodor Nöldeke, Aloys
Sprenger, and Ignaz Goldziher, all of whom were non-Muslims and
who applied the then-condescending Orientalist perspective in their
examination of Islam. There is no record of any Muslim scholar being
substantially associated with the initial formation of these western
approaches; Fazlur Rahman in the latter part of the twentieth century
was the first outstanding Muslim personality to challenge the prevail-
ing opinions.17

One of the most famous early theses on Islam, completed in 1833 at
the University of Marburg, was Abraham Geiger’s Was Hat Mohammad
aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen? (What Has Muhammad Taken from
Judaism?). The dissertation was developed from Geiger’s presentation
in a competition sponsored by one of the most noted Islamophobes 
of the time, Professor Georg Wilhelm Freytag, himself the protégé of
the French Arabist, Antoine Isaac Silvestre de Sacy. Later research was
to later find several problems in Geiger’s formulations.18 He had 
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operated largely on the idea of Islam’s wholesale borrowing from
Judaism, not entertaining the idea of common origins and ancient
bonds between Hebrews and Arabs – a theory that was advanced by a
contemporary, Heinrich Ewald. Geiger, for example, frequently
posited Qur’anic borrowings from the Midrash of Pirqe de Rabbi
Eliezer, not realizing that the latter document was composed after the
advent of Islam.19 Geiger’s views of Islam are indeed problematic
when one reflects on some of his views, such as, ‘There is hardly a word
for ‘holy’ in the Arabic language.”20 In assessing Muhammad, he
seemed to have not fully availed himself of original sources, preferring
rather to rely on Aloys Sprenger as “a thorough and competent investi-
gator,” and therefore describing Muhammad as having a “devotion
with treachery.”21

Geiger, a rabbi and historian, obviously wrote primarily as a Jew to
bring about reform and to counteract prevalent anti-Jewish feelings. In
her masterful study of Geiger, Susannah Heschel has noted that, during
the Middle Ages, it was a common anti-Semitic practice to blame
Judaism for the rise of Islam. Geiger’s approach was not to deny any of
this, but to skillfully show that in its dependence on Jewish tradition,
Islam was totally a human concoction and absolutely unoriginal.22

Whatever good that lay in Islam came from Judaism and the bad
derived from the innate backwardness of Muhammad and his Arabs.23

Based on Geiger’s writings, until the ideas of Christian provenance
were propounded by Richard Bell,24 German scholars christened
Islam as Schmarotzergewächs (a parasitic growth out of Judaism).25 By
focusing on his stories of Jewish suffering at the hands of Muslims,
Geiger hoped to show, that for both Christianity and Judaism, Islam
was the common enemy.
Islamwissenschaft developed in this intellectual setting, where the

prevalent western academic ideas of Islam were nurtured. While
Geiger presented Islam in a negative light, he was as critical of many
aspects of Judaism and the traditional practice. Geiger and several other
Jewish scholars were able, by their scholarly approach, to redefine in
many ways the approaches to the study of Judaism. To be sure, the
demonization of Jews and Judaism continued for a long time after-
wards, but the contribution of Geiger and his colleagues can today be
credited for the state of Jewish studies in western universities.
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While the field of religious studies has evolved tremendously, and
the overtly critical approach to Islam has largely been abandoned, the
most consulted theories and texts in Western studies of Islam are 
still largely based on the writings of scholars who, knowingly or
unknowingly, have coined problematic terminologies. Among such
terminologies are words like “fundamentalist,” “radical” and “moder-
ate,” which are three of the most-used designations in both academic
and popular books. No reliable lines of demarcation have been charted
to indicate the exact difference among fundamentalists, moderates,
radicals, normative, and militants; nonetheless, some have postulated
that approximately 10 to 15 percent of the total Muslim population is
militant.26

Today, “fundamentalist” is an umbrella term denoting everything
from the die-hard traditionalist to the militant anti-American extrem-
ist. The term is confusing, as its initial coinage arose within a Protestant
Christian worldview that opposed liberal, secular viewpoints. Many
Muslims, unfamiliar with the genesis of the word in its American usage
and its current negativism, would willingly identify with the praise-
worthy Arabic equivalent u|‰lÏ that indicates adherence to the Islamic
sources, with no overtones of anti-modernity or politics. To use 
fundamentalism then, in religious and political discourse, and to apply
the label indiscriminately equates “movements forged in radically 
different historical and political contexts, and obscures their doctrinal
differences, including the place of violence in religious doctrine.”27

The terms fundamentalist, radical, and moderate are meant to
polarize and establish labels that can be terribly misleading. Ever since
President Bush’s declared war on terror, with “radical Islam” as 
the enemy, no right-thinking Muslim would use the term in self-
description, but instead, direct it towards identifying an opponent.
When Muslims use these divisive and denigrating labels, they close the
doors to all forms of meaningful intra-faith discourse. Use of those
terms identifies them to those whom they have so disparagingly
labeled, albeit sometimes erroneously, as being inimical to their own
religion and co-religionists. The identified “fundamentalists” and
“radicals” would be correct in stating that the appliers of such labels,
while Muslims, are often the products of western orientalist thought.28
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One does not hear similar descriptions applied by Christians and Jews
to their own; instead, one hears terms such as Orthodox, Reform,
Reconstructionist, Conservative, and Born-again, none of which are
designed to imply a negative image of the other.29Being introduced at
conferences by non-Muslims as a “moderate” Muslim is a description
that deems other Muslims who do not share the same viewpoints as
immoderate fanatics.30

COMPARATIVE NARRATOLOGY

At present, more than 1,000 undergraduate departments and pro-
grams in the study of religion exist in North America.31 The change in
immigration policies in both Canada and the United States changed
religious demography, with a proportional demographic shift in 
universities, to the point where Muslims are a noticeable presence at
most universities, both as students and faculty.32 The presence of
Muslim faculty, however, has not, for reasons mentioned earlier, led to
any substantial change in the approach to Islam. 

Since Islamic studies is not conducted under the aegis of religious
studies, the Muslim “specialists” who conduct Qur’anic studies often
do so without a knowledge of western concepts (and the attendant
vocabulary) of exegesis. Even when Muslim professors approach their
subject from the perspective of religion, their presentations tend to
focus on the pre-modern period. One hears of the exegeses of al-
>abarÏ, al-ZamakhsharÏ, and a host of classical scholars, but rarely does
one hear of the modern discourse of Muhammad al-Ghazali or Taha
al-Alwani. There is not a total eschewal of modern names; unfortu-
nately, however, such modern studies only represent those that can be
researched for their fanaticism or animosity towards the United States,
typical examples being Yusuf al-Qaradawi, more notorious for his
fatwa on suicide bombing than for his groundbreaking book Al-¤al¥l
wa al ¤ar¥m.

Muslim professors might waste time arguing about the Qur’an’s
divine provenance (a concept that cannot be proven in an academic
forum), but they cannot explain the differences between Biblical and
Qur’anic narratives except in a way that attributes corruption to the
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Biblical version. This of course overlooks the idea of canonization and
the fact that such canonization arbitrarily accepted and rejected books.
In dealing with Qur’anic stories vis à vis Biblical versions, an Islamicist
ought to have a good background in the forming of the Jewish and
Christian canons in order to attempt any narratology. 

If a professor were to present a particular religion using the termi-
nology and jargon specific to religion, this would lead to better
communication with students who are specialists in the field. For
many, it seems still a difficult idea to grasp that Muslims can be sociolo-
gists and scholars of religion, and can present their own religion
objectively. One of the doctrinal hurdles that presents itself for 
observant Muslims in academe is that western scholarship sees scripture
as text and subject therefore to the same criteria of examination as any
other written work. As such, they are often at a loss to understand the
use of terminologies imported through interdisciplinary studies, or
from within religious studies. 

Examples of such terms are logocentrism, phallocentrism, reader
response criticism, preterism, presentism the affective fallacy, the inten-
tional fallacy, the hermeneutic circle, and the Divine Command
theory, just to name a few.33 Sadly, Muslim scholars, both classical and
modern, have discussed most of these ideas, albeit under different
terms. When their ideas are presented, however, if the scholar does not
know the western term, s/he cannot draw parallels and make the nec-
essary comparisons. 

The late medieval Muslim opposition to Isra’iliyaat has continued
throughout the centuries, and as such, many scholars chose not to
explore the Jewish and Christian testaments, despite what might seem
like Qur’anic exhortations.34 This means that few are therefore 
adequately equipped to rebut the still prevailing theory of borrowing
that gained fame with Abraham Geiger’s thesis. This idea assumes that
the shared narratives in Abrahamic religions make the supposedly 
earlier materials normative, and the later derivative. William Sandmel
used the term “parallelomania” to describe this concept, defining it as
“the extravagance among scholars which first overdoes the supposed
similarity in passages and then proceeds to describe source and deriva-
tion as if implying literary connection flowing in an inevitable or
predestined direction.”35
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States Marilyn Waldman, a good complement to the issue of influ-
ence and transmission studies is found in narratology, wherein one
may identify the “biblical” material in the Qur’an to clarify not only
the relationship of the Bible to the Qur’an, but also the art of the
Qur’anic narrative itself.36

The borrowing theory is problematic because it does not account
for the deviation between the elements of some Qur’anic and Biblical
stories, and as such, there has been a rather hasty assumption that the
Qur’an’s versions were somehow the Prophet’s misinterpretations.
The story of Mary in the Qur’an illustrates this fallacious reasoning, 
as some have opined that the author of the Qur’an committed a histor-
ical error when having Mary addressed as “sister of Aaron.”37 Said
Schwarzbaum, “We should never forget that Muhammad rarely retells
exactly what he has heard from his mentors and informants. Most of
the scraps of information which he has got orally from his Jewish and
Christian informants…have become mixed up in his mind…38

The idea of Mary being brought up in the Temple is not found in
the canonical gospels, but rather in the Protoevangelium, or Proto-
Gospel of James, a mid-second-century work, that names Joachim and
Anna as the parents of Mary.39 While many Muslims might be happy
to accept this supposed provenance, under the assumption that it
therefore proves that the story is not a Qur’anic concoction, but that it
was existent at an early stage, a thorough reading of the document
shows several lines of departure from the Qur’anic narrative. Only
knowledge of the cognate relationship between the Arabic nadhartu40

and the Hebraic term nazir41 gives a sense of deep meaning to the
story, one that is not easily deciphered from the Protoevangelium. In
the Qur’an, the mother of Mary consecrates her child to God, and her
prayer is answered. Given the purity rites of the time, the mother
(Anna) assumes the child will be a male, since a female would, by men-
struation, defile the temple, which clarifies her exclaiming that she had
given birth to a female to which the response comes in the Qur’anic
ayah, “And the male is not like the female.”42 Without this under-
standing, one is forced to see the appropriateness of the ayah in context. 

In addition, the ayah shows that God does not allow for gender 
discrimination in terms of worship, a theme adumbrated in the
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Qur’an.43 The Protoevangelium does not touch on this aspect of the
story, having us believe that even from conception Anna would have
welcomed a child of either gender,44 despite no reported case of a
female Nazirite in Biblical history. One sees why the Qur’an’s version
is significant, and why Mary’s birth story would be significant, given
the Arab disregard for female children at the time.45 Even then, the
Protoevangelium is provably older than the Qur’an, so attributing
provenance of the Qur’anic narrative to the older document is mani-
festly problematic.46

At best, one might argue for a allusive relationship wherein the
Qur’an presupposes its readers are somewhat familiar with the Proto-
gospel version (or versions that have, while similar in content, not
reached us). Attributing provenance to a written Judeo-Christian 
document also presupposes that the events depicted in the Bible or
non-Arab Judeo-Christian literature are the only and oldest versions
from which all others must have been derived. Yet the vocabulary and
depiction within the Qur’an seem to refute such an idea: the issue of
Arab narratives is clearly evidenced by the Qur’an wherein it describes
how some of the Prophet’s contemporaries referred to the stories as
as¥~ Ïr al-awwalÏn (tales of the ancients).47 In his dealing with the matter,
Fazlur Rahman has convincingly propounded that the Qur’anic verses
evidence a fairly systematic knowledge of what is termed Biblical
material.48

That the Qur’an should accord a Judeo-Christian figure such
honor is a fact often alluded to in interfaith discussions, and certainly
sets the Qur’an apart from the older Abrahamic documents in terms of
its pluralism and inclusivism. Certainly, modern interfaith participants
often draw attention to the fact that Mary is the only woman referred
to by name in the Qur’an and that she has a chapter named after her;
the more in-depth analysis just discussed however is often missed. 

By failing to make themselves familiar with Biblical material and
the religion theories pertaining thereto, Muslims are often unable to
make the intertextual connections. The story of the destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah is a good example. In the Hebrew Bible,
Abraham pleads for Lot’s people, presenting his case to the point
where in the final verses of Genesis 18, it would seem that if ten good
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people were present, the city would have been spared divine punish-
ment. If a reader of the Qur’an brings the details of this narrative (not
provided in the Qur’an), when contemplating (11:70-4), then Lot’s
question in (11:78) can be perceived for what it actually is: not simply
a plea, but trying to evoke a certain action, in response to a divine
promise.

In classes on comparative themes in Abrahamic religions, students
have never failed to note the difference they found in studying the
Qur’anic verses when taken along with the readings of the relevant
Biblical material. The judgmental, strict, litigious God of Islam that has
been created in the imagination of Western Orientalists (and to a 
certain extent in some Muslim perception) is in fact a forgiving, 
affectionate Lord, certainly far more peaceful than the deity that orders
the slaughter of man, woman, and child in some verses of the Bible. 

A study of the creation story from both texts clearly shows this: in
the Biblical version, Eve is the one who is misguided and then leads
Adam astray; they are both cursed and their lot is suffering. By contrast,
in the Qur’an both parties are equally blameworthy, and are forgiven.
Through such studies, one can further delve into the studies of the
evolution of Shari¢ah, and point out that many of the ideas of Shari¢ah
are in fact the result of human reasoning, and not of divine edict. The
time has come for Muslim professors to shed themselves of the inferi-
ority complex of using texts of famous but dated Orientalist authors,
and instead rely on the works of their co-religionist scholars who,
trained in religion, are better suited as sources for instructional material.

While it is certainly easy to lay the blame for the sad state of Islamic
studies at the feet of Orientalists, only by a new approach to Islamic
studies in general, and Qur’anic studies in particular, can Muslims
make any meaningful contribution to the field. Fazlur Rahman’s iden-
tification of the two main problems in Muslim scholarship regarding
Islam’s scripture still applies: lack of a genuine feel for the relevance of
the Qur’an today and a fear that such a presentation might deviate on
some points from traditionally received opinions.49 The problems are
interconnected; approaching them from the perspective of Western
religious studies offers a solution.
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THE QUR’AN AND SUNNAH are the two primary sources of Muslim faith,
life, law and morality. The Qur’an is for Muslims the foundation of their faith
and the Sunnah is the framework of their morality. Together they constitute the
two sources of the law (Shari¢ah) of God, a guide to prosperity and happiness in
this life and to the bliss of the hereafter. Although the Qur’an and Sunnah are
materially and formally two independent sources, they are inextricably bound in
a dynamic relationship. The rulings and precepts (a^k¥m) of the Qur’an constitute
the law (shar¢) of God. They are supplemented by the precepts of the authentic
Sunnah, which possess authority second only to the precepts of the Qur’an. The
Qur’an commands Muslims, “Whatever the Messenger gives you, that you must
take, and whatever he forbids you, you must desist therefrom....” (59:7). 

In answer to this need, IIIT convened an annual Summer School for scholars 
to study the Qur’an and Sunnah. The eleven papers included in this volume 
constitute the proceedings of the first Summer Institute, 2008. The essays making
up the collection are focused discussions, and comprised of diverse writings on
significant subjects relating to the Qur’an and the Sunnah, of common and 
intellectual interest as well as relevancy.
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